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ABSTRACT

The structure of turbulence in a conical diffuser with a fully developed pþ flow

at entry and subjected to a varying adverse pressure gradient has been studied from

measurements of long-time averaged turbulence quantities and from the evaluation

of coherent motions. Macroscopic viewsof the structure of turbulence can be inferred

from long-time averaged measurements but it is the evaluation of coherent structures

that clearly establishes the mechanism of turbulence in the diffuser flow.

The four classes of fluid motions responsible for momentum transfer, outward

interactions, ejections, inward interactions and sweeps, are found to be as important

in an adverse pressure gradient turbulent flow as has been observed in other

wall-bounded shear flows. However, the distribution of the dominating coherent

motions, sweeps and ejections, are distorted as the flow proceeds towards separation.

Based on the statistical properties of the coherent motions, a conceptual model is

adopted from the literature to explain the dynamics of the educed structures and their

distribution in the flow geometry. Thus, two shear layers are very important in

evaluating the structure of turbulence in the conical diffuser. A mean shear layer close

to the wall and a maximum shear stress layer, the peak region, which is gradually

displaced towards the axisof the flowwithprolonged walldivergence. Essentially, the

dynamics of the turbulence structures involves the transport of typical eddies by large

scale outer motions to the wall. The resulting interaction between the typical eddies
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and the wall mean shear layer leads to the formation of pockets and hairspin vortices.

The outward growth of these vortices from the wall is initially enhanced because

characteristics that influence the outward motion of vortices rapidly increase upto the

peak region then decrease towards the axisof the flow.Therefore, the region between

the wall mean shear layer and the peak region is populated by pocket vortices which

are initially the fooþrint of sweeps, then become associated with ejections at the later

stages of growth. The rapid outward growth of vortices betwe€n the two shear layers

also results in hairspin vortices re-connecting to form typical eddies further from the

wall than in flows with slower outward growth. Hence the peak region, where the

outward motion attains stability, is a logical location for vortex regeneration. This

attribute of the peak region makes the explanation of other characteristics of this region

possible. These characteristics include; (1) Maximum values of the averaged Reynolds

shear stress and mean kinetic energy of turbulence, (2) maximum production and

dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, (3) nearly normal distributions of the probability

density of fluctuating velocities, and (a) equal contributions of s\.veeps and ejections

as well as equal contributions of inward and outward interactions to the averaged

Reynolds stress. The domination of the coherent motions from the wall to the peak

region by sweeps is strengthened by inactive motions which lead to high intensity of

turbulence but not to burst producing stresses.

With regard to experimental techniques, this study has produced a correction

procedure for static pressures in an adverse pressure gradient turbulent flow which

does not depend on calibration constants of the pressure probes and the use of hot-wire

anemometers to measure velocity fluctuations. Also, a pattern recognition scheme has
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been developed to evaluate temporal statistical characteristics of coherent structures.

Untike existing methods which are limited to low Reynolds number flows, the present

pattern recognition scheme can be calibrated against known results and has been

successfully applied in a fully developed pipe flow with high Reynolds number as well

as in a high intensity, varying adverse pressure gradient turbulent flow.
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CHAPTER 1

TNTRONUCTTON

Turbulence is characterized by three-dimensional vorticity and consists of both

large and smail scale structures. Classical statistical methods consider the large scale

structures to be mostly random and chaotic, while in the modern view, turbulence is

populated with repeating, quasi-deterministic large scale structures. The new

perception has greatly improved the understanding of the nature of turbulence and

the search for the dynamic and statistical significance of the coherent motions has led

to improvements in experimental techniques.

The study of turbulence is synonymous with the study of the Navier-Stokes

equations which in spite of having been anaiyzú in great detail have no known

quantitative solution. Statistical analysis of the equations of motion result in the closure

problem of turbulence theory in which there are more unknowns than equations.

However the statistical theory of turbulence is very important as it provides the basis

for experimental investigations with the ultimate goal of solving the closure problem

through selective elimination of less important terms. As pointed out by Townsend

(1956), the dynamics of turbulence can best be understood from a consideration of the

turbulent energy budget. Derivation of the turbulent kinetic energy (tIG) equation

can be found in Hinze (1959) using rectangular coordinates and L¿ufer (195a) using

cylindrical coordinates. The equation governing the mean kinetic energy ,u!/z,of



the turbulent velocity fluctuations can be written [Tennekes and Lumley (1985)l as

- 2v urs ,,j

-( 
au, ¿u,\

- n¿n,[ *, - 
ú )* 

t" s,is¿r

where sU is the fluctuating strain rate

I( òu, âu,l
!Jr"Lr 2\ax¡ òx,)

Ll

Physically Eq. (1.1) implies that the total change in the kinetic energy per unit

,nutt fr/2 of aturbulent fluid isdue to the transport of kinetic energy to and from

the control volume (first term on the right) and energy created or lost due to

deformation work within the control volume (last two terms on the right). The transport

term is made up of interactions due to viscous stresses, pressure gradient work and

turbulent velocity fluctuations. These quantities represent a divergence of energy flux

and serve to redistribute energy internally within the flow if a control volume

encompasses all the turbulent region. The turbulence energy production term,

-tr¿tt ¡ (òU ,/ ò x ¡ + òU t/ ò x,) sustains turbulence by extracting energy from the

mean flow. On the other hand, the dissipation term, 2vsusu- is the rate at which

viscous stresses perform deformation work against the fluctuating strain rate

representing a drain of turbulent energy.



The local balance of production, transpoft and dissipation of TKE has great

signihcance in all turbulent flows. Townsend (1956) had shown that the transfer of

energy from the mean flow to turbulence attain very high values near the wall where

incidentally the fluctuating strain rates also have high values resulting in large energy

dissipation. It follows that the concentration of turbulence activity, large values of the

production and dissipation of TKE, in the near wall region makes it a logical location

forstudying the structure of turbulence. Through similar reasoning, Kline etaI.(1967)

started flow visualization experiments in order to understand the mechanism of the

production of TKE in wall bounded flows. Using a combined dye-injection and

hydrogen-bubble technique it was observed that low-speed sublayer streaks

intermittently oscillated then break up in a violent upward motion which was referred

to as a 'burst'. The observed structures had a quasi-periodic repeating patterns with

much larger scales than the background turbulence, fuelling the hope that statistical

methods could be used to characterize them. One of the most important observations

of the pioneering experiments was that more than 70% of the energy produced by

turbulence occurred during the ejection phase. The other important TKE te¡m is

dissipation and has been actively studied via spectral analysis. Both production and

dissipation of TKE are important for the maintenance of turbulence and as a result

they are closely associated with coherent motions.

The present study is part of an ongoing research program established more than

twenty years ago to study the structure of turbulence in a conical diffuser. A conical

diffuser can be considered as a flow device with a gradual a¡ea increase above the inlet

pipe value and designed to reduce velocity and kinetic energy of the inlet flow, while



at the same time producing higher pressure. The increasing pressure in the diffuser is

an unfavorable gradient and can result in highly variable flow patterns, boundary layer

separation, and poor performance. The choice of a diffuser with a fullydeveloped pþ
flowat entry, I degrees included angle and an area ratio of 4:1,was based on established

criteria for optimum pressure recovery [ see Sprenger (1959) and Sovran and Klomp

(1967)1. The program has produced numerous results which has greatly improved

understanding of turbulence in the diffuser flow. These include the initial detailed

set-up analysis and turbulence characteristics [Okwuobi and Azad (1973)], TKE

balance and vorticity measurements [Arora and Azad (1980 a, b)], similarity of

structure functions with other wall bounded flows IAzad and HummeI (L979,1981)]

and measurements of various characteristics of the flow and spectral analysis [Kassab

(1986) and Azad and Kassab ( 1989)1.

In the present work, the structure of turbulence in the conical diffuser is studied

from the point of view of organized motions that contribute to the shear-stress

production. Part of this topic, the contributions of different events to the time averaged

Reynolds stress, had been investigated by Hummel (1978) using analogue circuits.

Digital methods are used in the present study and, in addition, the contributions of the

different fluid motions to the Reynolds stress production are independently obtained

from conditional probability density distribution of velocity and the application of

cumulant-discard method. Various temporal statistics of the coherent motions are also

evaluated using a pattern recognition scheme developed during the course of this study.

The trend of the educed structures across the flow at six measuring stations in the

diffuser are compared with similar measurements in the fully developed pþ flow with



aviewof establishing the effect of adverse pressure gradient on the coherent motions.

A background review of the relevant literature is given in Chapter 2. The

experimental set-upandprocedures arebrieflydescribed inChapter 3.Chapters 4and

5 contain the results of long-time-averaged quantities and statistical evaluations of

coherent structures respectively. In Chapter 6 an overview and the implications of the

results are discussed. The concluding remarks are made in Chapter 7.



CHAPTER 2

TTTBRATI]RE REVTE\ry

2.1 OBSERVATION OF ORGANIZED MOTIONS IN TURBULENT FLOWS.

A large amount of literature exists from the study of the structure of turbulence

using various flow configurations, therefore the scope of this review is limited to wall

bounded shear flows. The reader is referred to more extensive reviews by Willmarth

(L975), Cantwell (1981), Hussian (1983), Antonia (1983), Ho and Heurre (1984), Lui

(1989) and Robinson (1991 a,b).

Pioneering investigations of the modern views on turbulence may be traced to

the study of the intermittent nature of turbulence in free shear flowsbyCorrsin (1943),

Townsend (1947) and Corrsin and Kistler (1955). Other investigations include the TKE

balance in pipe flow [I-aufer (1954)], and in boundary layer with zero pressure gradient

[Klebanoff (1954)]. While it isevident that the existence of large scale eddies had been

known I see Liepmann (1952) referenced in Lui (1988)], their importance in controlling

turbulence transport and in the extraction of energy from the mean flow were f,rrst

qualitatively described by Townsend (1956). Thereafter, the wall region of turbulent

flows was closely studied resulting in new experimental techniques and philosophies

on the structure of turbulence. For example, Liepmann (1962) had already suggested

a relationship between the large scale structures and some form of instability

mechanism which can only be qualitatively studied by controlled experiments. The



development and use of conditional sampling to study the intermittent region of a

turbulent boundary layer byKovasznay et al. (1970) can be considered as a realization

of such hypothesis. Other experimental techniques that have enhanced the

understanding of turbulence include measurements of convection and decay of

turbulent fluctuations using space-time correlations by Favre et al. (1957, 1958),

coherent oscillations inturbulent shear flows[Bradshaw (1966)] and flowvisualization

[Kline et aJ. (1967), Corino and Brodkey (1969) and many others].

The importrance of the wall region in the generation and maintenance of

turbulence hasbeen introduced inChapter l.Visualization experiments wereinitiated

to better understand the mechanism of flow in the wall region. Improved flow

visualization techniques involving the introduction of small hydrogen bubbles

(produced from a fine wire by electrolysis) into the flow were first developed by Clutter

et al. (1959) as referenced in Willmarth (1975). The advantage of this technique over

the use of smoke or dye-injection is the fact that it provides both qualitative and

quantitative information. A similar hydrogen bubble technique wasdeveloped byKline

et aJ. (1967) and used together with their previous results from dye-injection and still

photography to deduce the sequence of activity in the turbulent boundary layer.

Sublayer streaks with low velocity were observed to be regularly spaced and distributed

in a spanwise direction in the region O <Y * < lO.As they were convected with the

flow, the low speed streaks were observed to gradually lift-up from the wall into the

region B <Y* < 12 where they intermittently oscillated. The oscillation increased

with distance from the wall and the streaks were violently ejected ( IO < y- < 30)

into the outer part of the flow where they were broken up. At about the same time,



Corino and Brodkey (1969) used high-speed motion photography to magnify the wall

region in pipe flow and follow the trajectories of colloidal size particles suspended in

the fluid.More detailed sequence of the same streaky phenomenon observed byKline

et al. was given. This includes a deceleration to about 50To of the local mean velocity

ofa parcel of fluid near the wall ( O < Y 
* < 30 )which was followed bythe appearance

from upstream of accelerated fluid. If the accelerated and retarded fluids met at the

same spanwise location, there was immediate interaction resulting in the formation of

a shear layer between them. Soon after, the ejection phase starts with violent outward

motion of lowspeed fluid whichincreases inintensity and continues forvaryingperiods

of time before ceasing gradually. The ejection phase ended due to inward rushes of

fluids (called sweeps) with about the local mean velocity which removed the remnants

of low speed fluids associated with the violent interaction of ejections with the

high-speed fluids. Nychas et al. (1973) visualized the flow in the outer region of a

channel flow using the same procedure as Corino and Brodkey. The cyclic nature of

events was similar to previous observations. In addition they observed transverse

vortices arising from the interaction between high- and low-speed fluid regions which

appeared to be caused by Helmholtz type flow instability. Grass (197I) made similar

observation as previous studies and also concluded that sweep motions may be more

important than ejections in the production of Reynolds stress from the wall to the edge

of the buffer region.

All pioneering flow visualization studies agræ, that ejections were veryimportant

in the production of TKE, and they estimated contributions of more than 70% to the

Reynolds stress outside the sublayer.
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2.2 QUANTITATTVE MEASUREMENTS OF COHERENT STRUCTT]RES.

Flow visualization provides a great deal of qualitative information but little

quantitative data. In addition, it has other limitations which include the difficulty of

application at high Reynolds number and the lack of depth of view captured by the

camera.

More quantitative data in the study of coherent structures have been achieved

using hot wire measurements and the application of conditional sampling. Conditional

sampling has been appropriately defined by Blackwelder (1977) as a special type of

generalized cross-correlation in which a signal is acquired when an event related to

turbulence is detected. Following Blackwelder (1977) and Antonia (1981), the

correlation can be defined as;

råR(x,A,x,t,)= kfTñàO(x,t,)f (x,Lx,t¿*t j) Z.l

The digital conditioning function d(x,t,) can be derived from one or more signals and

must determine the condition when averaging is to occur. f (x, Lx,t,* t¡) is the

data signal, T, is the time delay (*ve or -ve), N is the number of data points to be

averaged over and A x is the distance between the detection probe which produces

the function d, and the data probe which produces the function f.

The function d(x,t,) is the most important feature of any conditional sampling

procedure. It is obtained from linear or non-linear operations on a signal, visual

observations and so on. The identification and detection of an isolated event relevant

to turbulence requires a very good imagination and the understanding of the nature
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of the problem being studied and it represents the most difficult task in conditional

sampling. Most major contributions to conditional sampling can be traced to effective

definition of the function d(x,t,). For example, measuring in the intermittent region,

Kovasznay et al. (1970) used àu/òy which is one term in the spanwise vorticity

component while Antonia (1972) used a combination of flow visualization and the

level of (òuu / òÐ2 as a detection criteria. In walt bounded shear flows,the detection

of coherent structures includes visual observations by Kline et al. (1967), the use of

the eulerian streamwise velocity signal by Kaplan and Laufer (1969) when its short

time variance exceeds a predetermined level and by Willmarth and Lu (1971) as a

trigger level at Y+:15.

\ilhen Ax and trin Eq. (2.1)are non-zero, detection and data acquisition are

performed by different probes. Usually the detection probe is placed at the edge of

the sublayer at Y+ :15 where the organized motions are assumed to originate while

the data probe which acquires the signal is transversed pe¡pendicular to the flow at a

downstream location and at a distance A x from the detection probe. This method is

normally used for low Reynolds number flows and for flow geometries like channel

flows whe¡e a large wall layer exist. The method also has limitations which have been

addressed by Blackwelder (1977) and reviewed in Sæt. (2.2.2). A variation of this

method involves the use of a rake of hot wires as detection and data probes respectively

in order to take into consideration the spanwise variation of the motions. More recent

studies, especialty in flows with a small wall layer or flows with high Reynolds number,

rely on single point measurements in which t, and Arin 4.Q.1) are zero. The

detection and acquisition of data isperformed bythe same probe, with the identification
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of events based on mathematical processing of the signal. The two well known methods

that have been applied to single point measurements are the quadrant method of

Wallace et al. (1972) and the variable interval time averaging (VITA) technique

introduced by Blackwelder and Kaplan (1976).

The quadrant method depends on the sign of the streamwise velocity, u, and the

transverse velocity signal, v,observed during bursting. It can be applied with a detection

probe at the edge of the sublayer [Lu and Willmarth (1973)l or to single point

measurements [Sabot and Comte-Bellot (L976)1. By sorting the uv-signal into four

quadrants based on the u- and v-signals, it was found that the four classes of events

(outward interactions, ejections, inwa¡d interactions and sweeps) that contribute to

the shear stress production were uniquely defined. The events are classified as follows:

Quadrant 1 (Q1)

Quadrant 2 (Q2)

Quadrant 3 (Q3)

Quadrant 4 (Q4)

outward interactions ( u)0,v)0),

ejections ( u(0,v)0),

inward interactions ( u(0,v(0),

sweeps ( u>0,v(0).

u', was introduced by Lu and Willmarth (1973) soA threshold condition, uu) Hu

that the relative strength of events can be evaluated. The hole size H is defined as

H:luul/u'u'.

The VITA technique is similar to the detection method applied by Kaplan and

Laufer (1969). It is based on the fact that a thin shear layer or high speed front is formed

during bursting. The short-time variance of the streamwise. velocityisintermittent and

its peak is considered to be an indication of the high speed front. Sampling takes place
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when the short-time non-dimensional variance of the streamwise velocity, u, exceeds

a threshold value which varies from 0.5 to 2. Alfredsson and Johansson (1984) have

shown that like the quadrant method, structures evaluated with VITA strongly depend

on the averaging time and the value of the threshold.

2.2.1 Statistical properties of coherent structures.

Quantitative measurements have generally conf,rrmed visual observations with

regard to the importance of ejections in shear stress production. Therefore, the

contribution to the average value of the Reynolds stress in the wallregion of turbulent

shear flows from different events can be estimated accurately irrespective of any of

the existing methods used for analysis. Typical values are,70-80Vo for ejections, 55-65Vo

for sweeps and the excess percentage over I00% is due to small negative contributions

from inward and outward interactions. In addition, the intermittency factor of ejections

is about 0.25 to 0.3. This clearly shows the importance of ejections in shear stress

production as more than 70% of the Reynolds stress is produced in the buffer region

during an event that occurs only about one quarter of the time.

The evaluation of statistical quantities that depend on cor¡ectly identifying the

time dependence of each structure does not enjoy similar collapse of data. The mean

period and duration of events depend strongly on the detection criteria used. Rao et

aJ. (I97L) established, using various flow visualization and hot wire measurement

results, that the mean period between ejections scaled with outer variables; the free

stream mean velocity U -and the boundary layer thickness ô (or the displacement

thickness ô. ). Specifically, it was indicated that (T ,,U -/õ)-5 in channel flow for
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5OO < Re, ( gOO0.Luand Willmarth (1973) showed that the mean period between

ejections using the quadrant splitting technique was a function of the threshold.

However, it was found that a characteristic threshold which gives non-dimensional

mean periods identical to the values obtained by Rao et al. occurred for values of H

between 4 and 4.5. Similar results were obtained by Sabot and Comte-Bellot (1976)

in pipe flow using single point measurements. While the early measurements seems

to agree on the mean period between ejections in the wall region scaled with outer

variables, it is now generally accepted that the numerical value is about 6 for the

characteristic hole size of 4 [Cantwell (1981)]. The reason for the difference may be

attributed to better signal processing. In addition, there is the unresolved question of

the proper scaling that takes into consideration the Reynolds number dependency of

the educed structures. Bogard and Tiederman (1986) have presented a wide variation

in mean periods of ejections normalized with outer variables obtained by applying

several detection algorithms. In the light of such deviations, even among results

obtained using the same algorithm by different investigators, Luchik and Tiederman

(1987) compared the scaling using outer variables with scaling using inner time scale

(u?/v)originally applied byBlackwelder and Haritonidis (1983) and mixed (inner

and outer) time scale introduced byAlfredsson and Johansson (1984). While the inner

scaling was considered more appropriate, the question of proper scaling for mean

periods remain controversial since most available data are limited to low Reynolds

number flows.
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2.2.2 Limitatiors of conditional sampling techniques.

Coherent structures are a random occurrence of organized motions embedded

in an incoherent motion made up of smaller scales. In addition, the structures a¡e

present inthe flowwithawiderange of convection velocities, shapes, orientations and

durations. Therefore conditional sampling has the task of selectively extracting the

coherent motions while taking into consideration the wide range of properties of these

structures which may influence statistical estimates. The scatter in the statistical

properties of coherent structures evaluated using different detection algorithms

[Bogard and Tiederman (1986)] is because each technique locks onto a different

property of the bursting process and most of them do not address the fundamental

distribution of individual events.

When two separate probes, one for detection and the other for data signal, are

used in the experimental investigation of coherent structures the following problems

have to be sorted out in signal processing.

(1) Some of the events that are triggered by the detection probe may be entirely

different from those recorded by the data probe. This will either result in the

acquisition of wrong events or in the acquisition of incoherent motions as well as

the desired structures. Since the detection probe is normally f,rxed and the data

probe transversed across the flow at a downstream location, the error associated

with unwanted signal increases with the distance between the detection and data

probes.
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(2) Coherent structures have a wide range of convection velocities, sizes, shapes and

orientations [Blackwelder (1977)]. This introduces a random phase when

conditional averages are evaluated from the data signal.

Various signal processing techniques have been designed to correct for the loss

of phase and incoherent structures or jitters associated with two-point velocity

measurements. Blackwelder (1977) proposed a phase descrambling scheme which

involves the matching of two different patterns associated with the velocity signal at

two different locations. Another pattern recognition scheme involves the evaluation

ofa short-time temporal average of the raw uv-signal over the length of some acceptable

patterns in the u-signal [Wallace et al. (1977)1. These patterns were produced by

smoothing the u-signal, taking its time derivative and chosing only those patterns in

which the absolute value of the positive slope was greater than the negative slope. By

far the most accepted means of dealing with problems (1) and (2), iscombined visual

detection and acquisition of data byhot-wire. In this regards, each event can be traced

and the degree of contact with the data probe ascertained [Bogard and Tiederman

(1986)]. However, visual detection is limited to low Reynolds number flows, reducing

the range of the combined method.

In single-point measurements, a continuous record of velocity is acquired at a

chosen location. Both problems, (1) and (2), associated with two-point velocity

measurements affects single-point data and (1) is worse since no attempt is made to

detect events. Some of these problems can be resolved by the algorithm, quadrant or

VITA technique, normally used to identify events in single-point records. For example,
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for sufficiently high threshold level, the application of the quadrant or VITA technique

to single-point records of velocity can eliminate some of the small scaled incoherent

motions. However, jitters and some small scale structures which do not contribute to

the dynamic significance of the educed structures can still be present at higher

thresholds. Pattern recognition schemes have been used in conjunction with the

quadrant or VITA techniques to effectively process single-point records of velocity

[wallace et aJ. (1977)].

2.3 CURRENT TREND IN COHERENT STRUCTT]RE IIWFSTIGATIONS.

Robinson (1991 a,b) has categorized different aspects of the study of organized

motions in terms of the decade in which community-wide interest was most intense.

Thus, flow visualization belongs to the 60's, probe based measurements in the 70's

and computer simulation became feasible in the 80's and is still of current interest.

The shift in focus is because neither flow visualization nor conditional sampling

techniques achieved the high expectations that was generated by their introduction.

Both methods remain limited in application to canonical boundary layers, i.e. simple

boundary layers on flat plates or smooth walls with two-dimensional meån flow,low

Reynolds number and the absence of pressure gradients. Probe based measurements

are still plagued by the limitations discussed in Sect. 2.2.2.In addition, most probe

based conditional sampling schemes do not allow for spanwise variations resulting in

typical ensemble averages that show sweeps followed by ejections fRobinson et al.

(1988)l when itisknown that sweeps and ejections are associated with quasi-streamwise

vortices and so tend to occur in a side-by-side orientation Moin (1987)1. While

computer simulation has many advantages, it is also limited to canonical cases like
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existing probe based methods. Thus improvement in conditional sampling techniques

and careful analysis of probe based data will still be of sufficient interest as the study

of coherent motions address non-canonical cases.

Computer simulation ideally involves the numerical solution of the full non-linear,

three-dimensional, time dependent Navier-Stokes equations for a given initial and

boundary conditions without empirical closure assumptions. At any Reynolds number,

the resolution achieved by simulation depends on obtaining correct statistics of the

fTow lZang (1991) and Moin and Spalart (1989)1. The major statistical considerations

include correct values of (1) mean flow based on accepted logarithmic layer, (2)

root-mean-square velocity fluctuations, (3) spanwise spacing of the low-speed strealcs,

and (a) skewness and flatness statistics. Full simulation is limited by existing computer

capabilities, by statistical considerations notably criteria (3) and (4) above, and is

difficult to apply to all but the simplest flows. Limited simulation, for example large

eddy simulation (LES) which uses a 'subgrid-scale' model for those length scales that

are too small for the computational grid to resolve, achieves criteria (I),(2) and perhaps

(3) lzng (1991)1. Data bases generated by LES has been used in studying coherent

motions by Kim (1983), Kim and Moin (1986), Robinson (1991 a,b), and many others.

It is believed that computational methods, including LES, provide a better means of

control and manipulation of data than probe based conditional sampling techniques

[Kline (1988)]. Consequently in canonical boundary layers, conceptual models have

been re-investigated and new ones proposed [Kim (1983) and Robinson (1991 a)],

terminologies and concepts are made clearer [Kline (1988), Robinson et al. (1988) and

Robinson (1991 a,b)], and numerical data has been used as a basis for better probe
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design [Moin and Spalart (1989)].

One of the main objectives of coherent structure investigations isthe formulation

of a conceptual model that governs the evolution and interaction of the structures.

These models are strongly dependent on the three-dimensional vortical structures that

are known to be associated with the coherent motions but the origin, nature, dynamics

and interaction of the vortices are subject to many inferences and therefore remain

controversial. However, it is agreed that coherent motions exhibit different structural

features in the sublayer, buffer region and outer region of the boundary layer. More

recent studies indicate that most of the vortices associated with ejections and sweeps,

in the buffer and lower log-law regions, are single quasi-streamwise vortices fMoser

and Moin (1987) and Robinson (1991 a,b)]. Streamwise vortices occurring as

counter-rotating pairs, which were believed to be more frequent [Bakewell and Lumley

(1967), Blackwelder and Eckelman (L979) and Kim (1983)1, are found to be relatively

few.The upper log-lawand wake regions are predominantly populated withtransverse

vortices [Nychas et al. (1973), Praturi and Brodkey (1978) and Robinson (1991 a,b)].

They are other variations or types of vortices that occur throughout the boundary layer

and have been used for conceptual models by others. For example, near-wall hairspin

vortex models fTheodorsen (1952), Willmarth and Lu (1972) and Head and

Bandyopadyay (1981)l and outward migrating horseshoe shaped vortices [Offen and

Kline (1975) and Head and Bandyopadyay (1981)1.

Predictive models based on mathematical description of boundary layer

properties are also being used to study the dynamic significance of coherent structures.
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Statistical analysis involving proper orthogonal decomposition [Bakewell and Lumley

(1967), and Aubry et al. (1988)l have been used to infer streamwise vortices with

counter-rotating pairs. Based on the attached eddy hypothesis of Townsend (1976) and

some experimental data, Perry and Chong (1982) based their model formulation on

'1\' shaped vortices which are shown to form 'heirarchies', random arrays of

A -shaped vortices at different stages of stretching but with the same circulation, and

are possibly formed by vortex pairing. ' 1\ ' vortices are a general name given to vortex

loops, horseshoe and hairspin vortices which are topologically equivalent but at

different levels of stretching without the need to distinguish between the different

types. The Perry and Chong model for zero pressure gradient has been extended by

Perry et al. (1991) in order to formulate a closure hypothesis for adverse pressure

gradient turbulent boundary layers. Hussian (1983) and Lui (1988) have shown that

what is normally regarded as turbulence in traditional Reynolds number averaging can

be written as the sum of coherent and incoherent turbulence (double decomposition)

or the coherent part may be further classified into even and odd modes (triple

decomposition). Thus, terms like the production and dissipation of turbulent kinetic

energy can be written in terms of the properties of the structures that contribute to

them. Other mathematical formulations include vortex dynamics [Bridges et al. (1990)]

and dynamical systems approach [Holmes et al. (1990)].

Theyare veryfewstudies ofcoherent structures innon-canonical boundary layers,

for example turbulent flows subjected to pressure gradients, in the open literature.

Visualization experiments by Kline et al. (1967) indicated that wall streaks tend to be

shorter and to wave more violently in adverse pressure gradient flow,while in favorable
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pressure gradient flow, the streaks appear to be drawn longer and be more quiescent.

It was also observed that the bursting action tend to be suppressed in strongly favorable

pressure gradient flow while in strongly adverse pressure gradient flow, back-flow

occurred momentarily before the structures were swept downst¡eam. These

observations were found to be consistent with their evaluation of the bursting frequency

per unit span which scaled on wallvariables and was a function of the non-dimensional

pressure gradient parameter, dr: - (v/pU'-¡dp/d.x. Offen and Kline (1975)

proposed a conceptual model for the bursting process in the wall region of boundary

layers which was based on previous visual data. In the model, the arrival of a sweep at

the wall led to a temporary adverse pressure gradient that was responsible for the

ejection of low speed streaks from the point of interaction. The implication of this

model is that in an adverse pressure gradient flow, more wall streaks will be ejected

because the temporary adverse pressure gradient required for ejecting wall streaks will

be supplemented by the local adverse pressure gradient, while in favorable pressure

gradient flow, the lift up of wall streaks will be suppressed. However, the ejection of

wall streaks by a temporary adverse pressure gradient imposed by sweeps has not been

supported by wall-pressure pattern characteristics fWillmarth (1975) and Thomas and

Bull (1983)], and more quantitative data from numerical simulations indicate that

sweep and ejections are associated with quasi-streamwise vortices and so tend to occur

in a side-by-side orientation [Moin (1987)] rather than a sweep upstream of an ejection.

The non-applicability of the Offen and Kline model, which otherwise supports some

known data inpressure gradient flows,isan indication that conceptual models derived

from canonical boundary layers may not fullyexplain observations in pressure gradient

flows where the structure is different.
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F'\¿PERIMT'NTAI EQUIIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

3.1. FTILLY DEVELOPED PIPE FLOW AND DIIT'USER F.LO\ry FACILITIES

A description of the basic set-up of the wind tunnel, feed pipe and conical diffuser

can be found in the literature [see Okwuobi and Azad (1973)]. Figure 3.1(a) shows the

set-up when measurements are taken in the fully developed pþe flow, whereas Fig.

3.1(b) shows the diffuser (detached from the pipe) and its traversing mechanism. The

set-up consist of a variable speed centrifugal fan powered by a25 hp DC motor which

delivers air into a2.20 m long settling chamber of 91.4cm diameter. In the settling

chamber the air passes through three sets of fine mesh double screens and feeds into

a plywood contraction cone with an area ratio of 89:1. Air from the contraction cone

discharges into a long steel pipe, 10.16cm inside diameter, with No. 16 floor-sanding

paper pasted to the inside surface of the initial 8 cm length to provide boundary layer

tripping. The total length of pipe is79diameters long atthe end of whichairenters a

conical diffuser that discharges to the atmosphere. The conical diffuser has an included

angle of 8 degrees and itis7Z cm long with a nominal area ratio of 4:1.

A traversing mechanism was used as the probe support holder and to indicate

the location of the probe in the measuring plane. In pipe flow measurements, a DISA

55E40 traversing mechanism attached to a milling table was used. Traversing was done

along a horizontal diameter and the point where a probe touches the wall (with the

2t
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tunnel shut off) was indicated bythe deflection of a resistance meter (EICO 680). The

resistance meter, with the positive and negative terminals connected to the probe and

to the conducting wall respectively, deflects when the circuit was completed by contact

with the wall. After contact with the wall, a digital micrometer head (MITUTOYO

micrometer) with a range of 0-25 mm and 0.01mm graduation was used for positioning

of the probe. For the diffuser measurements, the traversing mechanism was attached

to the open end of the diffuser by 50 cm long levers on both sides. The positioning of

the probe was indicated by a Starret (NO. 469) micrometer dial-head with 0.001mm

increments. A resistance meter was also used to indicate contact with the wall before

the fan was turned on.

3.2 INSTRIJMENTATION

Pressure probes used in velocity measurements include a total pressure tube

(USC-E-103-1), a static pressure tube (USC-E-103-2) and a static pressure probe

shaped like a boundary layer type hot-wire probe used for measurements close to the

wall (see Fig.3.2). All pressure probes used in velocity measurements had outer

diameters of l.07mm.Preston tubes used to obtain pressure differences forcalculating

the friction velocity from Patel's calibration were locally made and their dimensions

are given in Table 3.1. Pressure differences were measured using a Betz projection

manometer which has graduations of 0.1 mm water and a range from -17 to 400 mm

water. For low velocity measurements the pressure difference was obtained using a

Combustion Instrument Ltd. micro-manometer with a graduation of 0.01 mm water

and a range of 0 to 30 mm water.
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Boundary layer type probes (DANTEC type 55P05) were used for single wire

measurements while DANTEC type 55P51 were used for x-wire measurements. All

probes were of standard specifications with a nominal diameter of 5 p m, a sensitive

length of 1.25mm and gold plated ends. The anemometry system was almost exclusively

DISA (DANTEC) equipment. This include 55M01 constant temperature

anamometers with standard bridge, ssM'zslinearizers, 55825 turbulence processors

and 55D90 calibration rig. Other equipment were KROHN-HITE model 3550 frlters

and a DATA TRANSLATION'S DT2821-F-16SE analogue and digital input/ouþut

board with a lzbit A/D converter installed in an IBM PC/AT compatible computer.

Auxiliary equipment include DISA 55D31 digital voltmeters, DISA 52A35 channel

selector, Fluke 8050 digital multimeter and Tektronix 466 storage oscilloscope.

3.3 PROCEDI]RF,S

3.3.1 Pressure measurements.

In the pipe wall, sets of four static pressure holes of I mm diameter and spaced

90 degrees apart have been drilled at intervals of 1m along the length of the pipe to

provide estimates of friction velocity from linear static pressure drop. The value of

the friction velocity, u* obtained from linea¡ static pressure drop was 0.839m/s at the

operating cross-sectional average mean velocity,Uo,of 18.2mls and Reynolds number,

Re : U rD o/ v, of 119,000.This value of friction velocity in the fullydeveloped pipe

flow was similarly obtained using Preston tubes and Patel's (1965) calibration. All

measurements in the pipe were done with the diffuser detached and at 0.25D0 from

the open end of the pipe ( i.el-) TSD'from the trip). The pþ flowhas been determined
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to be fully developed by Dang (1987) at the chosen measuring position because

moments of the fluctuating streamwise velocity up to third-order were shown to be

constant downstream of L=78Dn from the trip.

With the diffuser attached to the pipe, velocity characteristics in the pipe were

found to be identical to those obtained without the diffuser. However, measurements

in the pipe with the diffuser in place involve introducing more than 72 cmof probe

holder and care had to be taken to insure that no cantilever effect was present at the

measuring position. In the diffuser itself, a set of four static pressure taps of 0.6mm

diameter and positioned at 90 degrees to each other are spaced at intervals of 6 cm

along its length. These static pressure taps were externally identifiable byplastic hoses

that connect each set and they represent the twelve measuring stations in the diffuser.

In this presentation, stations are identified by a number which represents the distance

in centimeters from the entrance of the diffuser to the measuring plane. Preston tube

measurements and the Patel's calibration curves were used to obtain the friction

velocities at various stations in the diffuser. Kassab (1986) and Trupp et al. (1986) have

shown that in the early part of the diffuser where the wall shear stress decreases rapidty

the smallest Preston tube (see Table 3.l)produces the lowest u*values, whereas the

largest Preston tube produces the highest u* values. This pattern was shown to be

reversed in the last half of the diffuser. However at any measuring station the mean

value of u", obtained by averaging values obtained for all four Preston tubes in Table

3.1,was comparable to the values obtained byapplying the correction procedures of

Brown and Joubert (1969) and Frei and Thomann (1980) in which further corrections

are made to the normal u* values obtained from Preston tubes and the Patel's
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calibration.

3.3.2 Hot-wire measurements.

Stândard procedures in DISA (DANTEC) manuals were followed in the set-up

and use of equipment. Calibration of the hot-wires was done in a low turbulence

intensity jet flow using the calibration rig (55D90). During measurements, the

linearized signal was fed to the turbulence processor. For single wire measurements,

the turbulence processor was used only for pre-gain amplification and DC offset. For

x-wire measurements it was used to form the sum and difference of the two signals.

The pre-gain was chosen such that the product ofpre-gain and post-gain (applied during

A/D conversion) results in a signal level of LIOV.The signal from the turbulence

processor was further conditioned using the model 3550 filters with the high pass set

at2Hz for all measurements. The low pass was set at the Kolmogoroffs frequency,

f*, of the flow at the measuring point to remove electronic noise, since no measurable

energy exists in turbulence after this frequency. The Kolmogoroff frequency is defined

as -f¡, : U / (2n'q), where the Kolmogoroff length scale, q : ( v3 / e) t'n. 
Here, eis

the mean dissipation rate and v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. At any measuring

position, a first guess of 2}kkIz was used as the initial setting of the low pass filter.

Then measurements of U and (à"7Ñ were made in order to estimate dissipation

fromtheisotropicrelationship,€:Isu@/t]2.rfandanewva1ueoff*were

then calculated from the new value of e.This procedure wasrepeated until successive

values of fo were constant. In the fully developed pipe flow, the low pass was set at 10

kHz whereas the sampling rate was 20 kHz. In the diffuser, Kassab (1986) has shown

that the Kolmogoroff frequency varies from one station to another. For example at
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station 66, which gives the biggest deviation from pþ flow values, the values of f*

range from about IkLIz near the wall to about 25kflz at the axis of the flow.Therefore,

typical sampling frequencies in the diffuser ranged from 10 to 50 kFIz, based on

estimates of at least Zfrin order to avoid aliasing. The band passed signal was digitized

using the A/D converter board in the computer which was controlled by software in

which a post-gain and a sampling frequency were specified. The total amount of data

acquired per measuring point was 200,000for single-wire and 400,000for x-wi¡e.Direct

Memory Access (DMA) mode was used in both data acquisition procedures and in the

case of x-wire measurements, two channels were scanned simultaneously.

The hot-wire data were processed by simple Fortran programs in a look-up table

format, which has been modif,red to process a linearized signal because of the bipolar

data obtained from the A/D converter (see Appendix A, Sect. A1). In this procedure

the mean voltage measured atanypoint and the linearization equation of the hot-wire

can be used together with the class intervals of the A/D converter, which represents

all possible values that the fluctuations will attend, to form a table containing 4096

instantaneous velocities without considering the actual data signal. The acquired signal

is then sorted into the appropriate class intervals, each of which is associated with a

fluctuating velocity, to give a histogram of the realizations which is then processed

statistically to obtain the mean velocity and moments of the fluctuating velocities.

Measurements with x-wire were made both in the xr and x0 planes.

Consequently, fluctuating quantities in the longitudinal (u) transverse (v) and lateral

(w) directions were obtained. Yaw corrections were applied to x-wire measurements
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inthe pipe (with k:0.2)usingequations developed byChampagne and Sleicher (1967)

and also presented byVagt (1979).In the diffuser flowboth yawconections (k:0.25)

and high intensity corrections for mean velocity and second order moments of

fluctuating velocities were applied as described in Vagt (1979). Data from x-wire

measurements were also analyzed using the method developed by Chew and Simpson

(1988), see summary of equations in Appendix A; Sect. 42. The fixed- angle calibration

method described in that work produces the same results as the method presented by

Yagt(1979) when ayawfactor of 0.25and yawangle of 45degrees isused inboth

cases. The main advantage of this method over the previous correction isthe factthat

the linearization equation of the two sensors of x-wire need not be the same. In addition,

an iterative procedure can be applied to obtain results comparable with the

variable-angle calibration method. In the present case, the iterative procedure was

appiied by varying the yaw factor in order to match streamwise mean velocities and

fluctuations with values obtained from single-wire measurements. For example, at

station 66,the resulting values of the yawfactor ranged from 0.667 at2mm from the

wall to 0.23 at the center-line. Figure 3.3 shows the variation of yaw factors in the

diffuser flow from stations 36-66.The general trend in the wall region is an increase

in yaw factor (decrease in yaw angle) from station 36 to station 66.It can be observed

that the core region of the diffuser in the exit portion of the flow have a nearly constant

yaw factors which tends to a value of 0.25. Flow characteristics from stations 6-30 are

well predicted with a yaw factor of 0.25across the flow field. This analysis justif,res the

choice of a constant yaw factor in the diffuser which has been used in many

investigations [Kassab (1986), Turan (1988) and many others], i.e. k:0.25 which

corresponds approximately with a yaw angle of 45 degrees in the velocity range 1 to
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22 m/s, because it is consistent with the findings of Jorgensen (1971). It was shown by

Jorgensen (1971) that a yaw factor at a higher angle (e.g.45 degrees) can be used to

minimize errors in velocity measurements if the yawangle in the flowvaries from 0 to

45 degrees.

The data was also used to form the time series of u-, v- and uv- signals (see

Appendix A, Sect. A1). For this purpose, the data file was accessed sequentialty and

yaw factor applied to obtain u- and v- signals. The uv-signal and high-order moments

of fluctuating velocities were obtained from the time trace of the u- and v-signals using

Fortran programs. In addition, experimental probability density distribution functions

were evaluated by the method given in Bendat and Piersol (1968, pp.284-298). The

number of cell required for the probability density distributions were estimated at 52,

based on 95 % level of significance, since the A/D converter gives 4096 distinct

velocities. The probability density distributions of the fluctuating velocities, ú and ú,

were evaluated in the class interval, - 3 < û, û < 3. Here the hat on the fluctuating

velocity implies the fluctuating velocity normalized by its root-mean-square value.

Higher order moments were evaluated in the interval [-8,8].

3.3.2,1 Accuracy analysis of hot-wire meâsurements.

Errors in hot-wire measurements depend on several factors. These include the

characteristics of the instrumentation and experimental equipment, yâw sensitivity,

interference effects, velocity gradients, proximity to the wall etc. Thus it is not always

easy to trace the origin of errors since the true values of the measured quantities are

not known in advance. In the present work, it is assumed that errors associated with
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single-wire measurements arising from the nature of the flow are negligible hence

mean velocities and velocity fluctuations in the streamwise direction obtained using

x-wires can be compared with them. In this regard, x-wire measurements obtained

using aconstant value of yawfactor,0.25,in the diffuser flowhad maximum errors of

3-5% in meån velocity and 3-7% in streamwise velocity fluctuations. These errors were

as a result of underestimating the single-wire values and they were most noticeable in

the wall region from stations 42-66.Errors arise in x-wire measurements because this

region of the diffuser is characterized by high intensity of turbulence and possibly

instantaneous backlflow as the flow proceeds towards separation. High intensity

corrections applied in addition to the yaw conection did not produce any reasonable

improvement on the results. Combined yaw and high intensity corrections resulted in

maximum errors of 1-3 % inmean velocity and 2-5% in streamwise velocity fluctuations.

An alternate method, see Chew and Simpson (1988) and Appendix A, was then applied

to address the observed errors. This method accounts for both the yaw sensitivity and

the effect of the tangential cooling velocity which is not negligible in highly turbulent

flows. Their constant angle calibration method, using a constant yaw factor of 0.25,

produces similar results as the combined yaw and high intensity correction. However,

the Chew and Simpson method could be used to obtain results that compare with the

variable angle calibration method by iteration such that mean and fluctuating velocities

obtained from single wire are reproduced. This later analysis resulted in the variation

of yaw factors in the wall region of stations 42-66 as shown in Fig.3.3.This figure

implies that yawfactors have to change significantly from the constant value of 0.25in

order to duplicate mean velocities and streamwise fluctuations obtained from

single-wires. The matching of these velocity components also accounts for the velocity
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gradients produced byseparation of the two sensors of the x-wire.The maximum errors

between the later x-wire measurements and those with constant angle calibration had

maximum deviations of;3% for mean velocity,5% for streamwise fluctuations, about

5% for the averaged Reynolds stress and 8% forthe fluctuating velocity in the fansverse

direction. It should be noted that these maximum errors occur very close to the wall,

i.e. within a distance of about 2 mm from the wall. Therefore, due to the finite length

of x-wires which spans 3 mm between the prongs, only the first two data points from

the wall in stations 42-66have any significant errors. In Chapter 4, mean velocities and

moments of fluctuating velocities across the diffuser are further compared with

measurements in other complex flows.



CHAPTER 4

CIIARACTERIZATION OF TÍIE DIFFT]SER FLOW

4.1 PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

Pressure probes are uniquely designed for measurements in laminar flows and

turbulent flows with low intensity. These flows are charactenzed, by constant values of

static pressures across any perpendicular plane and have negligible fluctuating velocity

components. In practical applications, pressure probes are often used in flowsituations

that deviate from such ideal behavior. Existing cor¡ection procedures [Goldstein (1936)

and Hinze (1959, 1975)l indicate that errors from pressure measurements can be

minimized by taking into consideration the directional sensitivity of the probes to the

fluctuating velocity components. These equations are given in Appendix B, Sect. 81

as Eqs. B1 and 82 for the total and static pressure tubes respectively. Equations 81

and B2 by themselves have no practical significance since pressure probes can respond

to but cannot measure fluctuating velocities. However, they indicate that if the

fluctuating components of velocity are small, the Bernoulli equation can be used as an

estimate of mean velocity.

Hinze (1975) has noted that mean velocities obtained from pressure

measurements deviate from true values when the static pressures are not constant

across the flow. Measured static pressures across the flow at various stations in the

diffuser are shown in Figs. a.l(a) and 0) for stations 6-36 and 42-66 respectively.

31
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Stations 6-36 in Fig.4.1(a) have relatively constant values of static pressures with

maximum deviations of 3% to l}Vo from the wall values. Stations 42-66 have larger

variations of static pressures which attain values greater than twice the wall static

pressure at station 66. The axial variation of the wall static pressures are presented in

Fig.a.2@) while the wall static pressure gradients are given in Fig. 4.2þ).The latter

figure shows that the flow in the diffuser has a varying adverse pressure gradient. This

variation of pressure gradient include a constant negative pressure gradient in the fully

developed pipe flow which becomes more negative due to entrance effects then

increases to a maximum value of adverse pressure gradient atXlDo-0.3.The adverse

pressure gradient then decreases rapidly to about station 18 and finally more gently in

the rest of the flow.Two dimensionless forms, or: ( lO-óv /puT)dp/d-x and

sz: (2D e/pUÐd.p/d.x have been used to present the pressure gradients. The

experimental values of dp/dx were obtained by numerically differentiating the

measured wall static pressures given in Fig. a.2@).In addition, theoretical values of

d p / dxwere evaluated by applying the Bernoulli equation between two points in the

flow and taking into consideration the diverging walls of the diffuser and presented in

the form of a r. Two observations may be made in connection with the pressure

gradients in the flow. Firstly, the decreasing portion of the adverse pressure gradient

is accurately predicted by simple application of the Bernoulli equation. Secondly, the

values of the dimensionless parameter cr, falls between 0.2 and 0.7, therefore in

accordance with the classification of pressure gradients by Kline et aJ. (1967), most of

the diffuser flow belongs to the mild adverse pressure gradient category. At the peak

position of adverse pressure gradient, the values of cr,: O.gland az: O.45were

obtained, indicating that a strong adverse pressure gradient may existin a small portion
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of the diffuser.

Due to the variation of static pressures across the flow, two estimates of mean

velocity can be obtained at anypoint in the flow.The first Ur*, isthe velocity calculated

using the Bernoulli equation from the pressure difference between the total pressure

measured at any point and the wall static pressure. The second, U* requires the

measurement of both the static and total pressures at the same point in the flow.Both

velocities have errors when compared to the more accurate hot-wire measurements.

In Appendix B, the magnitude of these errors are quantified and correction procedures

are derived for both mean velocity and static pressure measurements.

4.2 IJOT -WIRE MEAST]REMENTS

4.2.1Mean Velocities

In Fig. 4.3 the mean velocity profiles obtained from single-wire measurements

are presented in the pipe and six measuring stations in the diffuser. The accuracy of

these measurements can be tested by simple continuity criterion by calculating the

mass flowrate from the measured velocityprof,rles. The mass flowrate calculated from

the velocity profiles obtained from hot-wire measurements are within * 3 o/oof the pipe

flow values at any station in the diffuser [see Appendix B, Fig. 8.2]. Mean velocity

distributions near the wall in the diffuser have been presented in terms of wall variables

by Kassab (1986) and Trupp et al. (1986). It was shown that the law of the wall for the

fully turbulent and buffer regions which exist in the fully developed pipe flow [see Fig.

4.41, breakdown as soon as the flowenters the diffuser. Most of the measurements in
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the diffuser indicated dual log-law regions (i.e. two boundary layers); the inner one

developing on the diffuser wall, and the outer one representing a decaying remnant of

the feed pipe boundary layer. However, since these log regions had variable and

abnormally high slopes and did not scale with the walt variables, attempts at fitting

log-law distributions were abandoned. These results are consistent with recent findings

bySimpson (1991) that the breakdown of the boundary layer concept can occur before

flow reversal takes place.

Mean velocity profiles measured in the diffuser can be compared with correlations

that take into consideration the breakdown of the boundary layer concepts. One of

these, a universal velocity defect law for turbulent boundary layers in adverse pressure

gradient, has been proposed by Schofield and Perry 0972). This law is applicable in

flows where - p uu -"* ) I .5 t - where 'r. is the wall shear stress. In the diffuser the

values of -p lr?r^^x/t,varies from 2.0 at station 6 to 51.6 at station 66 (see Table

4.1).An empirically derived equation for mean velocity in two-dimensional adverse

pressure gradient was obûained by correlating a large number of data from various

sources [see Schofield and Perry Q972)1. This equation can be written as;

'+: r-c I Y \o'' 
ir( *l o.,

{1 " 'olnj -o'ó'\ru"/
Where,

U":U"-U¡
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u'= 
fo- o- uL.>dv

:1,Q,(i),

and

U^=

U" and U are mean velocities at the center-line and local measuring position

respectively. ur is obtained from the half power law plor (rt us y) n, i, u

cha¡acteristic length scale of a boundary layer defined as a wall confined wake. B. may

be obtained from the displacement thickness, ô*or from a knowledge of the maximum

shear stress (uu)-"x and its location with respect to the wall, L,. N, and e. tre

universal constants with values of 2.86and 1/8 respectively.

The above model is compared with velocities obtained in the present flow in Fig.

4.5. Stations 18-42represent the portion of the diffuser where the measured velocities

are most like the primary data used to obtain F4.4.l.Results for stations 6-l2,Iie

below station 18while those of stations 48-66lieabove station 42. Stations 6and 66

are also shown in addition to stations 18-42 to indicate maximum deviations. It can be

concluded that the application of this model divides flow in the diffuser into three

groups of stations: 6-18, 24-36, and 42-66. This classification is identical to inner,

intermediate and outer stations used to analyze the fit of static pressure corrections

(see Appendix B) and therefore represents an integral part of the flow structure in the

(uu)*.*
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conical diffuser. The inner stations may show deviations from Eq. 4.1due to high values

of adverse pressure gradient and because the sudden switch from favorable to adverse

pressure gradient mayresult inacomplex flowpattern. On the other hand, flowinthe

outer stations is charactenzeÅ by low mean velocities and high intensity of turbulence

in the streamwise, transverse and lateral directions which indicates a flow that is close

to detachment [Simpson (1991)]. Since in addition to similar flowcharacteristics, values

of cr, [see Fig. 4.2þ)) in the outer stations are approximately 0.2 like the flow

investigated by Simpson (1991), therefore some degree of instantaneous backflow is

likelyat the outer stations and this willintroduce errors in hot-wire measurements lsee

Dengel et al. (1981)1. Flow in the intermediate stations are accurately frt by

two-dimensional models for adverse pressure gradient turbulent flows.

The most important physical signif,rcance of Eq. 4.1is the fact that outer flow

motion is characterized by the maximum shear stress and its location (necessary to

evaluate B). The method of evaluating B. sheds further light on the deviations shown

in Fig.4.5.Figure 4.6shows the shear stress distribution in sixstations of the diffuser

and in the fully developed pipe flow. The maximum shear sftess and its location is

difficult to evaluate for the inner stations due to closeness to the wall, hence in those

stations B, is evaluated from the displacement thickness. For the intermediate stations,

24-36the values of ( uu ¡ ,""* and L, are well defined and the values of B, obtained from

them are identical to values obtained from the displacement thickness. The outer

stations show flat values of the maximum shea¡ stress and Schofreld and Perry 0972)

have similarly noted that such shear stress profiles produce errors in the use of Eq.4.1

due to the difficulty of evaluating L. and defining 8,. It has been shown that U- is an
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important velocity scale for flows that are near separation [Simpson (1991)] and

similarly the position defined by L, can be considered important because of its

association with the velocity scale. The position defined by L, (or the position of

maximum value of -L;z) isimportant in understanding the nature of turbulence in the

diffuser. This position will be referred to as the 'peak region' and its significance will

become apparent as more properties of the flow are investigated. Basic properties of

the peak region in the diffuser are given in Table 4.1.

4.2.2 Moments of fluctuating velocities.

The physical processes involved in turbulence manifest themselves in the

moments of fluctuating velocities. For example, additional mean momentum fluxes

within the fluid is a consequence of the fluctuating velocities superimposed on the

mean flow. The third-order moments are important in turbulent diffusion while the

skewness and flatness of velocity represents a measure of the asymmetry and the extent

of skirt of the probability density distribution respectively. The Reynolds stress tensor

is symmetric and for an axisymetric flow like the present diffuser, the time averaged

odd powers of w (i.e.uw and uu¡ are negligible. In addition the eventual application

of the moments of fluctuating velocities to the evaluation of coherent structure

properties is based on the use of the moments of u and v. Therefore, the complete

moments of fluctuating velocities up-to forth-order required in the present study are

contained in the five by five matrix defined as;
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From the x-wire data, these moments are normalized as follows:

tr^ û" : u^ un
4.3

where m and n mayvaryfrom 0to 4.Note that ttouo: I,âfld i:i: O.

The experimental values of the moments normalized as in Eq. 4.3a¡e given in Appendix

C and they compare favorably with analogue measurements in the same set-up by

Arora (1978) and Kassab (1986). Therefore, the following section will be more

concerned with their significance while a further test of their accuracy will be made in

Chapter 5 where probability density distributions and coherent structures are deduced

from them.

4.2.2.L Second-order moments.

The second-order moments necessary for the present analysis can be obtained

directly from the computer program and they include the normal stresses F, r.2¡u¡d

the shear stress correlation ú ú. Howev"r, ,i t*", also evaluated mainly for the purpose

of high intensity corrections. With the normalization given in Eq. 43,æ, -û', æ
are all unity, hence the best presentation of these quantities is in terms of the local

intensity of turbulence u'/u u'/u and ¿¿'/u as given in Figs. 4.7(a), (b) and (c)

respectively. These figures show that the initial perturbation of the flow as it enters

mn

-=-:(u')'(u')'
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the diffuser has little effect on the magnitude of the intensity of turbulence since the

values of u'/U u'/U and ¿¿'/Uobtatned inthe pipe floware similar to the values

in the initial stations (6-18). However, these values become progressively larger than

the pipe flowvalues in the intermediate and outer stations. Since x-wiremeasurements

give significant errors when the local intensity of turbulence exceeds about  }%,high

intensity corrections [see Vagt (I979)l were applied to measured mean velocities and

second-order moments in the outer stations (2-66) in the region r/\> I.z.Itcan also

be observed that the intensity of turbulence along the center-line increases above pipe

flow values from station 42-66.This fact has been noted by previous measurements in

this set-up, ild Azad and Kassab (1989) explained the increase in intensity as a

consequence of increased focusing of low speed fluid from the opposite wall over the

same effect in the feed pipe. The evaluation of organized motions in Chapters 5 and

6 addresses this phenomenon.

Intensity profiles can also be presented in terms of the ratio ut / ut [r." Smits

et al. (1979) and Azad and Kassab (1989)1. The values ot7Æ given in Fig.4.8

compare favorably with those of Kassab (1986) in the same flow and have a similar

trend like the measurements of Smits et al. (1979) in spite of differences in flow

geometry. In the present work all comparison of parameter in the pipe and different

stations of the diffuser are given with respect to r/\ in order to emphasize the results

in the diverging part of the diffuser flow (i.e. for r/\> 1). In view of the breakdown

of the boundary layer concept in this type of flow lTrupp et al. (1986) and Simpson

(1991)1, the use of outer scaling to observe trends isjustifiable. However, the present
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flow has been previously analyzú using outer scales [Arora (1978)] and inner scales

[Kassab (1986)] with no indication of one being superior to the other in determining

trends. It can be observed from Fig.4.8that the values of FIE veryclose to the

wall are smaller than the pipe flow values at all stations of the diffuser. The initial

stations as the flow diverges have consistently lower values of 7 lT than in the pþ
at all points across the flow.With prolonged wall divergence, the outer stations, 42-66,

have lower values of 7 t u' near the wall which increase above pþ values in the

mid-section and finally decrease below pipe values in the core region. High values of

7 lû of about 2 which have been associated with irrotational flow by Hoffmann et

al. (1985) do not exist in the present flow geometry but most of their results are

consistent with the present measurements.

The profile of turbulent energy , Ç :-ut *E *G given in Figs. 4.9,indicate

similar effects of wall divergence as observed by Castro and Bradshaw (1976) and

Kassab (1986). The near wall values of æ shows a decrease in turbulence energy at

all stations in the diffuser. The value of æ then increases outward from the wall and

attains maximum values which are greater than the equivalent maximum in the pipe

flow (e.g. by about a factor of 2 at station 66) before decreasing asymptotically to the

pipe flow value in the core region. Stations 42-66indicate slight increases above feed

pipe value of turbulence energy along the axis of the flow. Azad and Kassab (1989)

attributed this increase to larger focusing effects [see Sabot and Comte-Bellot (1976)]

at these stations above the same phenomenon in the feed prpe. Focusing effect is further

investigated from the statistical properties of coherent motions in Chapter 5. It can
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also be noted from Fig. 4.9 that similar to other quantities evaluated earlier, the initial

perturbation of the flow as it enters the diffuser has little effect on properties at stations

6and 18except near the wall.The trend of -uu,see Fig.4.6,issimilar to that ofæ.

Maximum values of -uu and F ¡" the diffuser occur at approximately the same

radial position in each station and this location gradually shifts towards the axis of the

flow with prolonged wall divergence. Thus, the peak region which has been defined as

the location of the maximum values of -uuin the diffuser flowisalso the location of

maximum values of the total turbulence energy. Maximum production and dissipation

of turbulent kinetic energy have also been associated with this region [see Kassab

(1e86)1.

The correiation coefficient of Reynolds stress, -tiû,which givesa measure of the

efficiency of turbulence mixing [Murlis et al. (1982)], is given in Fig. 4.10. In the fully

developed plpe flow, the cor¡elation has a value of 0.4 in the inner region,

O.ó S r/ R o1I, similar to measurements of Sabot and Comte-Bellot (1976) and

Saleh (1978) whose pipe geometry and velocity characteristics are similar to the present

set-up. In the diffuser, the shear stress correlation have values less than the pþ values

inthe core region but the near wallvalues remain of the order of O.4.Hoffmann etal.

(1985) has shown that irrotational flow regions in some complex flows produces high

values of the anisotropy parameter, TlE,between I and Z,and in turn the shear

stress correlation is of the order of O.5.Values ot7l7 in the wall region of the

diffuser, see Fig.4.8,does not indicate irrotational flowregions. Since this parameter
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is of the same order of magnitude in the wall regions

flows, the values of - ûA of the order of 0.4 obtained in

are justifiable.

of both the diffuser and pipe

the wall region of the diffuser

Apa¡t trom7 lG, the other anisotropy pa.rameter - ^, 
l4 is given in Fig.4. 11.

The values are comparable to those of Kassab (1986). The values of -tntÇ in the

core region, t/\ ( 1 are similar in the pipe and diffuser. The diverging part of the flow,

t/\ > 1 show a definite trend. This trend is similar but more spectacular than that of

the shear stress correlation coefficient in Fig. 4.10 as has also been noted in other

types of complex flows by Hoffmann et al. (1985) and by Saddoughi er al. (1991). The

pipe value of -uutÇ closest to the waltis0.llwhich decreases slowlyat firstthen

rapidly to about 0.08at station 66. The trend outward from the wall to r/\ - 1 in each

of the stations in the diffuser go through a plateau with the maximum value increasing

with prolonged wall divergence. This trend in the wall region is essentially similar to

the results of Smits etal.(1979) whoevaluated the same quantity in the boundary layer

of a diverging wall. As observed bySmits et al. (1979), the lowvalues veryclose to the

wall may be attributed to inactive motion because the high turbulence activity in the

peak region (outer part of the boundary layer in their case) where eddies are large

produces irrotational motions in the x , 0 plane near the wall. This results in an increase

in values ofÚ and Úbut not 7 and -uu. tn Figs.4.6 and 4.7(a), O), (c) rhe rrend

of -uuand u'/tl , tt'/IJ, w'/t] close to the wall support the above notion of

inactive motions which has also been discussed elsewhere [see Townsend (1961) and

Bradshaw (1967)1.
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4.2.2.2 Third-order moments

The skewness of u is shown in Fig. 4.12.The skewness like most measured

parameters tend to have comparable values in the pipe and the initial stations of the

diffuser. The values in the pipe and at station 6 as shown in Fig. 4.I2have negative

values in all practical measuring positions and they have maximum negative values

close to the axis of the flow. Other measuring stations have both negative and positive

values. The non-zero values indicate the asymmetry of the probability density

distribution of u, while the probability density distribution is symmetrical at the point

where the skewness changes sign [see Hummel (1978)]. In addition, the point where

the skewness changes sign at each station is similar to the position of maximum value

of Reynolds stress in Fig. 4.6 which defines the peak region. Consistent with the

definition of peak region, the point where Fchanges signmoves towards the axisof

the flowas the flowprogresses. Similar change of sign in the pipe occurs at X*- l5
(outside the range of standard x-wire probes in the current pipe geometry and flow

characteristics), where the values of the turbulence intensity and Reynolds stress are

maximum and the probability density distribution of u is symmetrical. Y* - 15 is at

the edge of the buffer region in pipe flowand the similarity of properties with the peak

region is essential for the understanding of the structure of turbulence in the diffuser

flow. The skewness of v (see Fig.4. 13) show a similar trend like that of u at each station.

Other third-order moments of interest ¿rre presented as til nd ú'Ú2 in nigs.

4.l4and 4.15respectively. The variations across the floware similar to the skewness

of u and v. The triple products appear in the equation for turbulent energy as the
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turbulent-transport term. In addition, third-order moments have been associated with

the large eddies and Nakagawa and Nezu (1977), Nagano and Tagawa (19g9) have

shown that they can be used to deduce the contribution of large scale motions in

turbulent flows because of their importance in turbulent diffusion. However, the

theoretical models for the triple products are very poor. Nagano and Tagawa (1988)

have shown significant deviations between measured triple products and the gradient

diffusion model in prpe flow, while Castro and Bradshaw (1976) have shown the

inapplicability of both the gradient diffusion and bulk-convection models in complex

flows. Castro and Bradshaw indicated that the model based on transport velocities was

the better of the two because it had a better collapse of data based on a simple choice

of scale. Measured transport velocities in the present flow are given in Figs.4.16and

4.I7. The transport velocities are defined as;

vr: ( pu *ñ>
UU

uu"
UU

4.3

4.4

and

(p'- :;æ)vq
L2
;a"

_;æ--=
q'

In the final form of both Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4,the pressure velocity correlation has

been neglected because the values a¡e of the same order of magnitude as the error in
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measurement. In Figs. 4.16 and 4.I7,the transport velocities have been normalized

with the average bulk velocity in the pipe. In the case of vq, æ : ,T *T *ñ.
Since ,G *ut not measured in this study, the value is approximated as

æ : )fræ*t), which has been similarly used by Smits et aJ (Ig7g). Borh v . and

V n inFigs.4.16and 4.lTrespectively have similar shapes and values when compared

to the results of Kassab (1986) even though in the case of vn, ,*z*asmeasured

experimentally in that investigation. Both V .and V n show positive values from the

wall to the peak region. This is consistent with measurements of Smits et aI. (1979)

where all positive values were obtained for these quantities in the wall layer of a

divergingboundary layer. Inthepresent study,theaverage value of vn/vr:o.4is
obtained from Figs. 4. 16 and 4.17 in the wall layer. The values given by Smits et al.

(1979) range from 0.5-0.7 and the difference may be due to their use of a 20"

half-angle of divergence as opposed to 4" in the present work. In addition the core

region which was not analyzeÀ, in the case of Smits et al. gives an average value of

Vq/V':O.ll4whiletheaveragevaluefortheentireflowis0.25T.Thisispractically

identical to the value of 0.250 obtained by Ãzad and Kassab (1989) as the average

value of V n/V, ín the diffuser. In the initial stations and the core region of stations

18-66, all values of V .and V q üe negative. The profile of Vn show both maximum

and minimum values while that of z, show a maximum but no minimum.

4.2.2.3 Fourth-order moments

The flatness factors of uand vare giveninFigs.4.18and 4.l9respectively. In the

pipe and initial stations of the diffuser, ¿- tend to a constant value, approximately

2.8, ín the wall region. The core region of these stations show increased values. On
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the other hand, stations 30-66 in Fig.4.18have high values of lin the wall and core

regions while a distinct minimum, with values ranging from 2.8-3.0, between the two

extremes. The position of this minimum in many cases is approximately the same as

the location where the skewness of u changes sign and hence is around the peak region.

The high flatness values in the wall and core regions of the diffuser is related to the

large amplitude and intermittency of velocity signals at these locations. F ¡nFig.4.19

show the same trend "r 
¿ n but the minimum values are slightly above 3.

The fourth-order moment, Fæ are given in Fig. 4.20. Like the flatness factor

of u and v, the inner stations have values of Tt' decreasing from the core region to

the wall while the rest of the stations indicate a distinct minimum value around the

peak region. The values of ti'Ot range from l.2to L6which isconsistent with the

measurements in this flow by Arora (1978) and the reported range of 1-3 in high

intensity turbulent flowsby Guitton (1974). Other fourth-order moments, û3ú- and
:l_tLÛ' ate given in Figs.4.2land 4.22respectively. When compared with each other,

these later moments show nearly similar values and trend.



CHAPTER 5

ST ATISTTCA T . CHA R.A CTERTSTTCS OF COTTERF'NIT STRUCTURES

5.1 CONDITIONAL AVERAGES.

In the present work, single point measurements are used to compute the

contribution of different fluid motions to the Reynolds stress production. As described

in the literature review, measured turbulent flow signals contain information due to

coherent motions as well as incoherent turbulence. However, in evaluating conditional

averages no attempt is usually made to eliminate the incoherent turbulence, probably

because their contributions is smaii if a large amount of data is averaged in the analysis.

The application of the quadrant splitting technique [Wallace et aJ. (1972)] including

the modifrcation to account for the magnitude of the contributions of events in each

quadrant [Lu and Willmarth (1973)] is shown with respect to the quadrants in the

uv-plane in Fig.5.1. Briefly, the threshold is a parabolic curve that defines a constant

value of luu I and can be varied by def,rning a hole size, H, such that lurl : H u'u' .H

can vary from zero to infinity but in most applications it is given integer values from

0-10.The signal obtained from x-wireisused to form a simultaneous time trace of u-,

v-and uv-signals. Each data point in the uv-signal can be sorted into any of the quadrants

(see Fig.5.1)based on the signof the u-and v-signals orfrom the signof the u- and

uv-signals. Once a data point is identified, the threshold criteria is applied, the value

of -uu(t) obtained at that point must be on or above the threshold (expressed

mathematically as luu(¿)l> Hu'u).At the end of the record and foraparticular

47
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hole size, the contributions to averaged Reynolds stress from each quadrant aÍe

averaged. This procedure is self explanatory in the flow chart given in Fig. 5.2.The

major advantage of single point measurements is the use of the same data set for

calculating mean quantities as in Chapters 3 and 4, hence no new experimental

techniques are required.

5.l.L Theoretical prediction of coherent structures

5.1.L.L Probability density function (p.d.fl

Iæt the three-dimensional joint p.d.f with three components of a velocity vector,

û (u, u , w)be defined as P(u,v,w). A more generalized presentation can be obtained

by normalizing all fluctuating velocities by their respective rms values; tt: u/u',
ti: u/ u'and tÎt: w/w'.The cha¡acteristic function rp,whichrepresents the Fourier

transform of P(ti,Û,tÎt)can be written as indicated byMonin and Yaglom (1971) as

V(8,n,À) = | I f-_P(tr,û,tî))exp{i(r2E*ún* ¿¡\ )}d.tLd.ûdtî) S.t

E, n and \ are the arguments of the cha¡acteristic function. One

v(E, q , À) is in terms of momentt, ffi or \q,. Then it can be

related to r\qr as

_ I ò"tP(E,I,\)r
ttLpq, 

f ay2n"r, lç-¡-¡-e

way of defining

shown that rl.r is

s.2

where K:p+q+r.

Monin and Yaglom (1971) has shown that V can be represented by Taylor series,

hence the moments can be written as the coefficients in the expansion.
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Thus

å iKtp(E,q,À'): ) -+. moq,EoIoÀ'
,,n'r-oPlqlrl I 5.3

In most applications tP is often defined in terms of cumulantr, 4n, because for

near Gaussian distributions the high-order cumulants can be discarded. The cumulants

correspond to the coefficients in the Taylor series expansion of ln V and can be written

as

I àKln V(E,1, }')k oo,

and

¿K ò{ ònqà\. I E-n'À-0 5.4

tp(E, rì, À) = expl i J \
'\o'f''o Plqlrlk'n'Eol1ox') 5'5

The relationship between ffipq, and \q. can be obtained successively from Eqs.

5.2and5.4,the Taylor series expansion of!r(Ë, !, \)about E: I : ¡": O and noting

thattP(O,O,O): l.For K <4 itcanbeshownthat

K: O: kooo : 0, rrùooo : I

l5KS3: moo,=kon,

K = 4: ffi+oo= kooo * 3, mo4o: &ono * 3, moo4: kooo * 3

frsro = k.,o * 3tr¿,,0, n?gor : ksol + 3rntor ,..,, [?or¡ : kors + 3D-ùor 
¡

m22o:krro*2(m, o)'* l, ....,

ITL¡¡2: k rrr* 2m ro,,rfùo¡r + fr I ro

In turbulence phenomena, high-order cumulants are usually discarded

[Nakagawa and Nezu (1977) and Nagano and Tagawa (1938)] because the probabiliry

5.6
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distributions are assumed to be close to a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, for

cumulants less than fourth-order the following Taylor series can be obtained from Eqs.

5.5 and 5.6.

rp ( E, n, À. ) = exp { - l, ç' * rf * X2 * 2 R,uE\+ 2R u, | À + 2 R,.qì,.)
¿

4 .KI- 
àùrk oo,EonoL') 5'7

where the correlation coeff,rcients a¡e given by

krro:frlro:tt-õ=Ru,

kror: Ru,

korr: R,,

Equation 5.7 can be written as

u(E,rl,À):u*p{-1f t'*r)'*À2)) i c oo,i*EoqnÀ.' S.B
\ ¿ )''l"o Pe'

'where the constants Cnq, can be calculated from Eqs. 5.7 and 5.8 and using the

experimental values of moments given in Chapter 4 to obtain numerical values.
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For K < 4the values are

Cooo: I , Croo: Coro: Coor : O, Czoo: Cozo: Cooz: O

Crro: Rr,, Cro, : Rrr, Corr : R*

^lIlCsoo:;kaoo, I --b /- --t^O 
uoso-Arvo3o¡ t-oos-lÃoos

c zto: )*,,o,

I

I.(' :-kotz, Crrr:krrr... .. , v or2 2,

c :fu I :!,L 310 - lÃ sto i .... ' L ors = 
lÆors

ìCozz:4Gorr*Zn1), ...,

1t^L 4OO - ; ñ +OO, ..,. ,
z,'-f

ì
c zzo: ){krro* 2R1),

ctn:)rr,tz*2R.R,,) 5.9

Once Vhas been expressed in terms of cumulants as in 4.5.7,the final form

will depend on whether P (ti , û ,,a) will be represented as the product of

one-dimensional Hermite polynomials or by two-dimensional conjugate Hermite

polynomials. Kamff de Fériet (1966) has shown that the later polynomials degenerate

into the former in a two-dimensional velocity field if ú ú is zero. Solutions based on

the two-dimensional conjugate Hermite polynomials can be found in Antonia and

Atkinson (1973) and Nakagawa and Nezu (1977). The present work uses the

one-dimensional Hermite polynomials because the resulting solution is compact and

it gives excellent results as shown by Nagano and Tagawa (1988).
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Therefore by taking the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. 5. 1, substituting Eq. 5.8 in

the resulting equation one obtains

P(tL, û,tD) = ñ I I l'"U(8, q, À)exp{-¿(¿2t+ úq+ taÀ)}dId¡dÀ

: 
_;-l- , å-" c eq,H eGL)H q(û)H ,(û))"*o( lro, 

* ^" * *,)) s. r o
(2tt)' P'q'1'o

where the one-dimensional Hermite polynomial, H "(x) is defined as

H.(x)=(-r)nexp()u)#"*r(-)o) s rl

5.L.L.2 Probability density distribution of velocity

The probability density distributions P(ti), P(ú) and P(tî)) can be obtained

from Eq. 5.10as follows:

I 1-
P(¿?): J ) _P(tL,tì,,a)d.ud"tî)

: P 
"(û){ 

I * C.oo(¡it - 3r2) + C noo(ûn - 6ti' * 3)} S.IZ

Using a similar procedure, it can be shown that,

P(rt):P"(ri){l *Coro(ût-3û)*Cono(ûo-OA2*3)} S.t3

and

P(1i))-- P 
"(tît) { 

I * Coor(,A3 -3tZ) * Coon eîtn - Ot¡tz *3)}

where P 
"(X) 

is the first-order Gaussian p.d.f defined as

P 
"(x) 

: exp ( -)*'), çrn¡: , x: tL , û or û)\z )

5.t4

s,t5
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5.1.1.3 Probability density distribution of second-order moments.

The two-dimensional joint p.d.f P (û, û) can be obtained from the

three-dimensional p.d.f, Eq. 5. 10as;

l'6
P(tL,,i) : I P(tL,u,tî))d.tz

J--

:* 
,,T*,rpqo.p(û)Ho(u)exp(-å,a'*a'l) s.ró

The probability density distribution of second-order moments can be evaluated

by differentiating the cumulative probability distribution function, Fo(x) with respect

to x [see Lin (1967) and Nagano and ragawa (1988)]. For the case of x : ti4 Fn(x)

can be def,rned as

F,,(x): Prob(utt<x)

5.IZ
f- fd fo f-: I dtt l p(û, û)d.u+ | d.t I pei,û)du

Jo J-- J-- J1

Therefore, the p.d.f of úúis given by

dF,¡(x)P,,(ût,)=Ë

: 
l"-1"(o, ;)-,(-0, ä)]# s ,B

and by substituting Eq. 5.16 yields

P,,(ûÐ :L 
o-:Ë","^c 

ono Io- 
H eat)H,(;)exp[- L1o' 

* r]f>tff s.re
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Equation 5.19can be solved numerically. However, the integral in Eq. 5.19can

be approximated by an infinite series of terms [Antonia and Atkinson (1973)]. If the

integral is written as

"*o[ -){",-(;)')]# 5.20

where the Hermite polynomials are replaced by their argument raised to

power /and m respectively. Then the solution of 5.20 [see Erdélyí (1g54,p. 146) and

Antonia and Atkinson (1973)l can be written as

I,^: f 
-û'l1l-

Jo \¿¿,i

5.2I

Where Klt-^lrz(lxl)is the modifred Bessel function of the second kind and order

(l- m)/2.When Eq. 5.20is used as a solution of the integral in Eq. 5.l9,errors in

the evaluation of the Bessel functions can introduce deviations in the prediction of

P,,(ÛÚ).Initial calculations in this study indicate that if a single formula is used to

estimate the Bessel functions over large class intervals, deviations of the order shown

by Antonia and Atkinson (1973) can be introduced as well as negative values of the

probability density at the tail of the distributions. Therefore, the accuracy of evaluating

the Bessel functions was improved by using the method given by McCormick and

Salvadori (1985, p.290).In this method, for small class intervals, x < (n+3) where

n: (l - m) / z,Ko$) is evaluated from the power series involving Io(x) while K,(x) is

evaluated by Wronskian formulas. Asymptotic expansions are used to obtain Ç(x) for

x > (n+3); where I,(x) is the modifred Bessel function of the first kind. By substituting

I,^: (x)- | *11"-^' K 
1r,_^r(lx 

| ¡
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non-zero constants, Cnn., from Eq. 5.9and all Hermite polynomials using F4. 5.11into

Eq. 5.19,using 4.5.2Ias solution of integrals in the form of F4.s.z},applying the

Bessel function recurrence relations and finally rearranging terms, one obtains

P ttGLû):n-ÌKo(l¿2rtl) {( | * C rro* 3C ooo+ 3Co+o )+ tLû(C,,0 - 3C.,0 - 3C,.0)

+ ûû2 (C +oo * C ooo * C ,rò¡

*l!nt
ÌXr(l¿?úl){-2(C.ro*2Cooo*2Cooo)+12ú(C.,0*C,so)} S.2Z

5.L.1.4 Probability density distribution of third-order moments.

The probability density distribution of third-order moments are obtained using

the same procedure applied to second-order moments by defining Fo,(x) and using Eq.

5.10.The result of that analysis is

p,,,çaaa¡=L 
nl"^, ooo I,' , ,(#)r,ror"*o[ å(( #)' . r,]l# s.23

and

p ,,, çtLa a¡ : L 
oT"^, 

ono l,' , ,to> u ,(#)"*o [- i("- ( f, ) 
'l]# s.24

Where x : titiû or ûttti respectively.

Similar to the method used to solve Eq. 5.19, it can be shown that the solution of

4. 5.23 ( wirhx : úûrî¡ is
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P rrr(ûtLû)=l,t( I + C zzo* 3Cnoo * 3Cono )* x'(C rro* C noo* C oso)1,(o(lx l)JI

* [(- 2C rro- 4C noo - 4C o+o))] I x lK, ( l, I )

I
+lxC ,roflxl'X,(l*l)

*[x(-C rro-3C.oo)]lxl _¡(lxl)
2

*[xtCroo]lxl

_l,K

_9,K
_r{lxl)}

2
s.25

The solution of Eq. 5.24can be obtained from Eq. 5.25bydefining x: tiú¿2and

interchanging values of p and q in Coqo.

5.1.1.5 Contributions of different fluid motions to the average Reynolds stress

Nakagawa and Nezu (1977) and Nagano and Tagawa (1988), have successfutly

evaluated the contributions of different motions to the bursting process using the

conditional probability density distribution of the Reynolds stress. Unlike the

probability density distribution of Reynolds stress, P,,(ûú) which contains no

information on the bursting process, the conditional probability density distribution of

Reynolds stress retains third-order cumulants which are associated with turbulent

diffusion. As shown by Nakagawa and Nezu (1977) the presence of these third-order

cumulants is necessary to relate probability density distributions with coherent

structures.
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Similar to the presentation of Nagano and Tagawa (1988), sign functions of the

fluctuating velocities are defined to correspond with the quadrant methods

classifications.

6u,L: (1,-l',-1, l) and

úu,¡: (1,l,-1,-l) 5,26

where the suffix J, denotes the quadrant in the (u,v) plane and a 1 or -1 indicate the

sign of u or vin each quadrant. The right hand side of Eq. 5.26is the sign equivalent

of (J: I,I:2,J:3,J:4). With the quadrant classification it can also be shown that

Ptr(tLû)=ffu,r(ûû)
J-l

5.27

where J:1,..4 and P,,.r(ûû) is the conditional probability density distribution of

Reynolds stress. Conditional calculation can then be used to evaluate the p.d.fof r2ú

in each quadrant similar to the calculations in Sect. 5.1.1.3 with P (ti, û)replaced by

P,,,, (6 u., û, 6 r,rú). Resulting in

p t.reiû)= *,,8,ú1,,6.,.,c ono Io H p(tòH q(i)."0( å( o, *(Ð'))+ s,28

The moments Ñ in each quadrant can then be calculated to satisfy the

threshold requirement, uu ) H u' u', where the hole size is defined âs,

H : luul / u'u'. Thus, the moments Fi, a weighted function defined as

cffilr,r= J, a',,roT,rtt¿û^p,,,r(ûû)d.(ûû) s.zg
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Equation 5.29 can be written in a compact form [Nagano and Tagawa (19gg)] by

substituting the conditional probability density distribution of Reynolds stress,

normalizing the limits and setting l: I and m=lto give

5.30

Where,

When the hole size, H is zero Eq. 5.30can be written in the form of Eqs.5.19,

5.23and 5.24hence the same method of solution is applicable. When H is not zero,

Eq. 5.30can be solved by using two dimensional numerical integration and noting that

a singularity exists in the lower limit of the inner integral because the outer integral is

integrated from zero to infinity. It should also be noted that a full expansion of Eq.

5.30 in terms of the non-zero values of Coqo contains eleven double integrals which

make the evaluation extremely tedious.

5.1.2 Results in the pipe and diffuser flows.

The probability density disrributions ofvelocity, p(ú) and p (ú)in rhe pþ flow

are shown in Figs.5.3(a) and (b) respectively. Due to the similarity of trend from one

measuring station to another, these characteristics in the diffuser are given at station

66 in Figs. 5.a(a) and (b) respectively. Station 66 is also chosen because it gives the

maximum deviation of turbulence quantities from the pipe flow values. As noted in

Chapter 4,the skewness of velocity should change signat Y*: lSat the edge of the

buffer region inpipe flowand ideally this position should have a symmetrical probability

(w)r,,= )n ,ri_"o,,:io::,oc o,o Io- 
o,,e(¡2) ([f- ,r,n(¿i) aa]at,

b¡,r( x)=xi H r(x)exp (-L*)
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density distribution . y' : 1 5 Is not accessible with the present probe size and velocity

characteristics but the inner part of the pþ flow, x*: ló8inFig.5.3(a) stillshow

a nearly symmetrical distribution of the probability density of u. This symmetrical shape

of the probability density distribution of uisobserved up-to X-: Ioó3. In the co¡e

region, P(u) isnegatively skewed and itdeviates from the Gaussian prof,rle, P"(ti)
obtained from Eq. 5.15. Similar behavior is observed for P (,t)in Fig. 5.3(b) bur the

comparison with the Gaussian profile is only approximate. In the core region, P (ú)in
pipe flow is positively skewed. Both P(ú) and P (û)in ptpe flow are accurately frt by

the theoretical probability density distribution of velocity, i.e. Eqs. 5.I2and 5.13

respectively in the entire flow field. The probability density distribution of velocity in

pipe flow compare favorably with similar analysis by Nagano and Tagawa (1988).

Similar to the anatysis in the pipe, the skewness of velocity in the diffuser changes sign

around the peak region which in the case of station 66 is tocated at Y/R-0.586

G/\-0.76). Therefore in accordance with the discussion of moments in Chapter 4

and the observation of Hummel (1978), a symmetrical distribution that approximates

the Gaussian probability density profile of velocityisexpected at the peak region. This

isfound to be the case as shown in Figs.5.a(a) and (b) for P(ú)and P(ú)respectively.

In the wall region (Y/R < 0.586) P ( ú ) is skewed positivety which is an indicarion of a

sweep dominated type of motion as noted byNagano and Tagawa (1988). P(ú)in the

wall region is not skewed but the Gaussian prof,rle show greater deviation from the

experimental values. In the core region (Y/R>0.586), P(¿2) is positively skewed

similar to the observation in pipe flow which is an indication of ejection dominated

flow. On the other hand, P(û)is negatively skewed in the core region with more
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pronounced deviations than in the core region of the pþe in Fig. 5 . 3 (b) . Even with the

complex nature of flowin the diffuser, the theoretical predictions of Eqs. 5.12and 5.13

fitthe observed experimental profiles of P(ú) and p(û)respectively.

The probability density distribution of second-order moments are shown in Figs.

5.5and 5.6for the pþ and station 66 respectively. In both the pipe and station 66, the

structures are similar across the flow and have long tails which indicates the

intermittency of momentum transfer. The experimental points are well predicted by

4. 5 .22 which is the solution of Eq. 5 . 19 . Similar goodness of fit of experimental data

and Eq. 5.19 was obtained by Nagano and Tagawa (1988) in piæ flow bur slight

deviations were indicated by Antonia and Atkinson (1973) in channel flow. As can be

observed from the solution of Eq. 5.19 given as Eq. 5.22,the accuracy of the theoretical

prediction depends on experimental evaluation of second- and fourth-order moments

that are used to evaluate the constant C pqo,and the evaluation of zero- and first-order

Bessel functions. Since measured moments up-to fourth-order have been successfully

used to evaluate P (û) and P (ú) from Eqs. 5. 12 and 5.13 without Bessel functions,

these experimental moments can be considered to be accurate. Therefore, the goodness

of fit of the experimental values of P,,(t1û) by the theoretical prediction can be

attributed to a good estimation of the Bessel functions by the method given in Sect.

5.1.1.3.

The probability density distributions of third-order moments P,,,(ûtitt)and

P,,,(uûû.)in the pþ floware given in Figs. 5.7(a) and O) respectively, while at

station 66, they are given respectively in Figs. 5.8(a) and (b). In both the pþ and
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diffuser, the slight deviation of theoretical predictions using Eqs. 5.23 and 5.24 from

experimental values isof the same order of magnitude. From the solution of Eq.5.23

given as Eq. 5.25,it can be noted that the constant C orewhich is evaluated from

experimentally measured moments contain moments evaluated when p*q:odd,

unlike in the solution of P,,(ûû) [see Eq. 5.221.These third-order cumulants have

been associated with turbulent diffusion byNakagawa and Nezu (1977). Therefore,

their presence in P ,,t(úúú) and P ,,,(û13û) indicates that the probability density

distribution of third-order moments is related to turbulent diffusion and the long tails

shown goes to indicate the intermittent nature of turbulent diffusion. The same

introduction of third-order cumulants also results in Bessel functions of fractional order

as indicated in Eq. 5.25. These Bessel functions of fractional order are evaluated using

single hyperbolic relations over large class intervals and this may be the origin of the

small deviations between experimental and theoretical predictions.

The fractional contributions of the different events to the averaged Reynolds

stress are given in Figs. 5.9(a) for the fully developed prpe flow evaluated with a hole

sizeof zero. The present experimental conditional averages inthe pipe flowagree with

similar measurements by Saleh (1978), Comte-Bellot et al. (1978) and the theoretical

predictions using Eq. 5.30. As noted previously, standard x-wireprobes cannot access

the sublayer in the pipe, hence Fig.5.9(a) shows mainly ejection dominated flowunlike

the measurements of Nagano and Tagawa (1988) where custom made probes were

used to indicate sweep dominated motions for Y * < 15. In the diffuser flow

represented by stations 30 and 66 in Figs. 5.9(b) and (c) respectively, large sweep

dominated motions are observed in the wall region consistent with the positively skewed
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values of P(û) as indicated in Fig.5.a(a). In addition, the transition from a sweep

dominated wall region to ejection dominated core region occurs at Y/R-0.3 and

Y/R-0.6 for stations 30 and 66 respectively. These positions represent the

approximate location of the peak region at the respective stations. Therefore an

additional characteristic of the peak region is the equal contributions of sweeps and

ejections as well as equal contributions of inward and outward interactions to the

Reynolds stress production as shown in Figs.5.90) and (c). The theoretical prediction

shown in Figs.5.9(a)-(c) were obtained byusing two-dimensional numerical integration

algorithms to solve Eq. 5.30.It can easily be shown that when H:0, Eq. 5.30can be

written in a similar form as F4s. 5.23 and 5.24and hence has a solution similar to Eq.

5.25which involves fractional Bessel functions and third-order cumulants. Therefore,

the fact that numerical solution of Eq.5.30forH:0produces agood fitas shown in

Figs.5.9(a)-(c), while the exact solution of Eqs. 5.23 and 5.24 produces slight deviations

from experimental values as shown in Figs.5.7and 5.8, is an indication that some

errors may be introduced byerrors in the evaluation of the fractional Bessel functions.

The numerical solution of Eq. 5.30is compared with experimental values at various

hole sizes at station 66 and presented in Figs.5.10(a)-(c). The use of Eq. 5.3Oproduces

slight deviations from experimental curves in the wall region [see Fig.5.10(a)], but in

the peak and core regions [see Figs.5.100) and (c) respectively], the experimental

values are well predicted. The peak region in Fig. 5.10(b) shows the approximate

equality of ejections and sweeps as well as equality of inward and outward interactions

for all hole sizes. A sweep dominated wall region [see Fig.5.10(a)] and ejection

dominated core region, Fig.5. 10(c), are also shown clearly for all hole sizes. The slight

deviations of Eq. 5.30from experimental values at higher hole sizes may be due to that
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fact that a singularity always exist in the lower limit of the inner integral when ¿2 : O

since in the numerical integration of the double integral, the inner integral is evaluated

completely for each value in the limit of the outer integral.

Purely experimental curves obtained from smooth fitting to the experimental data

of the four classes of events are given in Figs.5.ll(a)-(d), Figs.5.12(a)-(d) and Figs.

5.13(a)-(d) for the pþ flow, station 30 and station 66 respectively. The fractional

values of events less than 0.01are not significant, so they are not shown in the figures.

For the pipe flow, ejections and inward interactions compare with the data of Saleh

(1978) and Comte-Bellot et aL. (1978) over a wide range of hole sizes while outward

interactions and sweeps show some deviations at higher hole sizes. The variation of

events across the flow in Figs. 5.11-5.13 is consistent with the description of the

variation of these quantities in the pipe and diffuser flow evaluated with H:0 and

given in Fig. 5.9. In addition it can be noted that in the core region of both the pipe

and diffuser, ejections and inward interactions are verystrong. Sabot and Comte-Bellot

(1976) attributed this phenomenon to focusing effects in which the increase in the

values of inward interactions isassociated with ejections originating from the opposite

wall (which manifest themselves as inward interactions) and viceversa. Focusing effect

will be further investigated in Chapter 6. In the diffuser flow, sweeps and outward

interactions have high values in the wall region. The sweep domination of the wall

region is so strong in the diffuser that its conditional average is still statistically

significant at a hole size of 6.
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5.2 TEN{PORAL STATISTICS OF COHERENT STRUCTURF,S.

Temporal statistical characteristics of coherent structures, e.g., ensemble

averages' mean period and duration of each event as well as intermittency factor of

the Reynolds stress for each event require a knowledge of the instantaneous position

of individual events in the entire series of the uv-signal. Therefore, unlike conditional

averages, the presence of incoherent turbulence in the record erodes the dynamic

significance of these characteristics. Since the quadrant and VITA techniques are not

designed to eliminate the incoherent motions, further signal processing is required to

compliment their usage in such circumstances. As noted by Hussian (1983), further

processing includes the unenviable task of deciding which and how many realizations

are to be discarded while retaining the dynamic significance of the educed structures.

The pattern recognition scheme of Wallace et aJ. (1977), introduced in Chapter 2 is

one of the well known selective ensemble averaging technique. This recognition scheme

is, however, limited to flowswith lowReynolds number and it depends on the sampling

rate. For example, Wallace et al. used an llpoint (0.22second) moving-window average

to eliminate fluctuations. For flowswith a higher Reynolds number or higher sampling

frequency, a typical equivalent number of points within the range of O.2}second will

be 4,400based on the present values of 200,000data points of u-signal in a 10 second

record. Therefore, it is evident that the application of this technique in the present

flow will be extremely difficult and subjective. Moreover, Alfredsson and Johansson

(1984) found that the v- and uv-signals contained more information on the bursting

process than the u-signal which is made up of inactive events that do not contribute to

the uv-signal. Therefore, too much dependence on the u-signal has its limitations and

thus itisone of the reasons the quadrant method isconsidered a more reliable technique
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than VITA [Bogard and Tiederman (1986)].Byproducing patterns from the u-signal,

the pattern recognition scheme of Wallace et at. (1977) also appears to be a natural

complimentary technique forVITA sinceboth methods evaluate properties of the high

speed front observed during bursting. In another signal processing technique, Bogard

and Tiederman (1986) deduced that since ejections have a finite duration, the

distribution of the time between successive ejections should not be expected to include

those periods with values less than the mean duration. This argument was used together

with the quadrant method to calculate the maximum period between ejections

originating from the same burst. However, the limiting mean period (the minimum

acceptable time between successive ejections) was evaluated to correspond with the

mean duration at Yt : l5 in channel flowwhich isnot accessible in some other flow

geometries at high Reynolds number using standard x-wireprobes e.g., in diffuser

flow. They are also other signal processing procedures like the computer programs of

Saleh (1978) which apparently apply some form of selective elimination but the method

is not explicit in the presentation.

In the next section, a new pattern recognition scheme is presented which has been

used in conjunction with the quadrant method to evaluate the temporal statistical

characteristics of coherent structures in the present set-up. Due to the complex nature

of the diffuser flow; high turbulence levels,varyingadverse pressure gradient and high

Reynolds number flow in the feed pipe, the proposed signal processing technique
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attempts to address the following desirable elements of selective eduction:

(a) A recognition scheme based on the uv-signal which contrains more information

about the bursting process than the u-signal.

(b) Easily recognizable patterns whichprovide a mental picture of the different scales

and their distribution as they are recorded by the x-wire and convected past the

sensor. The disca¡ded realizations should also provide a strong link between

selective ensemble averaging of the signal and the small scale structures that are

not statistically significant in coherent motions.

(c) Calibration of the procedure using reliable results from other methods including

flowvisualization [Antonia (1990)] and the applicability of the procedure to high

Reynolds number flows.

(d) Universality of applications. For example, the same calibration constants should

be used in other types of flow (in the present case fully developed pipe flow and

in the diffuser flow).

5.2.1 Recognition of patterns in the uv-signal.

The complex and random uv-signal obtained from x-wire measurements in

turbulent flows can be adequately represented by a series of data points. Above an

arbitrary threshold, H u'u 'as defined in the quadrant splitting technique, a collection

of data points have different durations; six basic patterns of these are shown

schematically in Fig.5.l4.Patterns I-V indicate some special features, discussed later,

and they represent a subset of events whose signal have more than one data point on
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or above the threshold. Pattern VI represent events whose signal have only one data

point above the threshold. The following points should be noted when patterns in a

hot-wire signal are identified from data points:

(1) The patterns in a hot-wire signal does not necessarily indicate the real coherent

structure but the manner in which they are identified is related to some property

of the structure of turbulence. Thus, the pattern obtained bysmoothing and time

differentiating the u-signal by Wallace et aJ. (1977) indicate events with strong

acceleration and decelerations, while in Fig.5.14the emphasis is on the duration

of each event above the threshold which accounts for the different scales of

structures that are convected past the sensor.

(2) When patterns are represented by data points, they are easily affected by a choice

of sampling rate. However sampling rates are f,rxed at any position in a flow by

the Nyquist criterion hence any hot-wire measurements that do not indicate

durations of data points above a threshold may not be useful for evaluating

coherent motions. The application of this or any other probe based eduction

schemes for coherent motions should note the range of sampling frequencies in

the original investigation.

Jitte¡s and small scale structures are undesirable in processing a signal for

coherent motions because they erode the dynamic significance ofthe educed structures.

In a time series of uv-signal, the small scale structures appeff as fingerprints with small

durations hence the most tikely pattern associated with them in Fig.5.l4ispattern VI.

In pattern VI events, the single point above the threshold forms a triangle (if the points
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are connected by lines) with the duration defined by the threshold. The number of

different durations presented bythissinglepattern inarecord willdepend ontheheight

of the single point above the threshold. Thus, the uncertainty involved in selective

eduction is evident because a decision has to be made to eliminate all or some of

pattern VI events. This decision is not a trivial matter because cut-off durations that

uniquely define jitters in a signal have never been defined. To overcome this difficulty

we introduce the following expressions which are applicable to pattern VI type events.

uu> ko(J)u'u' i

uu- Hu'u') kr(J)uu ;

for H=O

for H>O

(s.3 t )

(s.32)

where k o(J ) and k t (J ) are constants with values ranging from zero to unity for any

quadrant J. When the constants ko(J) and kr(J ) are zero, all patterns VI events

are taken into consideration in evaluating the statistical properties of events and when

the values of these constants a¡e taken as unity, no pattern VI event is considered in

the analysis. Note that in this formulation, the hole size, H, is taken as an integer but

similar subdivisions can be made between any consecutive values of H. There are two

constants, namely, forH:0and H)O,since the origin of the small scale structures can

be completely different in the two cases. For example, at zero hole size pattern VI

events arise mainly because of electronic noise in the signal and due to the breakup

of structures. These are the small scale structures which exist naturally in the signal

and some of them can be eliminated by higher threshold criteria of the quadrant or

VITA algorithms. However at higher hole sizes, similar structures can be produced by

truncation of the signal. For example, an event embedded in the hole may have spikes

i.e.patterns I-IV in Fig.5.14can become pattern VI if the threshold ischanged. These
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latter single point excursions above the threshold cannot be eliminated by merely

defining higher thresholds, hence the threshold criteria of VITA and quadrant

techniques are not sufficient conditions to eliminate them. Therefore, Eqs. (5.31) and

(5.3z)implyconditions that test the statistical signif,rcance of the small scale structures

by stipulating that in order to be acceptable at H:0 and H>0, these structures

simultaneously satisfy higher rhreshold criteria ko(J ) and H /lr - k, (J)l
respectively. It willbe worthy to note that when these constants are zero,the method

reduces to the application of the quadrant method. Since ko(J) and kr(J) vary

from 0-1, the actual constants which retain the dynamic significance of the educed

structure can only be obtained experimentally bycalibration. In this study, ko(J ) and

k ,(J ) for hole size of 0 and 4 respectively were obtained at y/\:0.2 in pþ flow

byiteration such that the mean period evaluated with optimum values of the constants

was equal to the mean periods between events obtained by Comte-Bellot et al. (1978).

This calibration procedure was used for two reasons. Firstly, the pipe diameter and

flowcha¡acteristics used by Comte-Bellot et al. (1978) are similar to the present set-up.

Secondly, when the value of the mean period between ejections was made

non-dimensional with outer variables it resulted in 6 for H:4 which is a commonly

quoted figure in the inner part of a fultydeveloped pipe flow.This same value has been

obtained in other flows and with different detection techniques [see Bogard and

Tiederman (1986) and many othersl. Once the calibration is obtained at one point in

a flow f,reld, e.g.in pþe flowat Y/\:0.2, then the same calibration constiants can be

used at other locations in the flow field, e.g. in diffuser flow. The values of these

constants are given in Table 5.1.
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It is known that ejections and sweeps are motions with larger scales compared

to outward or inward interactions. Therefore, the values of lcoQ in Table 5.1reflect

the fact that ejections and sweeps require tougher criteria for pattern VI events than

outward and inward interactions. At higher hole sizes kr(2)is approximately equal

to kr(4), while kt( I )isverydifferent from k,(3).The difference in the values of

kr(l)andkt(3)isbecause theseconstants wereevaluated atthecharacteristic hole

size of 4 which willresult in negligible contributions to the average Reynolds stress by

outward and inward interactions. Therefore the er¡or between these quantities is a

reflection of the diffrculty involved in evaluating insignificant structures at a high hole

size. In using this procedure, better values of k, ( I )and k, (3)can be obtained with

H:1.

The uniqueness ofpatterns I-V, which represent a broad range ofpossible patterns

with more than one data points above a threshold, as shown in Fig.5.l4should be

noted. Patterns I and II types, are strong events with long durations and well defined

leading and trailing edges hence their duration can be easily evaluated. In pattern III

types, the trailing edge (or leading edge or both) is not well defined and some estimation

of its duration may be required. Pattern IV types consist of more than one data points

on the threshold followed by a well defined event (same type of pattern for points on

the threshold after a well defined event). In using this recognition scheme in conjunction

with the quadrant method, the duration of pattern IV events should be evaluated from

the first data point. However when H:0 those leading or trailing points on the threshold

are not defined by the quadrant classification, hence for that case the duration is

estimated from the third point. A similar problem exist for pattern V events where the
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top of the pattern is on the threshold. Since all conditional sampling techniques are

ultimately compared with visual evaluations, events such as pattern V are not visible

above the threshold and are not defined for H:0. It is suspected that events of type

V and those with very small durations of type VI which were counted bythe application

of the quadrant technique for non- zero hole sizes but not observed visually are

responsible for the level of false detections noted by Bogard and Tiederman (1986).

The distribution of patterns VI during ejections in a fullydeveloped pþ flowat

Y/\: 0.295 as a function of hole size is given in Table 5.2.The total number of all

other patterns with more than one data point above the threshold is also given. The

number of pattern VI ejections rejected are high for H:0 due to the large value of
ko(J ) which makes Eq. 5.31 a very strict criterion. For H >O where Eq. 5.32is

applicable, the percentage of ejections rejected increase as the hole size increases.

These percentages are of the same order of magnitude as the values obtained by

Wallace et aJ. (1977) with their pattern recognition technique inalowReynolds number

turbulent flow and consequently the present method is valid for selectively discarding

jitters in a high Reynolds number turbulent flow. The non-dimensional mean perid

between ejections, T':TIJ",p/Ro,where IJ.,oisthe center-line mean velocityin

the fully developed pipe flow, is evaluated when all patterns are used and when some

pattern VI ejections are rejected as shown in Table 5.2. Adetailed comparison of the

two values of T. is given in Sect. 5.2.2.
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5.2.L.1 Evaluation technique.

A generalized flow chart for the technique which involves the evaluation of

durations and conditional analysis of Reynolds stress (DCARS) is shown in Fig. 5.2.

DCARS may include preliminary processing of the raw x-wire data to give relevant

mean quantities followed by the formation of uv-signal time series from a simultaneous

trace of u- and v-signals. The data file is accessed sequentially so that the signature of

each event and its position in time is maintained.

The core of the program involves dummy arrays which are functions of the hole

size, H and quadrant, J and uniquely identify each data point during an event. L(H,J)

switches from a value of zero when the data point is the leading point of an event to

one after the event has been initialized. M(H,J) is an indicator from the quadrant

methods classification. It takes on a value of one if the sign of u and vplaces the event

in the lrn quadrant and zero otherwise. NSO(H,J) records the sample number of the

leading edge of an identified event while subsequent data points that belong to the

same event are continuously updated as final 1rcints, NSF(H,J). These dummy Íurays

are initialized, at the beginning of the program and after the properties of each event

has been calculated.

A brief summary of the process of identifying an event follows. The first data

point that satisfies a particular threshold criterion is classified into the appropriate

quadrant using the quadrant method. Being an initial point, the dummy array L(H,J)

is set equal to one and the leading position noted as NSO(H,J). This process can be

repeated for all hole sizes as long as the same data point is on or above the threshold.
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If the event under consideration has more than one data point above the threshold

(some of which occur as patterns I-V), the next data point willalso satisfy the threshold

criterion, will be sorted into the same quadrant and finally since L(H,J) is not zero,

NSF(H,J) will be updated. The last process will continue till a data point falls into the

hole resulting in the counting of the event, NE(H,Ð. The duration of the event

D t(H , K ) and time from the beginning of the record to the leading edge, p r(H , K)
are also evaluated as functions of the event K as well as the hole size and quadrant. If
the event under consideration were of pattern VI type, only one data point could have

satisfied the threshold criterion. Therefore, NS0(H,J) will be initialized for the first

point while next data point passes control to the box shown in Fig. 5.2.The calculations

that take place in the box are not given in order to keep the flow chart as simple as

possible. These calculations include a check for non-zero value of NS0(H,J) followed

by the extra conditions specified by Eqs. 5.31or 5.32.If the pattern VI event satisfies

all conditions, then the duration of the event is taken as l/(sampling rate), which is

the maximum duration a pattern VI type event can attend, while other parameters are

evaluated as shown previously. The duration of accepted pattern VI events is an

approximate value because the exact value will be difficult to evaluate. pattern VI

events that do not satisfy all conditions are discarded and the dummy ¿urays are reset.

5.2.2 Results obt¿ined from the application of DCARS.

5.2.2.1 Ensemble averages.

An important temporal statistical property of coherent structures is their

ensemble averages which represent the signature of an event in the record. Alfredsson
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and Johansson (1984) compared their ensemble averages obtained in channel flow

with those of Comte-Bellot et al. (1978) in pipe flow. They found that for equivalent

measuring position (y/b: 0.375 in channel flow and y/\:0.¿ in pþe flow) the

observed frequency of occurrence for ejections normalized with outer time scale was

0.2compared toO.lSobtained byComte-Bellot etal.ataholesizeoffour. Inspiteof

the close agreement between this and other measured quantities, the duration was a

factor three larger in viscous units or a factor of two smaller in outer time scale in the

case of the uv-pattern of Comte-Bellot et al. (1978). Therefore it was concluded that

the duration of the uv-pattern scaled neither with inner nor with outer variables at that

point. Using the present procedure, the ensemble averages of u-,v-,and uv-signals are

computed at y/\:0.394. The values of the frequency of occurrence normalized with

outer variables is0.24when all patterns are used in the analysis and 0.19when only

acceptable patterns are used. The result evaluated using acceptable patterns as shown

in Fig. 5.15 are phase aligned with the mid-point of the event and presented in the

same format as Fig. 15 of Alfredsson and Johansson (1984). Asterisks on the velocities

indicate the ensemble averages normalized by the product of the square root of the

hole sizeand the respective rms value, the uv-pattern normalized with Hu'u' utd

f*: f,/ú.. Where r is the time coordinate relative to the reference time and

t ' : v / u? 1v is the kinematic viscosity and u* is the friction velocity). The values for

the uv-pattern of Comte-Bellot et al. (1978) were obtained from Fig. 15 of Alfredsson

and Johansson (1984) where they had been corrected for time shift due to different

setting of the reference time. The present quantitative shape of the uv-pattern is

comparable with that of Alfredsson and Johansson (1984). In addition the width at

half height, T;,t(u): 4 and ri,r(uu):3 were obtained by Alfredsson and
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Johansson (1984) at Y+:50. These are comparable with Ti,r(u): S and

T i , t(uu ) = 4 obtained by Bogard and Tiederman (1987) at Y+ : 15 in channel flow

and the present result T\,r(u):5.9 and T\12(uu):3.4 in pþe flow at

y/\:0.394 (Y+ : 1063).The fact that the uv-pattern in the present pþ flow compare

with results in channel flow more closely than the results of Comte-Bellot et al. (197g)

indicate that any attempt to compare the scaling of uv-patterns in different flows [see

Alfredsson and Johansson (1984)l must take into consideration the eduction procedure

and phase alignment of the signal. The versatility of the present eduction procedure

is also evident from the above analysis. That is, calibration of the constants in Eqs. 5.31

and 5.32using experimental values of Comte-Bellot et al. does not necessarily produce

the same velocity signals during bursting.

In Fig.5.16(a) the ensemble averages are presented at y/\:0.394 with a hole

size of one so that the effect of the hole size in normalizing the velocity and uv-patterns

isremoved. The peak values of the velocity and uv-patterns are greatly improved and

the width at half height are Tl,r(u): i t.9 , T;,r(u): lO.O and

T\,t(uu):5.5. To re-emphasize the importance of phase alignment, the same

samples as inFig.5.16(a) were phase aligned with the maximum value of -uv.Itcan

be observed by comparison with Fig. 5.16(a) that while the u- and v-signal peaks only

increased slightly, the uv-signal peak is nearly doubled in Fig.5.16(b). Bogard and

Tiederman (1987) similarly observed increases in peak by a factor of 3 when their

samples were phase aligned with the -uv peak instead of the mid-point of the sample

in a channel flow.While in the presentation of Bogard and Tiederman (1987), the peak

position of the uv-signal in Fig.5.16(b) was taken as r*: O,in the present case the
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peak isshown relative to the time scale based on the mid-point of detection. The shift

in the peak value of the uv-pattern to positive values of T 
* 

indicate that detection

criteria that are based on the mid-point of the events will be triggered before the full

impact of the event. Since bursting is associated with large values of the Reynolds

stress, ensemble averages phase aligned with the -uv peak are a better representation

of the phenomenon than phase alignment with the mid-point of the samples.

The ensemble averages evaluated with H:l during ejections at station 66arc

shown in Figs. 5.17(a)-(c). Station 66 is chosen because the signatures are similar at

other stations and the ensemble averages evaluated near the wall, at the peak and core

regions of the floware presented inFigs.5.I7(a),(b) and (c) respectively. The samples

are phase aligned with the mid-point of the event and r is normalized with t* values

obtained in the fullydeveloped pipe flow.As shown in Table 3.1, values of u.vary

along the length of the diffuser, thus calculated values of the inner time scale, t* will

vary from 0.022 ms in pipe flow to 0.533 ms at Station 66. Therefore, normalization

with t. obtained in pipe flow ensures a better comparison between ensemble averages

of ejections evaluated at different stations. The velocity and uv- patterns are similar

across the flow and qualitatively compare with simila¡ evaluations in other wall

bounded turbulent flows. The width at hatf height near the wall in Fig. 5.17(a) are

Ti,r(u):43.0,fi,r(u):35.t and Ti,r(uu): tS.S.Ar rhe peak and core

regions of the diffuser, the values are 21.0, 17.3,7.7 and 19.r, t6.4,7.7 obtatned

from Figs.5.17(b) and (c) respectively. An equivalent region of the pipe flowdominated

by the sweep event is in the sublayer (i.e.Y - < I Ð and it is outside the range of

standard x-wireprobes used in the present investigation. Therefore only the ensemble
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averages obtained at the peak region of the diffuser can be compared with the pþ
flow values shown in Fig.5.16(a) which represent ensemble averages in the inner part

of the pipe flow. The comparison indicates that the velocity and uv- patterns obtained

in the inner region of the pipe flow have more pronounced peaks than those obtained

in the peak region of the diffuser [see Fig.5.17(b)].However, the ensemble averages

in the diffuser flow show longer durations as represented by the calculated width at

half height.

5.2.2.2 Mean period of events.

Due to the fact that the conditions imposed on the small scale patterns by Eqs.

5.31and 5.32depend on the choice of existing experimental values used in calibration,

some of the analysis of the signal was performed in two ways. Firstly all patterns

observed in the signal were used to estimate the statistical quantities. Secondly, all

patterns with more than one data point above the threshold (patterns I-V inclusive)

and some pattern VI events that satisfythe extra conditions imposed byEqs.5.31and

5.3Zwete used. The result of this analysis was used to evaluate the non-dimensional

mean period, T*between ejections whichispresented inFig.5.l8and also inTabte

5.2at Y/\:9.295 in pipe flow.It can be seen from this figure that when al1 patterns

were taken into consideration an approximately constant value of 4 was obtained for

T' in the inner part of the pipe flow evaluated with the characteristic hole size of 4.

Similar resuits had been obtained in the pre-pattern recognition years (i.ebefore L977)

as shown in Fig.5.18by the results of Lu and Willmarth (1973) in channel flow and

Sabot and Comte-Bellot (1976) inpipe flow.The difference between the present result

and those of Sabot and comte-Bellot (1976) may be due to the fact that their analog
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circuits limited their analysis to low amplitudes of the signal. When only some ofpattern

VI ejections were used due to the application of Eq. 5.32as well as all other patterns,

the resulting values of T. in pipe flow were comparable with those of Comte-Bellot et

al. (1978) as shown in fig. 5.18. While h(J) and k,(J) were evaluared by matching T*

values in the inner part of the pipe flow at y/\:9.2 with values obtained by

Comte-Bellot et al. (1978), the level of collapse at other measuring locations can only

be good if pattern VI events are correctly identified and the conditions imposed by

Eqs.5.31 and 5.32have physical significance. This appeffs to be the case from the

comparison shown in Fig.5.18.4 complete comparison between the present values of

T' in pipe flow and the values obtained by Saleh (1978) as well as Comte-Bellot et al.

(1978) are given in Figs. 5.19(a), (b), (c) and (d) for outward interactions, ejections,

inward interactions and sweep respectively. The close agreement at various hole sizes

is remarkable considering the scatter in T' values obtained from applying different

signal processing algorithms as presented byBogard and Tiederman (1986). Therefore,

by inference the present data should also compare favorably with T* values if they were

obtained using the pattern recognition scheme of Wallace et aJ. (1977) since Bogard

and Tiederman (1986) showed that their estimates from flowvisualization were similar

to values obtained by applying the methods by Wallace et al. and Comte-Bellot et al.

respectively in the same flow. Also, as can be inferred from Antonia (1990) the present

method clearly incorporates the ability to calibrate the detection procedure unlike

existing methods which can only be calibrated against visualization method and a¡e

limited to low Reynolds number flows.
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The mean period between individual events at stations 30 and 66 of the diffuser

are presented as a function of the thresholds are shown in Figs. 5.20(a)-(d) and

5.21(a)-(d) respectively. The mean periods have been no¡malized with the outer time

scaie ßn/U.,n) obtained in pþ flow. Similar to the wall time scale, WU" varies from

2.34ms in the pþ flow to 6.99 ms at Station 66 hence the constant pipe value isa

better quantity for normalizing all measurements in the diffuser for the puqpose of

comparison. With respect to ejections at station 66, Fig. 5.210) shows that for small

hole sizes the mean period between ejections decrease from a high value close to the

wall to smaller values near the axis of the flow. At higher hole sizes, e.g., H:4, the

mean period near the wall attains a maximum value roughly a¡ound y/\:0.2 before

finally decreasing towards the axis of the flow. A different trend exist for the sweep

type motion as shown in Fig. 5.21(d). For higher hole sizes the sweep events attain a

minimum value slightly shifted (V/\-0.3) from the maximum value observed for

ejections. It can be observed that the trend for inward interactions are similar to those

of ejections while the trend of outward interactions are similar to sweep. This is a

consequence of focusing effect as observed by Sabot and Comte-Bellot, (1976). The

trend of mean periods at station 30 are similar to those at station 66.

s-2.2.3 rntennittency factor of Reynolds stress during bursting.

The fraction of time spent in any phase of the bursting cycle is represented by

the intermittency factor of - uu during each event. These are given for the fully

developed pipe flow in Figs. 5.22(a)-(d) and Figs. 5.23(a)-(d) for rhe diffuser flow ar

station 66respectively. In Figs.5.22(a)-(d), values of the intermittency factor of -ñ,
Yy in the fully developed pþ flow are also compared with results obtained by Saleh
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(1978) and Comte-Bellot et al. (1978). As similarly noted by Comre-Bellot er al.,rhe

values of Y y are relatively constant in the inner part of the pipe flow for moderate

values of H. For the ejection and sweep events, values of yytend to decrease towards

the axis of the pipe which is a consequence of focusing from the opposite wall. Outwa¡d

interactions and sweeps compare more favorably with the values of yy obtained by

Comte-Bellot, at al (1978) at different hole sizes than ejections and inward interactions.

Values of Y., in the diffuser, Figs.5.23(a)-(d), show more pronounced variations

across the flowthan inthe fullydeveloped pipe. However, the overall trend are similar

with ejections and sweeps indicating the presence of focusing effect by decreasing

towards the axis. Like the mean periods, the variation of y, across the diffuser for each

event show pronounced maximum or minimum values at some point in the flow which

may imply a complex bursting mechanism in the diffuser. The signifrcance of such

variations will be discussed in Chapter 6.

5.2.2.4 Mean duration of events.

The mean duration of events are given in Figs. 5.2a@)-(d) for the pþ flowand

in Figs.5.25(a)-(d) at station 66 of the diffuser. The values of AZ, obtained from

DCARS are normalized with the outer time scale in the pipe flow and the values show

that events have small durations of the order of milliseconds. The duration of events

decrease with the truncation level, H, in both the pipe and diffuser flows. The values

of LT ,, in the pipe flow are not compared with similar evaluations given by

comte-Bellot et al. (1978) because their normalization was an attempt to estimate the

mean streamwise size of events, lr. 17 is normally estimated from the Taylor
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hypothesis) tr: tlLTr whichisnot satisfactory due tolargevelocitydefects during

ejection and sweep events as indicated by the ensemble averages in Fig.5.16(a).

Therefore, more reliable estimates were obtained by Comte-Bellot et al. by defining

I , : tl , LT ,i where it , isthe conditional averages of the instantaneous streamwise

velocity. In spite of their indirect approach designed to estimate the integral length

scale, values of Û.,LT r/ Ro approximately varied from 0.07-0.11 and 0.09-0.13

for ejections and sweeps respectively at zero hole size which is comparable to values

shown in Figs.5.24þ) and (d). Moreover, the good correspondence between values of

Y -, and f , obtained in the present work and theirs imply that values of A 7 Tobtained

from the relation, LT L: \ LT L will be similar within experimental errors.

Comparison between the mean duration of events in the pipe and at various stations

of the diffuser is given in Chapter 6.



CHAPTER 6

AN OVF'RVIE\ry AND TMPLICATIONS OF'TFIE RBSUT TS

Cha¡acterization of the diffuser flow presented in Chapter 4 described several

long-time averaged quantities with the view of establishing basic structural features of

the flow. In spite of the fact that long-time averaged quantities may obscure the

structure of turbulence [see Mollo-Christensen (1971)], some basic cha¡acteristics of

the nature of turbulence in the diffuser can be deduced. Flow in the conical diffuser

changes continuously both in the longitudinal and radial directions. Longitudinally,

the diffuser flowcan be divided into initial, intermediate and outer stations. The initial

stations, from the entrance of the diffuser to station 18,are characterized by moderately

high adverse pressure gradients as well as mixing and instability of the flowdue to the

initial perturbation. The intermediate stations, 24-36,have flow characteristics that

are similar to a two-dimensional mild adverse pressure gradient flow. While stations

42-66 which represent the outer stations are charactenzed by low mean velocities

accompanied byhigh intensity of turbulence in the wallregion. The outer stations also

have verymild adverse pressure gradients and their velocity characteristics are identical

to flows that a¡e close to detachment. Radially, measured quantities tend to have

comparable values as in the fully developed pipe flow in the inner stations, then they

show progressively larger deviations in the intermediate and outer stations. Regardless

of the three different longitudinal flow classifications, all radial measurements show

unique characteristics at the peak region.

82
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6.1 COMMON FEATURES OF TT]RBT]LENCE STRUCTT]RE DEDUCED FROM

LONG.TIME AVERAGED QUANTITIES AND COHEIRENT MOTIONS.

The most important feature of the diffuse¡ flow is the peak region which is

approximately located along an imaginary cylindrical surface with a radius equal to

that of the feed pipe. A more representative location of the peak region is sketched in

Fig. 6.1 which also indicates the dominating coherent motions based on the analysis

given in Chapter 5. The peak region has been uniquely defined by a characteristic

velocity scale, U,n, and a length scale, L,, which are important parameters for flows

that are near separation [Schofield and Perry G972) and Simpson (1991)]. From

long-time averaged statistics, it has been deduced that the peak region has similar

characteristics like the edge of the sublayer (Y * - I 5 ) in canonical boundary layers.

These characteristics include, (a) maximum values of the averaged Reynolds stress,

turbulence velocity fluctuations, and total turbulence energy; (b) zero values of the

third-order moments of fluctuating velocity; (c) symmetrical distribution of the

probability density of velocity; and (d) maximum values of the production and

dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy [Kassab (1986)]. The above similarity of the

peak region and the edge ofthe sublayer in canonical boundary layers is supported by

the evaluated properties of coherent structures in this region which indicates equal

contributions of sweeps and ejections, as well as equal contributions of inward and

outward interactions, to the averaged Reynolds stress. In addition, like the edge of the

sublayer in the canonical case, sweep events dominate the flow structure from the wall

to the peak region while ejection events dominate the structure in the core region. The

sweep domination of the turbulence structure close to the wall and the ejection
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domination in the core region could also be accurately predicted from the positive and

negative skewness of the probability density distribution of velocity respectively (see

Sect. 5.1.2).

As a rule of thumb, the presence or absence of strong coherent motions can be

inferred from the magnitude of the Reynolds stress production. In complex flows,

curved flows [Castro and Bradshaw (1976)] and diverging flows [Smits et al. (L979);

Simpson (1991)],there isastrong evidence of inactive'motions near the wallinwhich

large scale eddies contribute to the Reynolds stress further from the wall than at the

point of observation ffownsend (1961) and Bradshaw (1967)l.In the presenr flow,the

presence of inactive' motions has been deduced from the anisotropy parameter,

-"r14 in Fig.4.11,and from the observed trend of shea¡ stress, total turbulence

energy, and the turbulence intensities across the flow. Therefore, as concluded by

Simpson (1991) from the evaluation of diverging flowsclose to separation, there should

be little evidence of stress producing burst in the near wall region. The above

observation, based as it is on long-time averaged statistics, is further investigated by

evaluating the distributions of strong coherent structures across the flow. Strong

coherent structures are defined as event for which I ,r l > 4u'u '. This is similar to the

definition used by Lu and Willmarth (1973), but Kline (1988) and Robinson (1991 a)

usedaslightlydifferent definition based onthewallshear stress, u'u'14pu?.Figures

6.2(a)and (b) show the distributions of strong ejections and strong sweeps respectively

in the pipe and at several measuring stations in the diffuser. It is difficult to indicate

clearly the position of the peak region for each station on the figures hence a range is

shown, see Figs. 6.2(a) and O), from r/\- 1 for the prpe and the initial stations to
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t/\-0.8 for station 66.Figure 6.2(a) indicates that minimum contributions from the

ejection phase, mainly in the outer stations, occur between the wall and the peak region.

The same location has been associated with 'inactive'motions in Fig.4.ll.The sweep

event shows a slight maximum at the location of inactive' motions tFig.6.2(b)1.

A major observation in complex flowsis the fact that the time averaged Reynolds

stress and total energy attain maximum values (at the peak region of curved or diverging

flows) which are greater than the maximum values attained by these quantities in the

feed flow. This overshoot of feed flow values have not been satisfactorily explained.

As a consequence of inactive' motions, large scale eddies could re-establish slower

than other energy containing eddies further from the wall [Castro and Bradshaw

(1976)1. This concept iscapable of explaining large amounts of Reynolds stress away

from the wall, however, it is not a sufficient reason for the observed overshoot because

the stress to intensity ratio which is a measure of the efficiency of Reynolds stress

productions is of the same order of magnitude in both the diffuser and prpe flows (see

Fig.4.11). A possible explanation of the overshoot may involve the existence of

significant Reynolds stress production at the peak region which is supplemented by

the effect of inactive' motions. Such an origin of the peak region can be attributed to

memory effects which as shown by Trupp et al. (1986) may be responsible for the dual

log-law regions observed in the outer stations of the diffuser where both maximum

values ofReynolds stress are attained and 'inactive'motions most intense. Byinference,

while a thin mean shea¡ layer is being formed near the wall as the flow enters the

diffuser, a maximum shear stress layer (peåk region) which retains some properlies of

the edge of the sublayer in the feed pipe is simultaneously formed. Thus, the stress
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producing capability of the peak region only decreases progressively in spite of the

abrupt changes in velocity profiles [see Nash and Hick (1969)]. At the initial starions

where 'inactive'motions are negligible, the observed Reynolds stÍess profile shows no

overshoot of pipe flowvalues [see Fig.4.6].Thus, as 'inactive'motions becomes more

intense in the intermediate and outer stations, progressively larger maximum values

of shear stress and the overshoot of the feed pipe values are noted.

Observation of Figs. 6.2(a) and (b) indicate that while the location of inactive'

motions is accurately predicted by the absence of stress producing burst, the peak

region does not show higher values of strong ejections when compared to the near wall

regions of the pipe (r/\ - 1). The observed trend of strong ejections and sweeps at

the peak region is a rapid increase and decrease outward from the wall respectively.

This may imply that the special features of the peak region are produced by some

complex mechanism involving the evolution of strong structures and can only be

accurately deduced from conceptual models and vortex dynamics. Some inferences on

the possible mechanism of strong structures based on the present results and existing

conceptual models is given in Sect. 6.4.1

6.2 COMPARISON OF STRONG COHERENT STRUCTT]RES IN TIIE PIPE AND

DIFT'I]SER FLOWS.

The variation of strong ejections and sweeps in the pþe and various stations,

given in Figs. 6.2(a) and (b) respectively, have been used in the previous section to

explain some of the structural features of turbulence observed in the diffuser. In

addition, the trend of strong ejections and sweeps across the pþ flow from the wall
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gently decrease and increase respectively outside the sublayer in the interval

0.4<t/\<1.The sharp rise of these two events in the core region of the pipe for

t/\<0.4 is due to focusing effects [Sabot and Comre-Bellot (1976)].In rhe diffuser

stations, the variation of ejections and sweeps in the core region (r/\ < 1) are

comparable with the trend in the pþ but significant changes exist at each station

between the wall mean shear layer and the peak region.

The mean period between ejections and between sweeps across the flow in the

pþe and at different diffuser stations are given in Figs.6.3(a) and (b) respectively. In

Fig. 6.3(a), the trend of the mean period between ejections in the initial part of the

diffuser, Stations 6-18, are similar to those obtained in pipe flow. This is consistent

with the fact that conditionally averaged Reynolds stress are also comparable with the

pipe flow values. However, since the mean period between ejections shown in Fig.

6.3(a)at station 6-18are equal orlessthan pipe values, the frequency of ejections on

the average will be higher than pipe flow values at the initial stations. For Stations

24-66,where regions of inactive'motions near the wall result in significant differences

between the averaged Reynolds stress in the feed pipe and the measuring stations, the

mean periods between ejections show similar differences. In general, the mean periods

tend to maximum values between the wall mean shear layer and the peak region where

there is a deficiency of stress producing bursts. Figure 6.3(a) also shows that ejections

in the intermediate and outer stations of the diffuser will occur less frequently across

most part of the wall region, since the mean periods are less than pþ flow values.

However, in the core region the values tend to a constant value, approximately equal

to the pipe value, at about r/ R o-O.z.Atthis location in tt" pþ, the frequency of
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strong ejections is 81 per second. While at r/\:0.9, in the pþ, the frequency is49

per second. Since the frequency at /\-0.2 is the highest in the plpe, it represents

the approximate location where focusing effects are most intense [see Sabot and

Comte-Bellot (1976)1. However, since the mean period between ejections evaluated

in the diffuser tend to the values obtained in pþe flow for r/ R o> o.2, it can be

expected that focusing effect in the diffuser will have comparable intensity to that in

the pipe flow.The analysis of focusing effects in the core region of the pþe and diffuser

flowsin the following section willinvestigate the above observation. In Fig.6.3(b) the

mean periods between sweeps has minimum values at the location where strong sweeps

attain maximum values. The overall trend indicates that the frequency of occurrence

of sweeps is greater in the diffuser flow than in the fully developed pþ flow.

The mean durations and the intermittency factor of ejections across the floware

shown in Figs. 6.4and 6.5respectively. The mean duration of ejections in the exitpart

of the diffuser flow are generally greater than the pipe flow values. The trend of the

mean durations compares with high and low values of the conditional averages of

ejections at various locations in the flow and is consistent with the comparison between

the width at half height of ensemble averages in the pipe and diffuser flow presented

inChapter 5.The amount of time spent inthe ejections phase isrelatively constant in

the pipe and equal to values obtained at corresponding positions in the initial stations

of the diffuser. In the exit portions of the diffuser flow, the intermittency factor of

ejections attains higher and lower values than the values in the pþ flow reflecting a

more complex bursting mechanism which may be produced by prolonged walt

divergence.
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6.3 THE coRE REGTON: FocusrNc EFTEcrs rN THE DTFFUSER Flrow.
Some fundamental properties of coherent structures in the core region can be

investigated from the variation of the cha¡acteristic hole size, H. across the flow. H.

is defined as the truncation level of signal for which the ejection phase contributes

more than l0% to the average value of the local Reynolds shear stress while the

contributions of other events are negligible. It can be seen from Figs. 5.9(a)-(c) at

station 66 that such a definition is only valid between the peak region and the axis of

the diffuser. The variation of H" across the pipe and diffuser stations is given in Fig.

6.6. H" has a constant value of 4 from the peak region (or close to the wallin the case

of pipe flow) to an average position of r/\ -0.625 from the axis of the flow in both

the pipe and diffuser. After t/\-0.625,H. decreases linearly to a value of about 3

near the axis of the flow. Sabot & Comte-Bellot (1976) explained the linear decrease

of H" in the core region of pipe flowin terms of a focusing effect caused bythe circular

geometry of the wall and the preferential sensitivity of the x-wire probe. The similar

observed trend of H. in the diffuser flow,therefore, confirms the existence of low-speed

momentum fluid crossing the axis of the flow. Specifically, the effect of focusing is

manifested as ejections from one wall becoming inwa¡d interactions at the opposite

wall and vice versa. Sweeps and outwa¡d interactions are also interchanged on crossing

the axis.As shown in Fig.6.6,the point where H" starts to decrease shifted slightlyin

the outer stations of the diffuser. This shift is equivalent to errors in evaluating H. of

0.2or a maximum displacement from the pipe position of 3mm. The above order of

errors is negligible in highly turbulent flows and it can be concluded that focusing

effects do not appear to be more intense in the diffuser than in the pþ. This conclusion

is consistent with the fact that the frequency of ejections in the pþe and diffuser flows
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tend to the same value at r/\-0.2 as discussed in Sect.6.2.Therefore, contrary to

the observations of Azad & Kassab (1989), the increase in turbulence activity in the

core region of the outer stations of the diffuser cannot be attributed to an increase in

focusing effect over the same phenomenon in pipe flow.However, since the peak region

does not remain constant at r/\-1 throughout the flowas shown in Fig.6.l,it can

be noted that constant values of H" span a distance of about 0.39\ in the flow field

from the pipe to about station 30, then it gradually decreases to 0.12\ at station 66.

In other words, the sweep dominated wall flow is well buffered from flow in the core

region from the pipe to station 30, while in the outer stations the two types of flow

structures are nearly interacting. The effects of such interactions may be the probable

cause of higher turbulence activity in the core region of the outer stations.

6.4 THE EFFE,CT OF ADVERSEPRFSSURE GRADIENT ON TTIE COHERENT

MOTIONS.

The average frequency, \(H), of strong ejections and sweeps (with H:4) are

given in Figs. 6.7(a) and (b) as a function of the non-dimensional adverse pressure

gradient parameter, 4,. The frequencies Írre made non-dimensional using the

kinematic viscosity and the friction velocity in the pipe prior to the application of the

pressure gradient. In Fig.6.7(a) the frequency of ejections near the wall, Y/\:0.1,
drops rapidly as the pressure gradient becomes less adverse. In a related study, Badri

Narayanan et al. (1977) observed a decrease in burst rate with downstream distance

inthe region of strong acceleration. Similar results have also been presented byKline

et al. (1967) using a slightly different parameter; the burst rate per unit span. Apart

from the similarity of trend, further comparison of the frequency of strong ejections
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with the results of Badri Narayanan et al. is unnecessaÐ/ since their method of analysis

identifred burst which can be made up of more than one ejection [See Bogard and

Tiederman (1986)1. Further from the wail, in Fig. 6.7(a), the variation of the frequency

of strong ejections with pressure gradient appears to be made up of two curves. A

gently decreasing frequency of ejections in the region of strong adverse pressure

gradient, followed bya precipitous drop in the region of mild adverse pressure gradient.

In Fig.6.7þ), near the wallat (Y/\:0.1), the frequency of sweeps increases with

decreasing adverse pressure gradient to about station 3Othen drops off to lower values

in the downstream stations. This trend in the frequency of sweeps persist with little

variations up to Y/\:9.4 from the wall. For y/\>0.4, the frequency of sweeps is

relatively constant in the initial paft of the diffuser, then suddenly increases from about

station 18to station  ?where itmomentarily drops off then rise sharply to station 66.

The shape of these curyes, Figs. 6.7(a) and (b), depends on the position of the peak

region. If the wall layer in the diffuser is considered as the area between the wall and

the peak region, then the shape of these curves depends on whether measurements at

a particular Y/\ Iocation is inside or outside the wall layer. For example in Fig. 6.7(a),

except for station 6,all measurements at Y/\:0.1 are within the walllayer at any

downstream location in the diffuser and the curves are continuous. Whereas,

measurements at Y/\:0.95 are outside the wall layer upstream of station 54.

Comparison of the location of the peak region in Table 4.1and these curves show that

sudden changes in shape occur when a measuring location is within the wall layer in a

downstream location. Both Figures, 6.7(a) and (b) show that downstream from station

30, when eruptions from the wall decreases dramatically the structure of turbulence is

dominated by the large scale eddies associated with sweeps. Simpson (1991) has
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similarly made this observation and deduced that the large eddies agglomerate with

one another resulting in a decrease ofthe average frequency ofpassage as detachment

isapproached. The drop inthe frequency of ejections and sweeps near the wallinthe

latter part of the diffuser supports the above inference.

One of the limitations ofprobe based, singlepoint measurements isthe inability

to account for spanwise variation of the coherent motions. However, recent studies by

Simpson (1991) has shown that a non-dimensional parameter can be defined which

permits a monotonic variation of the non-dimensional spanwise spacing up to
detachment. Similar to Simpson (1991), u,/ N,(H)isproportional to the average

streamwise spacing of structures in the wall region, while (I / t ,)d,P ,/ d.xisthe ¡atio

of the stresses acting in the wall region which influence the spanwise structure.

Therefore, Pr: -lu,/ N ,(H)t,ld.p */ d.x can be considered as a

non-dimensional parameter describing the relative influence of the wall pressure

gradient and the wall shear stress on each eddy which passes by. The variation of p,

defined for strong ejections and sweeps, with H:4, in the diffuser flow are given in

Figs. 6.8(a) and (b) respectively. In Fig. 6.8(a), the influence of the wall pressure

gradient and the wall shear stress is drastic near the wall, y/\:0.1, then becomes

weaker away from the wall. Compared with the position of the peak region given in

Table 4.1,the values of Pt for strong ejections show significant variation along the

diffuser if measurements at a fixed distance from the wall cuts into the wall layer at a

downstream location. Thus, for Y/\:0.95 which is outside the wall layer in all but

two stations, 54 and 66, the observed values of P, in Fig.6.8(a) are relatively constant.

Strong sweeps shown in Fig. 6.30) are only influenced by the wall pressure gradient
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and the wall shea¡ stress in the high pressure gradient region, initial stations, of the

diffuser. Since sweeps are large scale eddies that bring outer region momentum to the

wall, the effect of P, is observed outside the peak region. In the latter part of the

diffuser where all measurements are presented for Y/\ vatues within the peak region,

there is little effect of P, on the structures associated with sweeps.

The values of Pt shown in Fig. 6.S(a) and the monotonic variation of the

non-dimensional spanwise spacing with P, given by Simpson (1991) has been used to

estimate the spanwise spacings between strong ejections in the present flow. The

estimate of À" I : À", u ' / v shown in Fig.6.9(a) are based on the following assumptions;

(1) The variation of the non-dimensional spanwise spacings, À ], in a plane diverging

flow with Pt is roughly the same as that of L I with P, in an axisymmetric conical

diffuser flow.

The eddies identified as burst by Simpson (1991) can be considered as strong

ejections or quadrant 2 events with H:4.

The monotonic variation of À" ] with P, given by Simpson is asymptotic to 
^": 

: zo

for P, <-20.

Similar to other results presented previously, the variation of À" å from one station to

another depends on the measuring distance from the wall being inside or outside the

walllayer [see Fig.6.9(a)]. Near the wall, Y/\:0.1, À"lisconstant at2}from stations

18-54then increases to a value of about 80as detachment isapproached at station 66.

However, the observed constant values may be the consequence of assumption (2)

above but actual values should be of the same order of magnitude since the structures

(2)

(3)
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must maintain a finite spanwise spacing. The high values obtained near detachment

at station 66,À; - I OO,isjustifiable. Since as separation isapproached the wallpressure

gradient in the streamwise direction tends to zero, lt is appropriate that ÀJ should

tend to values obtained in zero pressure gradient flowsof about 100.For y/\>0.1,
the curves in Fig. 6.9(a) show that the values of the spanwise separation between

ejections are generally greater than the near wallvalues. Simpson (1991) has indicated

that the spanwise spacings between bursts in flows near separation scale better with

the characteristic velocity scale obtained at the peak region, u ^: fi@S,-a
that the non-dimensional form (\ rU ^/ v) results in values closer to 100 similar to

observations in zero pressure gradient flowsthan \ j shown in Fig.6.9(a). Values of
Àrobtained from Fig.6.9(a) have been used to form the non-dimensional parameter

\ru^/v and presented in Fig. 6.9(b). For o.r sy/Ro< o.s, the values of
\rU^/vate indeed closer to the zero pressure gradient value of 100 from stations

18-54 than in Fig.6.9(a). It can be concluded from Figs. 6.9(a) and (b) rhar rhe usual

wall scaling is appropriate for scaling the spanwise spacings between ejections only in

the region where dp/dx - 0, while most of the diffuser flow scales with the velocity scale

obtained at the peak region.

Estimates of the spanwise spacings for structures associated with the sweep

motions cannot be made because the variation of P, with spanwise spacings is

unavailable. However, it is reasonable to expect similar variation of p, and the

non-dimensional spanwise spacings for the sweep motions since, for example, in the

wall layer of canonical boundary layers ejections and sweeps tend to occur in a side by

side orientation. Thus, Fig.6.8(b) indicates that the spanwise spacings between sweeps
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are likely to attain maximum values close to the wall. This imply that near the wall,

o.l < Y / Ro ( o.ó, values of the spanwise spacing between sweeps will be

consistently greater than those of ejections from station 18-54,while as det¿chment is

approached at station 66, the two values will become nearly equal [see Figs. 6.8(a) and

(b)1. The above inference that the spanwise spacings between sweeps and ejections

tend to be equal at station 66 is in accordance with the simulation data of Robinson

(1991a); because the pressure gradient at this station is nearly zero like in the canonical

case.

6-4.1 Justification of the results by comparison with conceptual models

Based on the present results, a conceptual model for turbulence in the diffuser

flow must address the basic properties shown in Fig. 6.10. The present diffuser is not

long enough for the flow to separate from the wall. However, the attached section in

the figure is based on the model developed by Simpson (1991) for detachment and it

is used to show the backflow involved as detachment is approached. The core region

of the diffuser has been shown to have similar turbulence cha¡acteristics as the core

region of the feed pipe flow. Therefore, the structure of turbulence in the core region

should be consistent with known observations and involves large scale motions and a

variety of vortical structures. The region from the wall to the maximum shear stress

(peak region), however, requires careful analysis.

Two shea¡ layers of interest can be identified in the conical diffuser flow; a mean

shear layer near the wall and the maximum shearing stress layer at the peak region.

The wall mean shear layer in the diffuser is equivalent to the sublayer and buffer regions
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of canonical boundary layers but it is unusually thin because the basic rate of shear

strain in the streamwise direction is much larger than the extra strain rate in the radial

direction [Castro and Bradshaw (1976) and Azad and Kassab (1989)]. Based on the

closeness to the wall, nearly all existing conceptual models for the formation and

propagation of coherent structures can be made to apply to the wall mean shear layer.

The consequence of such application is that the rest of the flow, from the wall to the

axis,becomes the outer region. Hence the observed sweep domination of the flowfrom

the wall to the peak region conflicts with the distribution of the major contributing

coherent motions to the turbulence structure as observed in canonical boundary layers.

On the other hand, the maximum shearing stress at the peak region which should be

used in the models to provide similar distribution of sweep and ejections as in other

flows is too far from the wall and hence cannot account for the roll-up of vortices.

Nevertheless the peak region has been shown to have several turbulence properties

that are identical to those obtained at the buffer region and it should play a major role

in the dynamics of coherent structures.

One of the few coherent structure models that can be applied to explain some of

the turbulence features observed in this flow (as shown in Fig. 6.10) is the typical eddy

(TE) concept and the TE-wall interaction [see Falco (1991)]. TEs are local, compacr

regions of vorticity concentration with a distorted vortex ring-like configuration and

evolution. They are transported to the wall by large scale outer motions associated

with sweeps. Falco (1991) has shown that TEs are a major contributor to the Reynolds

stress in the outer region. In addition, the importance of TEs in boundary layer dynamics
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was shown by normalizing the rms streamwise velocity fluctuations and the Reynolds

stress with the velocity of the TEs to provide a collapse of data in the wall region and

outside it where the wall scaling usually fails.

Chu and Falco (1988) identifred several factors that influence the level of TE-wall

interactions. These include; the instantaneous thickness of the wall layer to the scale

of the TE ring, the angle of incidence of the eddy with the wall,the convection velocity

of the eddy and the distance of the TE from the wall.In the present flow (see Fig. 6.10),

the initial and intermediate stations, 6-36, have practically no wall mean shear layer

ftrupp et al. (1986)l which implies a strong TE-wall interaction. While in the outer

stations, 42-66,the resurrection of the wall layer as detachment is approached indicate

a weaker TE-wall interaction. The angle of incidence of the rings was found to be the

second most important factor. Due to the diverging wall it can be expected that the

angle of incidence for structures originating from the core region will be maximum

near the entrance of the diffuser then decrease with prolonged wall divergence. Thus,

the decreasing angle of incidence enhances the level of TE-wall interaction deduced

from the thickness of the mean shear layer. The deterioration of the TE-wall interaction

in the outer region can also be traced to inactive motions. Falco (1991) has shown that

weaker large scale motions in the outer region, which can be associated with the

deceleration of the flowin the diffuser, are inefficient transporters of TEs resulting in

inactive motions (see Sect. 6.1) which contribute to high turbulence intensities but not

to the shear stress. However, weak or strong TE-wall interactions results in the creation

ofpocket and hairspin vortices. Pockets are vortices with roughly circular regions which

are visualized as regions devoid of marked fluid when distributed markers are
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introduced into the sublayer of a turbulent boundary layer. On the other hand, hairspin

vortices are similar to horseshoe vortices except that they are longer in the streamwise

direction than they are wide. Hairspin vortices are more common than horseshoe

vortices in moderate and high Reynolds number turbulent flows. Mechanisms for the

creation of pockets similar to the above have also been observed bySmith (198a) and

Robinson (1991 a). Thus the ejected low speed fluid outside the wall mean shear layer

of the diffuser consist of pocket vortices, hairspin vortices, TEs and varyingproportions

of other types of vortices. Since definitive knowledge concerning the different fypes

of vortices that can occur in turbulent shear flow is not available at present, it is

necessary to speculate about the dynamics of these coherent structures in order to

understand the physics of a given flow. The speculation given below serve to provide

a fundamental physical understanding of the diffuser flowon the basis ofpresent results.

Based on the above reasoning, the initial and intermediate stations where the

TE-wall interactions are strong will result in a large number of pocket and hairspin

vortices being produced. Since pocket vortices are initially the fooþrint of sweeps

[Robinson et al. (1988), Falco (1991) and Robinson (1991 a)], there should be a strong

evidence of quadrant 4 contributions to the Reynolds stress just outside the wall mean

shear layer. This is evident in Fig.6.70) where the frequencies of sweeps are maximum

near the wall, stations 6-30, then decrease with increasing distance from the wall. On

the other hand, the frequency forejections, Fig.6.7(a),increases from the walloutwards

since in the later stages of development pockets are associated with the ejection of low

speed fluid [see Falco (1991)]. Thus vortical structures associated with ejections move

outwards rapidly up-to the peak region then gradually into the core region as their
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frequency decreases [see Fig. 6.7(a)]. This outgrowth is different from the observed

gradual motion byRobinson (1991 a) in zero pressure gradient flowswhich isjustifiable

at station 66 [see Fig.6.7(a)] where the pressure gradient is close to zero. While it has

been observed that instantaneous pressure gradient of either signs applied to a zero

pressure gradient flowhas little effect on the ejection process [Thomas and Bull (1983)],

the rapid outgrowth inferred from the present data is consistent with other observations

in a decreasing adverse pressure gradient [see Offen and Kline (1975)]. All vortical

structures produced by the TE-wall interaction along the mean shear layer are

convected outwards to downstream locations by the mean flow. The special properties

of the peak region may well be produced by the stability of this region with respect to

the flow on either side of it. The following inferences can be made about the peak

region based on this and other studies.

(1) In canonical boundary layers, hairspin vortices produced by the TE-wall

interactions have a short life span while in transitional flows they are found

throughout the boundary layer [Falco (1991].Note that the perturbation produced

as air expands into the diffuser produces turbulence characteristics that are similar

to transitional boundary layers. Therefore, the rapid outgrowth of vortical

structures in this flow indicate that hairspin vortices may re-connect to form new

TEs further from the wall than will be the case in canonical boundary layers.

Thus, the peak region may be viewed as the location of stable vortex regeneration.

Such stable vortex pairing at the peak region can result in the observed large

increases in turbulence intensities and Reynolds stress [see Hussian (1983)].

(2) The association of the peak region with vortex regeneration above introduces the

similarify between the maximum shearing stress occurring at the peak region and
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near-wall shear layers observed in canonical boundary layers [Robinson (1991

a)1. It has also been shown by Robinson (1991) that near-wall shear layers are

not necessarily confined to the wall region, though further from the wall their

ability to roll up into vortices is questionable. The ingredients for a large

production term in the turbulence kinetic energy equation requires the existence

of both high shear and high value of the averaged Reynolds stress. Thus as noted

by Alfredsson et al. (1988), maximum production will occur at a near-wall shea¡

layer with these properties whether or not the shear layer rolls up into vortices.

The observation of maximum production and dissipation of turbulent kinetic

energy in this flow at the peak region by Azad and Kassab (1988) is therefore

consistent with its present attribute as a vortex regeneration site.

The dynamics of the vortical structures produced from the wall mean shear layer

in the outer stations is slightly different. The TE-wall interaction is reduced due to a

thicker mean shear layer and because inactive motions (see Fig.6. l0) limits the number

of TEs transported to the wall. Thus in Fig. 6.7þ),the frequency of sweeps decreases

dramatically near the wall since fewer pocket vortices are produced. The frequency of

ejections also decreases from stations 42-66, Fig.6.7(a), reflecting the decreasing

number of pocket vortices which latter in their evolution become associated with

ejections as well as the absence of burst producing stresses due to inactive motions.



CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

A fully developed, constant negative pressure gradient turbulent flow in the feed

pipe has been observed to produce a complex turbulent flow in a conical diffuser. The

initial perturbation and the deceleration of the flow as it enters the diffuser results in

a strong adverse pressure gradient flow with unstable behavior due to mixing. On

relaxation, the flow attains a moderate adverse pressure gradient with a

two-dimensionai velocity characteristic in the intermediate stations. Then in the exit

portion, it finally settles into a mild adverse pressure gradient flow with high intensity

of turbulence in the wallregion and possible instantaneous back-flow as itapproaches

separation.

The most important feature of the diffuser flow is the peak region. It is

approximately located along an imaginary cylindrical surface in the diffuser with a

radius equal to that of the feed pipe from the axisof the flow.Itdivides the flowradially

into a wall layer and a core region. In the diffuser, the wall layer becomes abnormally

large withprolonged divergence. The peak region ischa¡actenzed bymaximum values

of turbulent energy and shear stress, nearly equal and maximum values of production

and dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, nearly normal distribution of probability

density of fluctuating velocities as well as equal values of ejections and sweep events,

and of inward and outward interactions. These characteristics of the peak region are

101
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similar to the edge of the sublayer in pipe flow.In spite of this similarity, the diffuser

like all wall-bounded flows does have a thin mean shear layer close to the wall. One

possible conceptual model for this flow involves typical eddies transported by large

scale motions from the outer region interacting with the wall mean shear layer. This

interaction results in the formation of pockets and hairspin vortices. The outward

growth of vortices from the wall mean shear layer to the peak region is enhanced by

the decreasing adverse pressure gradient. Thus, the region between the wall mean

shear layer and the peak region is populated by pocket vortices which initially are the

fooþrint of sweeps then become associated withejections at the latter stages ofgrowth.

The rapid outwa¡d growth of vortices also results in hairspin vortices re-connecting to

form new eddies further from the wall than willbe the case in a slower outward motion.

Hence, the peak region, where this outwa¡d motion attends stability, may be considered

as the site of stable vortex regeneration. This attribute of the peak region explains

nearly all the observed turbulence properties of the region. In the later part of the

diffuser flow, the large sweep dominated zone between the wall mean shear layer and

the peak region is further enhanced by inactive motions.

This study involved the experimental evaluation of turbulence quantities by the

traditional long-time averaging methods and the eduction of the statistical properties

of coherent motions. The following conclusions have been arrived at from the

independent aspects of the study.
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7.1 LONG-TIME AVERAGED QUANTITTES.

(a) The conventional method of correcting static pressures measured in turbulent

streams require the use of hot-wire anemometry to obtain the fluctuating

components of velocity and calibration of the static tube. The use of x-wire

measurements defeats the purpose of correcting static pressures if the end result

is to obtain accurate mean velocities from pressure probes. The present approach

uses uncofrected pressure measurements to correct static pressures and mean

velocities in a turbulent flow subjected to adverse pressure gradient. The results

obtained by applying the present corrections compare favorably with hot-wire

measurements. In addition, the analysis of the deviation of corrected and true

mean velocities produces an insight into the nature of turbulence in the conical

diffuser which was subsequently deduced from coherent motions.

(b) The variation of the moments of fluctuating velocities across the flow reflects

strongly on the macro-structure of turbulence in the conical diffuser. The most

important feature of the diffuser flow, the peak region, is clearly indicated by

maximum values and overshoot of turbulent energy and shear stress. In addition,

stress to intensity ratio indicate inactive motions, where large scale eddies

contribute to higher intensities but not to the Reynolds stress, between the peak

region and the wall. Minimum values of conditional averages from the ejection

phase which should otherwise contributes to more than 70% of the Reynolds

stress production in the near wall region confirms the notion of inactive motions

in the same location. The accuracy of the moments and their distribution across
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the flow is validated, by virtue of the fact that they are used in the theoretical

probability distributions to accurately predict experimentally evaluated

probability density distributions.

7.2 COIJERENT STRUCTURFS.

(a) The four classes of fluid motions responsible for momentum transfer; outward

interactions, ejections, inward interactions and sweeps are found to play simila¡

roles in a conical diffuser subjected to a varying adverse pressure gradient

turbulent flow as in other wall-bounded flows. The experimentally evaluated

values of these events are well predicted theoretically by applying conditional

calculations to the probability density distribution of Reynolds stress

accomplished through the use of the cumulant-discard method and

one-dimensional Hermite polynomials.

(b) The structure of turbulence across the diffuser flow is dominated by sweeps from

the wall to the peak region and by ejections in the core region. The peak region

has equal contributions from the ejection and sweep events and also the

interactions are equal.

(c) Focusing effect in the core region is found to be relatively unaffected by adverse

pressure gradient from the feed pipe to the exit portion of the diffuser. Therefore,

the increase in turbulence activity in the core region of the outer stations of the

diffuser over pipe flow values cannot be solely attributed to similar increase in

focusing effects.
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(d) The temporal statistics of coherent structures obtained in the fullydeveloped pþe

flow are comparable with existing results. In the diffuser, these quantities have

values that reflect the complex bursting mechanism in the flow.Their distribution

across the flow is in accordance with the variation of conditional averages which

were not subjected to selective eduction. Therefore, the new pattern recognition

technique developed is at least comparable with existing methods.
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APPENDX A

DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING

A1 A method for processing the digitat dâtâ.

A generalized block diagram of the signal processing sequence is given in Fig.

4.1. Signal from single or x-wire is fed into the constrant temperature anemometer

(CTA) system. The CTA system consist of constant temperature anemometers and

linearizers (Note that linearization can also beperformed bycomputer programs). The

linearized output from the CTA system is fed to the signat conditioning system which

is made up of turbulence processors and filters. At this stage a DC offset and partial

amplification (pre-gain) may be applied to the signal. The conditioned signal is fed to

the data acquisition system where more gain is applied to saturation and the signal is

digitized.

For single-wire set-up, let the signal from the CTA system be denoted by Ê G).

After conditioning, the mean component, E, is removed and an offset voltage, E"n, as

wellasapre-gain, G1,ârê applied. Therefore the signal to the data acquisition system

is;

et:G,tã(¿)-E-Eottl

Before A/D conversion the signal is further amplified by a gain, G2, so as to cover the

complete + IOV of the converter. Thus, the ouþut from the converter can be written

as:

AI
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eo:G2er

:GrGrlE(t)_E_8"¡¡l 
A2

But Ã G) - E : e(t),the voltage fluctuation recorded by the hot wire.

Therefore,

eo:GrGrle(t)-8"*l
: Cle(t)- E "jrl As

Whe¡e G : G,Gr; the effective gain of A/D conversion

For a lzbit A/D converter in bipolar operation, the + I OV range is divided into 212

or 4096 distinct voltags5. Define an integer I, as O < I < 4096. Then the voltage

corresponding to the fft element can be written as:

f zo I,o,t:lno*l/- lo A4

If the gain settings are such that the output from the A/D converter covers the whole

r IOV range, then eo-eo,r ild from Eqs. A3 and A4,

A5

Therefore the voltage fluctuation measured by the hot-wire is related to the A/D

converter parameters as:

rt 20 Ie(¿): ¿l+og61- lo 
)* t ",, A6

The lineariz¿tion equation of the hot-wire signal can be written in terms of

instantaneous voltage, f U)and instantaneous velocity, tas;

rG):A+BÛ

Gre(t)- E "t¡,:l#lr- ro
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Therefore, the instantaneous

as follows:

velocity can be written in terms of the A/D parameters

tj,= E(t)- A
B

E + e(t)- A

B

E -:\ffi.t -
A7

Equation A7 gives the range of instantaneous velocities obtainable from the A/D

converter for any given linearization with constants A and B as well as for an effective

gain G and mean voltage E. Eor is usually zero. Therefore, as I varies from 0 to 4096,

4096distinct velocities are obtained. Note: In the usual look-up method ofdata analysis,

the ouþut from the anemometers are not linearized and can be described by a King's

law type of equation. This methods is normally applied to unipolar operations where

the range of the A/D converter varies from 0-10 V [see Bruun (1988)]. The presenr

method is a modification of the look-up method using a linearized signal to account

for the bipolar set-up of the A/D converter.

The number of times the real signal in the flow falls in a particular A/D converter

range depends on the level of fluctuation of the signal and the length of acquisition.

lol* E.¡¡-A
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Therefore, each data point in the acquired signal must satisfy the condition derived

from Eq. A6 as:

1[ 20 -r -tt zo I
;\ffi1- ro 

)* 
t",,<e(r) =àl#u(1+ r)- to] +Eort AB

lor 0S1<4095

For each value of I, the number of times Eq. AB is valid in the record length is noted

as Nr and the corresponding instantaneous velocity can be looked up from a table

produced from Eq. A7 which contains t, values as a function of I. In single-wire

measurements the mean velocity and the moments of fluctuating velocity can then be

calculated as follows:

4096

N: I ¡¿,
/- I

4096

U = L U,N,
/- t

r 4096,r-:; LfA,-ul^.tv /- l

Where N is the total number of samples in the record.

In x-wire measurements two linearization equations are obtained, one for each

wire. In addition the sum and difference of the two signals are acquired in order to

minimize phase shifts.

A9

Ato

At I
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The corresponding time-averaged linearization equation for each sensor are

Et:At*BtU,

AI2
E z: Az* B zU,

The signal acquired by the two channels of the A/D converter can be defined as

8p:êt+êz

Ats
8n: êt- êz

T heref ore,

er:O.5(ep*en)

At4
ez: O.5(eo - en)

where er and %. are the fluctuating voltage signals from the two sensors. The number

of times the fluctuating voltages êp, en, er and g satisfy the condition specified byEq.

A8 is noted as N(l,I), N(2,I), N(3,I) and N(4,I) respectively. using Eq. A6, the mean

of the second order moments of fluctuating voltages required for the calculation of

velocity characteristics from x-wire measurements can be evaluated as;
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1 4096t-

M"(¿) = * ) ¡¿Ci", r)e(t)z
lv ¿ 1-l

At5

where

4096

N,= f N(¿,t),
/- I

M"(r)=Ñ;
M 

"(3) 
: n-r;

i:1,4

M"(z)G,
M"G):E

Therefore, the values of Lt2,u2 and * r^ be calculated by applying the equations

given in Vagt (1979) which takes into consideration the directional sensitivity of the

x-wire.In using the correction given in Vagt, the linearization equations of the two

sensors should be the same with A, and A, equal to zero.

To produce the time-series of u, v and uv-signals, Eqs. A12-A14 are still valid.

However, no sorting of the signals is done. Instead each pair of data points (voltages)

which have been acquired simultaneously are used to calculate instantaneous velocities

and Reynolds stress.

A2 Non-real-time explicit data analysis of x-wire data

Chew and Simpson (1988) proposed the following method for the analysis of

x-wire data. It relates the mean velocity components and the Reynolds stresses in

laboratory coordinates to the mean and mean square sensor ouþut voltages via

orthogonal wire coordinates and the cooling velocities. The method also takes into
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consideration the cooling effect of the tangential velocity component which is not

negligible in high turbulence flows.A summary of the equations in the three stages of

derivation is presented as follows:

1. conversion of x-wire ouþut voltages to cooling velocities:

Equation 412 represents the linearization equations of the two sensors of the x-wire.

Unlike the equations given in Vagt (1979), the two linearization equations need not

be similar. It can be shown that the cooling velocities are related to the sensor ouþut

voltages as

ì

v r: *(E r- Ar)ö¡

I

v ,: *(E'- Ar)
ö2

t_
,?: 

n,,"i
ì_

tLaur: 
BSei

I-_utuc: [(e,*er)=-(nr-er)'] A164BtB2

As shown in the analysis of x-wire data by the modified look-up table method (Sect.

A1)' the values of M.(i) from Eq.415 can be used to evaluate the quantities in Eq.

A16.

2. Cooling velocities to orthogonal wire coordinates:

The cooling effect of the tangential velocity can be included in the analysis in order to
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obtain the two mean velocity components and the three Reynolds stresses in the wire

coordinates (x, y), see Fig. 4.2 for coordinates drawn with respect to the probe. The

result of such analysis gives

v"=V,oçr*þ-91
ZV'*o 2V |o

V":Vrorr--å-h)

ut *: u'"o*V,o-V 
"

7"=7ro*V',0-V?

22
ur,= if f a,b¡(V?Vi*VT,*VT,

l- I ¿- t

* 47 ,V ,u ,u ,¡ - vt"vl - v1æ 
"

-Vlr',>/4V*Vv AIT

where,

lii',1:t;', î:lliil

=','"]:[;l 
î:]l#',1
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a":

A,:

[o'
Lo,

22rrj- r ¿- t

22IIj- l ¿- r

a^1
,:l

a,a ,V ,V ,u ¡t ,

b ib jV ¿V ru,\

l- k2t--
I t -,tn:l lrt-
L r -k4

I

,U¿U¡

_k4

k2

I -,k4

where, k is the yaw factor.

3. conversion of wire coordinate velocities to laboratory coordinates:

Finally the two mean velocities and three Reynolds stresses in the wire coordinates

are transformed to the laboratory coordinates;

lil li', i:ll7:l
æl tai ai
æl:l ¡? ri
ut)J Larf t drf, d

where

[d'
L¡,

zd.td., fl 7, I
,î!:to',,,11*]

At8

orl :[ cos o sin o l
fr) [-sino coso]

0 is the angle between the laboratory X-direction and the sensor (wire axes).
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The above method is a fixed-angle calibration procedure but can be adapted to

produce results comparable with the more complex variable-angle calibration of
x-wires.In this regards, the velocity vector computed from Eq. 418 can be compared

with known values and the process repeated by chosing more suitable values of the

yawfactor from an array of calibration curves. These calibration curves can be obtained

by varying the yaw angle such that the yaw factor and the cooling velocities are

approximately constant in the interval.



APPENDIX B

C ORRF' C TTONS F'OR PRF'S STIRF'. l\/tEA STIRET{ENTS

B1 Basic Equations

The governing equations of pressure probes in turbulent streams have been

analyzed by Goldstein (1936) and Hinze (1959, 1975). These equarions are

semi-empirical modifications to the response of pressure probes in laminar flow to

account for their directional-sensitivity in turbulent streams. In spite of the simplicity

ofpressure probes, the resulting equations are verydifficult to apply.Becker and Brown

(L974) used custom made differential pitot-tubes and a modification of the equation

given by Hinze (1959) to obtain fairly accurate estimates of mean velocities and

turbulence intensities in jet flows. Toomre (1960) and Barat (1969) used Goldstein's

equation to arrive at a correction of static pressures.

The basic response equations of pressure probes in turbulent

present study have been derived by Hinze (1975). These equations

p__=p *P-utl . æ*(t- t')æ"1,rm-','rLt-j.,-J

D _D _gA'--f ,^=r"- c uí

flows used in the

can be written as;

B2

BI

Equations 81 and B2 represents the response of the total and static pressure

probes respectively. These equations relates the ideal static pressure, p. and velocity

128
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characteristics at any point in the flow to the measured total pressure, pr* and static

pressure, P,- respectively. A'isa constant that depends on the geometry of the static

pressure tube while B'is a similar constant for the total pressure tube. The numerical

values of these constants aÍe, A': I and B' : r.2,when the probes are stationary in

the flow or greater values when some vibration is applied or induced by flow around

the probes. J7 it the sum of the mean of the squared fluctuations in the rransverse

and lateral directions (i.e 7 * *1.

Two types of velocity measurements are possible when pressure probes are used

in a turbulent flow.

1. Ifboth the total and static pressures a¡e measured atanylocation, amean velocity,

fJ.r, can be estimated from a direct application of the Bernoulli equation and

this can be shown to be related to Eqs. Bl and 82 as (the following equation is

also given in Hinze (1975,as Eq. 2-ß );

rtz:2r, -D r
" s¿ 

OLt 
f n / sml

G * (I + A'- B')ut,
B3

2. Alternatively, if the static pressure across the flow is constant and equal to the wall

static pressures, then a mean velocity, U.* can be obtained from the Bernoulli

equation by taking the pressure difference between the total pressure tube at any

radial location and the static pressure tapping at the wall.

u2
: rtl, -
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This can be expressed as;

^2u í" : l--lP r^- P 
",1fJ

B4

where,

v:E*(t- Ðæ. Bs

Equation B4 isan idealized equation. Itassumes that the static pressure taps have

optimal depth to diameter ratios such that the fluid apparently comes to rest

inside the pressure taps thus providing a no-slip condition at the openings similar

to the rigid wall.Under these conditions both Fand G ænd to zeroand therefore

in Eq. B2 the measured static pressure becomes a close estimate of the ideal (or

true) static pressure which is then used in Eq. 81 to obtain F4. 84.

When the static pressure across the flow is constant, the two mean velocities

obtained from Eqs. B3 and B4 become identical. Equation 83 is also applicable to

pitot-static tubes which can estimate mean velocities for small variations in static

pressures across the flow. When static pressures vary signifrcantly across the flow, mean

velocities obtained from Eqs. 83 and B4 deviate from the true mean velocities.

Equation 83 may give wrong results in such cases berause large variations in static

pressures are associated with high turbulence intensities, which normally occurs in

flows near separation resulting in instantaneous back-flow, and inducing vibrations on

the probes leading to higher values of the constants A'and B'.Note that the values

:u'l'-#l
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of these constants a¡e known for the case when the probes are stationary in the flow

or when controlled vibrations can be applied to the probes. In the case of vibrations

induced by high intensity turbulence, the values of these constants a¡e unknown. On

the other hand, Eq. 84 produces wrong mean velocities because in addition to A'being

affected byturbulence, the basic assumption of constant static pressure across the flow

iswrong.In spite of the fact that both Eqs. A3 and A4 are not applicable in flowswith

strong variations in st¿tic pressures, a simple empirically formulated combination of

these velocities have been used to obtain more accurate mean velocities as shown in

the next section.

82 Correction of mean velocities

The static pressures vary significantly across the flow at any station in the diffuser.

For example, at station 66 which gives the maximum variation, the maximum static

pressure is more than twice the wall value. Therefore, as observed by Hinze (1975),

the use of Bernoulli equation produces mean velocities in such circumstances that

deviate from the actual values. In addition, the use of the Bernoulli equation in this

flow is strictly not applicable since the flow does not have regular streamline patterns

due to mixing in the initial part of the diffuser as the air expands into the flow geomerry.

Nevertheless, it was found that when mean velocities estimated using Eqs. B3 and ¡4
were greater than the actual mean velocities.obtained from hot-wire measurements,

they could be corrected empirically by simple continuity considerations. This empiricat

correction is applied at station 66 as shown graphicatly in Fig. B. 1. The measured mean

velocities, U.r, Ur* and U ( assumed reference or correct velocities from single-wire

measurements) at various probe positions are plotted as, rlf* vs r where x identifies
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the type of mean velocity under consideration, so that the area under each curve is

proportional to the mass flow rate. As shown in Fig. 8.2, while the mass flow rate

calculated from single-wire me¿Isurements of mean velocity is constant at the pipe flow

value in all stations of the diffuser, the mass flow rate calculated using U* and U.*
deviate significantly in the outer portions of the diffuser. It is apparent from Fig. 8.1

that when the difference between the velocities calculated from pressure

measurements, r u st - r u sv, is subtracted from rur* at any radial position, the

resulting velocity, rU.o., is a better estimate of the hot-wire value. From the above

graphical considerations, the corrected mean velocity (U..J at any point is related to

U., and Usw asi

U .o,:2U ,v - U ,,
:usv-(urr-ur*) 

ao

Equation 86 indicates that the mean velocity, Ur* is corrected by a quantity

(urt-u.*). Since u., and ur* are given by Eqs. B3 and 84 respectively, the physical

meaning of the correction term can be deduced by writing it in terms of turbulence

quantities. By taking the square root of both sides of Eqs. 83 and B4, expanding the

right hand side by Taylor series and neglecting term higher than second order, it can

be shown that

u s,:,[r -

u sv =u[t -

Ú*(I+A' - B')æ

t*(t-8.)æ

2U2

and

2U2

Therefore, the correction term to u.* in Eq. B6 can be written as;

B7
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¿'_
U ,r- U sv = zr"f

BB(a)

Equation B8(a) shows that the correction term to Ur* in Eq. 86 is a function of the

true mean velocity, the constant A'whichaccounts for the geometry and the level of

vibrations of the static probe and the sum of the square of the intensity of the transverse

and lateral components of fluctuating velocities. This correction term can also be

written in terms of static pressures by manipulating Eq. B2 to give

rt _ tt -A':tu st_ u sv: 
"nu;

UA'(æ æ\=_l __¡_ |2 \u' ur)

_ ¿/[P"^ - P"]
2 )pu'

BB (b)

In the form of Eq.B8(b), the correction term isa function of the true mean velocity,

the error in static pressure measurements and the true dynamic pressure head.

Therefore it can be concluded that the correction term in Eq. 86 makes the measured

mean velocity U.* more sensitive to any vibration of the static probe and the presence

of transverse and lateral fluctuations. The correction term is also equivalent to the

correction of U.* forerrors associated with the difference between the measured and

true static pressures. The later notion is fundamentally right because the same total

pressure is used in the evaluation of both U., and Ur* while the static pressure used

depends on local or wall measurements.

The empirical equation, 86 can also be written in terms of turbulence quantities

by substituting Eqs. B7 and B8(a) ro give;
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U .o,

where, fl:E tE".

Equation B9 will represent a perfect correction for mean velocities obtained from

pressure measurements if U.o, : IJ, and this is true for

:rl,-('*jcr-r. -A,l*l B9

r-å,r-B'-A'):o Bto

BII

Assuming that probes do not vibrate in the flow then the ideal values of A'and, B'as

l and l.2respectively can be substituted into Eq.810 to obtain the value of ß.The

value of ßfrom such a substitution is 1.2. Since Bhas a value of about 1 for turbulence

shear flows and a value of about 0.5 for isotropic turbulence, it can be concluded that

in the ideal case the empirical correction is more applicable in turbulence shear flows.

B3 Correction of static pressures

The equation that can be applied to the correction of static pressures have been

derived by Barat (1969). This equation can be written as'

P"":P"^* pA'æ

Note: This equation can also be obtained byassuming the empirically corrected velocity

profile given byEq. B;9. {Jf;.,canbe written as 2lP ,^ - P ,"f / p and then equated

to the R.H.S of Eq. 89. The term 2P r^/ p can further be substituted from Eq.

B3 to giveEq.811. The fact that Eq.Bll can be obtained from the empirical

velocity correction indicates the applicability of the method.
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The use of positive ornegative signin Eq.Bll depends on whether the scale of

turbulence is large or small in comparison with the static probe size [Toomre (1960)].

The application of Eq.811 isverydifficurt for the following reasons;

1. The scale of turbulence is difficult to estimate, hence it is difficult to judge when

the positive or negative sign is applicable.

The constant A'depends on the scale of turbulence and the geometry of the static

probe. For flow out of a rectangular duct, Barat (1969) obtained,

-0.3 s A'< o.3.Fage (1936) had values of -0.2g and -0.22forpþ flowand

flow in rectangular duct respectively. Theoretical calculations based on

Goldstein's (1936) equation gives .4' : -o.2sforisotropic turbulence. A'takes

on a value of one orgreater when Hinze's (1975) equation isapplied. The choice

of this constant for any application is therefore very uncertain since it may vary

across the flow in a manner simila¡ to the eddy sizes.

The fluctuating component of velocity can only be obtained from hot-wire

measurements. When static pressures are corrected in o¡der to estimate more

accurate mean velocities, the use of hot-wire anemometry which can

independently provide accurate velocities defeats the purpose of the whole

correction exercise.

The correction of static pressures using Eq.B11 is modifred in the present work

in order to eliminate the above difficulties. The following identity can be formed from

Eqs. B3 and B4;

3.

U?,- U?,: A.æ, Bt2
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Substitution of Eq. 812 into Eq.B11 gives;

P"":P"^* pQ?r-U?r) Bt3

In Eq.B13 the ambiguous static pressure constant and the sum of the transverse

and lateral turbulence fluctuations which can only be obtained from hot-wire

measurements are replaced by easily measurable mean velocities obtained using

pressure probes. In addition, the use of positive or negative sign in Eq. 813 can be

decided by a simple rule of thumb. Any of the following criteria can be used. First, if
U.* is greater than the true mean velocity ( i.e. U measured with hot-wire if available)

then the positive sign applies otherwise the negative sign is used. Second, the positive

sign is always applicable for flows near separation. Third, a quick calculation using

both signs willindicate which velocities provide accurate and constant mass flowacross

various sections of the flow.

B4 Results from pressure corrections.

84.1 Mean velocity corrections.

The mean velocity profiles for stations 6,36 and 66 are presented in Fig.8.3(a),

(b) and (c) respectively. In Fig.8.3(a), representing stations 6 and |Z,the correction

for mean velocity is obtained by applying the static pressure correction using the

negative sign in Eq. 813 together with measured total pressures. For stations 18-66,

where the mass flow rate at each station exceed actual values (see Fig. 8.2), the

corrected velocities using similar application of Eq. B13 (with positive sign) or the

empirical correction given by Eq. 86, give the same values hence the latter equation

is used to calculate the values shown in Figs.8.3(b) and (c). The corrected velocities
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at stations 6 and 36 compare favorably with hot-wire measurements, probably due

smaller variations in static pressures across the flowin these stations. For stations 42-66,

similar agreements are limited to the range o (r /R <o.7 as shown in Fig.B.3(c)

for station 66. Therefore, errors in applying the present correction procedure in the

diffuser occur mostly in the wall region of outer stations 42-66.The wall region of these

stations are charactenzeÅ, byhigh intensity ofturbulence and small values of streamwise

mean velocities. Simpson (1991) has observed that characteristics similar to those

observed in stations 42-66occur because the flows approaches separation resulting in

instantaneous back-flows. The effect of nearly equal velocity fluctuations in the

streamwise, transverse and lateral direction on the pressure probes is similar to a time

distribution of pitched and yawed incident flow at the impact orifice and may results

in fluctuations in the mean velocity component [Chue (1975)]. Walsche and Garner

(1960), as referenced in Chue (1975), simulated velocity fluctuations in a steady flow

by subjecting different types of Pitot tubes to angular and linear oscillations. They

concluded that a flow with velocity characteristics similar to those observed in the wall

region of stations 42-66 will result in total pressure readings being lower than actual

values. Therefore the errors shown by the corrected velocities in the wall region of

these stations may be related to errors in total pressure measurements which were not

corrected in the present study.

Errors may be propagated from measured quantities and affect the results

obtained by applying the empirical correction (Eq. B6). Propagated errors of any

mathematical relationship can be estimated by performing an uncertainty analysis [see

Kline (1985)1. The uncerLainty involved in the empirically corrected velocity based on
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the use of Eq. B6 at different stations in the diffuser is shown in Fig. 8.4. In applying

the uncerLainty analysis, it was assumed that the uncertainty in measurements of the

density of air and manometer height readings were +l.3so/o and *r.ooo/o

respectively. With these assumptions the uncertainty in calculating U.* and U., from

the Bernoulli equation was * I .35o/oand hence propagation of measured errors when

calculations are done with Eq. B6 was deduced. Figure 8.4 show very little errors

associated with the use of Eq. B6 in the core region but these errors tend to increase

near the wall. The higher uncerüainty in the wall region, especially for stations 42-66,

supports the observed deviations between corrected velocities and the hot-wire values

in Fig.8.3(c). Overall, the low uncertainty values of less than 4% indicates the vatidity

of the empirical procedure.

84.2 Static pressure corrections.

The mean velocitycorrection procedure iscompletely empirical and isapplicable

to the exit portion of the diffuser (stations 24-66) where Usw md Usr at any radial

location are greater values than the actual mean velocity.In addition, Eq. B8(b) show

that the correction term actually accounts for errors in static pressure estimates since

the total pressure used in the calculation of U.* and U., at any point is the same.

Therfore, an alternate method of correcting mean velocity is to use measured total

pressures and corrected static pressure (using Eq. 8.13) in the Bernoulli equation. In

applying Eqs. Bl1and 813, the positive signisused forstations 24-66where the mass

flow rate calculated from uncorrected velocity profiles are greater than the pipe flow

value while the negative sign is used for stations 6-18 (see Fig.8.2 for mass flow rates).

However, for the purpose of presenting the results, the stations in the diffuser are
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grouped into three categories based on similarity of flowproperties. Stations 6-18will

be referred to as the initiat stations and the negative signisapplicable when Eqs.811

orB13 are used. The intermediate slations, 24-36and the outer stations,42-66require

the use of the positive sign in Eqs.811 or 813 but are so divided because the latter

has more pronounced deviations of flow properties with respect to the pþ flow. In

Sect. B4.l,velocities obtained firstbyapplying static pressure coûection followed by

the use of Bernoulli equation are shown in Fig.8.3(a) for station 6.For the intermediate

and outer stations, the procedure used forthe inner stations givesimilar values of mean

velocity as the use of the empirical correction.

Figures. 8.5(a), (b) and (c) show the pressures at stations 6,36and 66respectively,

representing one station in each group. The pressure difference a p, is pscocar¡-ps1rcf¡.

Ps¡tocal) represents measured or corrected static pressures while P.1..9 is the reference

pressure usually a constant value of static pressure and it is taken as the value of static

pressure (constant value) farupstream inthe fullydeveloped prpe flow.The difference

between the measured and corrected static pressures is an indication of the error

involved in measurements. The corrected static pressures were obtained from Eq. 813.

Corrected static pressures are also shown using Eq. Bl1 with A' : r and æ :7 *G
obtained from x-wiremeasurements. when A' : r and B': L.2,the static and total

pressure probes do not vibrate during measurements [Hinze (1975)]. For values of
A' > I and B'> Lz,some vibration, intentionally applied orinduced byflowa¡ound

the probes, affects their performance. Therefore, difference between the two corrected

static pressures, in Fig.8.5(a) - (c), is an indication that some vibration is induced on

the pressure probes by the fluid motion. Note that correction using Eq. Bl3 accounts
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forthe actual values of A'whereas Eq.Bll with A. : I assumes no vibration. Thus,

none of the constant values of A'given in the literature which are generally less than

one' see Sect. 83, can account for similar deviations from the measured values as the

present correction. Since the present corrected static pressures produce accurate mean

velocity as shown in Sect. M.L,it can be assumed that the corrected static pressures

in Fig. 8.5(a) - (c) are accurate or that the correction procedure, Eq. 813, is an

improvement on existing correction methods.

A' and B' can be calibrated at any point in the flow by using Eqs. B3 and B4

[see Eichoff (1969)] which involves combined pressure and hot-wire measurements.

The values of A'a¡¡¿ B'across various stations in the diffuser flow are given in Figs.

8.6(a) and (b) respectively. In the initial stations, the magnitude of ,4'and B'suggests

strong induced vibration of the probes due to fluid motions around the probes since

A' >> i and B' >> I .2.This can be expected because at these stations more than 72cm

of probe holder is introduced from the open end of the diffuser and the stations are

characterized by large values of mean velocities and are affected by mixing due to

entrance effects as the air diverges. The scatter in corrected static pressures in Fig.

8.5(a) maybe an indication of this random vibration. The intermediate and outer

stations show values of .4 '- I and B' - 1.2 in the wall region but have different values

around the axis of the flow. Deviations around the axis of the flow in which these

constants have greater than normal values can be attributed to increasing yaw angles

brought about by the divergence of streamlines. Values of B'a¡e observed to become

less than l.2fot the outer stations around the axis of the flow.This is a further indication
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of the complex nature of flowinthe diffuser sincevalues of B': r,2and A.: ras
given by Hinze (1975) were calculated in simple turbulent flows similar to Eichoff

(1969) where assumptions of isotropic turbulence are valid.



APPENDD( C

F'YPERIMENTAL DATA

Experimental data obtained in this study are presented in the following tables.

Pressure measurements can be accurately reproduced hence the presentation in Figs.

4.1 and 4.2 as well as in Figs. 8.1-8.6 is sufficient. The accuracy of single and x-wire

measurements depend on the method of data acquisition and the experience of the

investigator. Therefore, in the following tables the raw data from hot-wire

measurements have been processed to give relevant velocities and their moments. All
quantities except forthe mean velocities have been normalizú. Moments offluctuating

velocities are normalized as shown in Eq. 4.3.

Table C1 which gives the measuring positions is the key to understanding the

tables. Column l in all tables show a serial numbering of the rows,and the turbulence

characteristics in each station corresponding to each row is associated with the

measuring position in Table Cl. The measuring positions are presented with respect

to the axis of the flow and they are normalized with the radius of the feed pipe. In

Table Cl, the first measuring position (row 1) is at the axis of the flow while row 20 is

the normalized radius ofthe measuring station. The actual diameters ofeach measuring

position and their location from the entrance of the diffuser are giveninTable 3.1.

r42
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pipe 6 1B 30 +2 5+ 66

0 000 0 000 0 000 0.000 0 000 0 000 00
2 0 053 0 055 0 065 0.074 O OBJ 0.091 0.1

3 0 105 0111 0 1J0 0.1 48 0 166 0 182 02
+ 0 15B 0 166 0 194 0.222 0.249 0.273 OJ
5 0 211 0.222 0.259 0.29 6

A -7-Za
U.JJ1 0.365 04

6 0.263 0 277 0 324 0.371 0.41+ 0.456 05
1 0 Jl6 0 J33 O JBB 0.445 0.497 0.541 06
8 O J6B O SBB 0 45J 0 519 0 580 O 6JB 07
9 0 +21 0.4+3 0.518 0.59J 0 66J 0.729 08
10 0 +74 0 499 0.58i 0 667 0.7 46 0.820 09
11 0 526 0 554 0.647 0.7 +1 0 829 0.912 10
12 0 579 0 610 0.712 0 815 0.912 1.00J 11
11IJ 0 6J2 0 665 0.177 O BB9 0 995 1.094 1.2

14 0 684 0.720 0.8+2 0 96i 1 078 1 185 1J
15 0.737 0.776 0 906 1.037 1 161 1.276 14
16 0 789 0 831 0 971 1 112 1 243 1 361 15
17 0 B+2 O.BB7 1 0J6 1.186 1.326 1.459 16
1B 0 895 0.942 1 101 1.260 1 409 i 550 17
19 0 947 0 998 1 165 1.334 1 492 1 641 1B

20 1 000 1 05J 1 230 1 408 1 575 1 732 19

Table Cl: Measuring positions in the pÞe and diffuser flows, r/\
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Table C2: Mean velocities in the pÞe and diffuser flows, U (m/s).

prpe 6 1B JO 42 3+ 66

1 21 720 21 161 18J55 16.928 15.476 14.716 1J.809

2 21.621 21.172 18.i17 1 6.91 I 15.4+7 14.617 13.628

J 21 510 21.105 18 287 16.722 15.211 14.323 13.248

4 21.316 20.932 1 8.1 78 16.47 4 14.984 1i.916 12.123

5 21.223 20.732 17.927 1 6.1 89 14 610 1 J.JB 1 12.059

6 21.054 20.535 1 7.598 15.8i4 1 4.1 i5 12.689 11.210

7 20.864 20,325 17.238 15.406 13.547 r1 914 r0 268

B 20.648 20.08 i 16.855 1 4.910 12.885 1 1.109 9.J66

9 20.409 19 795 16 +32 14.JJ5 12.163 10.263 8 487

10 20.1 J9 19.+7 4 15.94J 13.671 i 1 .J61 9.344 7.572

11 I9 817 19 116 15J96 12.908 10 424 8.i82 6 657

12 19 448 18 714 14818 12.011 9 382 7.+28 5.815

1i 19 067 18.279 14 219 11.017 8 J60 6.502 5.066

14 18.692 r7 819 1J.51 9 9s26 I 413 5 616 4.4J0

15 18.2i8 17.J08 12.547 8.725 6.392 4.185 J.860

16 17.674 16.648 11.295 7.401 5.172 4 037 J JOT

11 17.001 15.691 9.817 6.075 4.238 J.J5B 2.771

1B 16 226 14.739 8016 4.902 3.427 2.800 2,416

10
IJ 1 5.1 92 12.546 6.024 3.8r4 2.646 2.210 1.977
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Table C3: Iongitudinal intensity of turbulence, u' / U.

plpe 6 1B JO +2 54 66

O OJJ O OJJ 0.041 0.047 0.050 0 065 0 095

2 0,0J4 0.0i4 0.041 0.0J9 0.05 i 0.064 0.1 05

7
J 0 036 0 0J5 0.045 0 050 0.059 0 07q 0.1 1B

4 0.038 O.OJB 0.050 0.060 0.067 0.087 0.1 J5

5 0 041 0 042 0 055 0.066 0.076 0 100 0.1 57

6 0 044 0.046 0.060 0.072 0.090 0.128 0.1 81

7 0 041 0.051 0.066 0.079 0.112 0 161 0.208

B 0 050 0.054 0.07j 0.090 0.1 J6 O,1 BB 0.2J6

9 0 054 0 057 0.080 0.1 0i 0 160 0.213 0.2 69

10 0.056 0 060 0.089 0.121 0.1 84 0.2+0 0.J10

r1 0 062 0.06i 0 099 0.1 4J 0 211 0.212 0.i50

12 0 066 0 069 0 110 0 170 0.242 0 iOB 0.373

13 0 07r 0.076 0 123 0.20i 0.216 0.3+7 0 388

t4 0.076 0.082 0.1 J9 0.246 0.312 O.JB5 0 409

15 0.081 0.088 0.1 64 0.290 0.J48 0.417 0.4i9

tb 0 086 0 09J 0.1 9B 0.326 O JB4 0.4J5 0.476

1l 0 096 0.1 10 0.242 O.JBJ 0.+24 0 475 0.506

iB 0 104 0 119 0 296 0 416 0.+17 0 517 0 5J2

19 0.1 14 0.1 5i 0.i67 0.45i 0.5i0 0.562 0.602
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Table C4: Transverse intensity of turbulence, u' / IJ.

p lpe 6 1B JO 42 54 66

0 026 0.0J2 0.0J8 0.0J8 0 046 0 059 0.081

2 0.026 0.0J2 O OJB 0.0i8 0.049 0.058 O.OBJ

J 0.027 0 Ojj 0 0J9 0 0J8 0 052 0.064 0.089

+ 0 028 0 0J4 0 040 0 0J9 0 055 0.072 0.099

5 0.029 0.0J5 0.041 0.040 0.059 0.079 0.1ii

6 0.030 0 0J7 0 044 0.04i 0.066 0.090 0.128

7 0 0i2 0 0J8 0.047 0 046 0.075 0.1 04 0.1 48

B 0.034 0.040 0.051 0.050 0.087 0.122 0 169

9 0 035 0.042 0 054 0 054 0.098 0.1 40 0.1 90

10 0 0J6 0.044 0.058 0.058 0.112 0.1 57 0.213

t1 O OJB 0.041 0.062 0 062 0 127 0.17 4 0.2J8

12 0.0J9 0 049 0.066 0 065 0 145 0191 0.259

13 0 041 0 051 0.012 0 068 0.r66 0.215 0.269

t+ 0 04J 0.054 0.08 i 0.07 4 0 188 0.244 0.278
1ÃIJ 0.046 0.056 0,094 0.084 0.21 0 0.210 0.295

lb 0.048 0.059 0.112 0 100 0.2J0 0.289 0.i1J

1l 0 052 0 06J 0 iJ6 0.124 0 251 0 i00 0 329

1B 0.055 0.070 0.1 65 0.1 5B 0.281 0.i00 0.J50

19 0.062 0.097 0 182 0179 0.261 0.268 0.J07

20 0.1 04 0.1 62 0 195 0.1 B6 0.221 0.202 0.247
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Table C5: I^ateral intensity of turbulence, w' / tl.

p rpe 6 i8 JU 42 54 66

0 026 0.0J0 0 0J5 0 0J4 0.049 0.063 0.082

2 0.026 0 0J0 0.0i6 0.0i5 0 050 0 059 0 086

3 0 027 0 0J1 0 0i7 0.0J6 0.052 0.065 0 09J

4 0 028 0 0J2 0.039 0.0J8 0.057 0 074 0.1 0J

5 0.029 0,0iJ 0,040 0.0J9 0.064 0.085 0.118

6 0.0i0 0.0J5 0 04J 0 041 0.07i 0.099 0.1 J7

7 0.0i2 0 0J7 0 046 0 044 0 084 0.116 0 156

B 0 034 0 039 0 051 0 047 0 097 0.1 37 0 178

9 0 0J5 0 041 0.057 0 052 0 1rJ 0 159 0.201

t(J 0 0J6 0 044 0 06J 0 058 0 1J0 0.1 79 0 219

1l 0 0J8 0.047 0.068 0 066 0 r50 0.1 99 0.2J9

12 0.0J9 0 049 0 071 0.078 0.172 0.226 0.26J

1J 0 041 0 052 0 075 0.094 0.1 96 0,25J 0.28J

14 0 043 0 056 0.082 0.1 16 0.223 0.269 0.294

15 0.046 0.059 0.09J 0.1 44 0.246 0.27 4 0.299

lf) 0 048 0 06i 0.112 0 17J 0 260 0.281 0.i04

11 0 052 0 068 0.1 J9 0.204 0.214 0.295 0 Ji7

1B 0 055 0.07 4 0.111 0.234 0.300 0.i1i 0.i44

19 0 062 0.091 0.226 0.265 O.JJ9 0 i58 0.J46

20 0 104 0]27 0.J09 0 295 0.+49 0.465 0 499
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pipe 6 1B 30 42 54 66

1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 000

2 0.i0J 0.1 02 0.088 0.16i 0.1 97 0.2+0 0.4J5

J 0.208 0 194 0.1 80 0 311 0 J89 0.52J 0.9 68

4 0.i 13 0.279 0.289 0.+41 0.571 0.896 1,678

5 0.41 9 0.314 0.425 0.557 0.782 1.J4J 2.366

6 0.524 0 486 0.575 0.69 5 1.099 1.840 2 851

7 0.629 0 606 0 114 0.895 1.549 ) \Á-q 3.234

B 0.134 0.125 0.826 1.145 2.021 2.798 i.596

9 0 8i9 0 8i5 0 92J 1 .400 2.418 J.1 84 J.86i

t0 0.945 O.9JB 1.0i6 r .645 2.761 J,JLJ i.950

11 1 050 1 0i9 1 207 1.937 3 102 i.758 J 858

12 1 155 1 1i9 1.J98 2.369 3.420 i.70i 3.612

1J r.260 1 241 1 .560 2.873 3.612 i.J79 J J59

14 r J66 1.344 1 689 3.20J 3.524 J.tf,l 3.1 JJ

t3 1 .471 1.447 2.010
-z -z1E
J.J IJ J.0i4 2.792 2.654

16 1 576 1.552 2 585 J.1 89 2.529 2.376 r.962

17 r.681 1.689 J.06i 2.815 2.110 i.799 r.504

iB 1.181 1 .890 J 170 2.258 1.65i r.J66 1.0+4

19 1.892 2.140 2 571 1.556 1.0J0 0.726 0.589

Table c6: Reynolds shear stress in the pipe and diffuser flows, - uu I tJ! x r03.

(U a : IB.2m / s, the average bulk velocity in the pipe flow).
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Table C7: Correlation coefficient of Reynolds stress, - tn

p rpe 6 1B JO +2 54 66

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

2 0.091 0.i00 0.1 16 0.1 00 0.125 0.1 J4 0,1 45
a
J 0.1 51 0 r61 0.1 51 0.1 B0 0.1 90 0.1 99 0.216

4 0.206 0.1 96 0.1 87 u.tt / 0.244 0.259 0.269

5 0.255 0.229 0.224 0.250 0.269 0.J10 0 J15

6 0.295 0.261 0.258 0.212 0.29J 0.344 0.i48

7 0.321 0 289 0.288 0 293 0.J15 0 364 0 J71

B 0.J51 O.J1J 0.J 10 0.312 0.Ji5 0.J75 O.JBB

I 0.J69 O JJJ 0.J25 O.J2B 0.i52 0 i8J 0 400

10 O.JB 1 0.i48 O.JJ5 0.i41 0.i66 0.i87 0.408

11 0.J90 0 J59 0.J41 0.J52 0.i76 0.i90 0.41 J

12 0.i96 0.J69 0.J46 0.362 0.i8J 0 i91 0.416

1J 0.400 0.J76 0.J51 0.J70 0.i87 0 J91 0.420

14 0.402 0 J82 0.J57 0.314 O-JB6 0 i91 0.423

t\l\) 0.40J 0.i88 0.J65 O.J7J 0.J82 0.J9i 0.41 I
16 0.401 0 395 0.J76 0. i69 0.J75 0.392 0 400

17 0.400 0.402 0.i87 0.i63 0.365 0.iBi 0.i70

1B 0.392 0 411 0.J96 0.J55 0.J54 0 358 O.JJO

19 O.JB6 0.+20 0.404 0.i46 0.342 0.J10 0.284
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prpe 6 18 JO +2 54 66

2 -0.441 -0 44J -0 446 -0.605 -0.558 -0.589 -0.681
7 -0.45J -0.+29 -0.419 -0.521 -0.452 -0.529 -0,544

4 -0.437 -0.414 -0.J94 -0.434 -u.J4 I -0.472 -0 408

Ã, -0 405 -0 J95 -0.J68 -0.J48 -0.2J8 -0.J98 -0.218

6 -0.37 4 -0.i69 -0 J41 -0.269 -0 157 -0.285 -0.1 59

7 *0.JJs _O JJ7 -0Jl1 -0.204 -0.1 0J ^ 
I [E

-U. IJJ -0 049

B -0 281 -0 J01 -0 275 -0. r 54 -0 059 -0 048 0.051

9 -0 232 -0 261 -0.231 -0.1 1 6 -0 009 0.024 0 14J

10 -0.201 -0.220 -0.1 93 -0.090 0 047 0.085 0.?27

11 -0.1 80 -0.1 82 -0.1 J 1 -0.064 0.1 01 0.1 45 0 J04

12 -0 161 -0.1 51 -0.076 -0.024 0 156 0.204 0 J71

13 -0.1 i5 -0.1 28 -0.047 0.0i6 0.219 0.262 0.426

1+ -0 104 -0. i 09 -0.0J 1 0.1 07 0.289 0 311 0.466

15 -0.079 -0.086 -0.020 0.1 88 0.iJ8 0. J46 0 490

16 -0 057 -0 056 -0 001 0.273 0 i57 0.J67 0.491

17 -0 0J0 -0 018 0.042 0.J56 0 J62 0.J75 0 487

i8 -0.012 -0.025 0 111 0.4J4 0 379 O JB2 0 461

19 -0.007 -0 070 0 201 0.507 O 4JJ 0 40J 0 4i0

Figure 4.0 Skewness foctor of u

Table C8: Skewness factor of u, ú t
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ptpe 6 1B JO +2 54 66

1

2 0:29 0.1 14 0.21 5 0.iJ6 0.2J8 0.256 0.J51

3 019i 0171 0.230 O.JJ7 0.299 0.35 i 0 J54

4 0.2J9 0.221 0.248 0.iJ7 0.J66 0.4J9 0.J56

5 0.272 0.251 0.261 0.iJ7 0.422 0.486 0.342

6 0.288 0.211 0.282 0.J41 0.45 i 0.455 0.J00

7 0 290 0 285 0 292 0 J51 0.4J9 0 370 0.2J0

B 0.28 i 0.285 0 29J 0 i6J 0.J91 0.290 0.1 39

I 0 264 0 279 0 286 0 J64 0 i07 0.227 0 044

10 0.242 0.268 0.275 0.J46 0.213 0,1 48 -0.041

11 0.219 0.251 0.26i O JiJ 0.1 i9 0.044 -0.1 1 6

12 0.1 96 0.227 0 250 0.267 0 080 -0.057 -0. i 85

1J 0.179 0.1 98 0 236 0.1 98 -0 00i -0.1 40 -0.250

14 0 167 0 168 0.219 0 098 -0.1 1 B -0.213 -0.J07

i5 0.1 60 0.141 0.1 94 0.01 J -0.1 97 -0.28J -0.Js2

tb 0 i58 0.122 0.1 5J -0 080 -0.287 -0.J48 -0 J80

17 0.164 0.1 28 0.092 -0,1 70 -0,i82 -0.401 -0.J94

iB 0 179 0.1 75 0.01j -0 19J -0.4J0 -0.420 -0.J94

19 0 200 0.25J -0.075 -0.21 5 -0.i6s -0.i78 -0.37 4

Table C9: Skewness factor of v, F
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prp e 6 1B JO +2 54 66

2 0.1 00 0.1 28 0.1 69 0,24J 0.241 0.267 0.09 6

J 0.1 58 0.1 45 0.1 67 0.226 0.221 0.262 0 140

4 0.1 93 0.1 61 0.1 66 0.208 0.201 0.255 0.1 BJ

5 0.208 0.1 7J 0.1 66 0.1 90 0.1 81 0.237 0.1 99

6 0.206 0.1 78 0 164 0.174 0.1 59 0.r96 0.1 70

7 0 i94 0.176 0 159 0161 0.1 J5 0.1 J9 0.1 07

B 0.179 0.1 69 0.151 0.151 0.1 06 0.086 0.021

9 0.1 64 0.1 56 0.1 J9 0 14J 0.072 0.042 -0.046

10 0,1 51 0.1 i9 0.1 28 0.1 J5 0.0i4 0.00i -0.096

11 0.1 40 0.121 0.116 0.1 19 -0.00J -0.03J -0 131

12 0.129 0 107 0 iOJ 0.080 -0.0J8 -0.071 -0.162

13 0116 0 095 0 091 0 027 -0.072 -0 i10 -0 197

14 0.1 02 0 085 0 077 -0 012 -0. i 02 -0. i 40 -0 236

1ã 0.088 0 075 0.059 -0.048 -0.125 -0.1 52 -0.255

tb 0 075 0.06J O OJJ -0.085 -0 141 -0.1 57 _O 2JB

17 0.062 0.048 -0.004 -0.1 25 -0.1 50 -0 164 -0.1 90

1B 0.047 O.OJJ -0.051 -0.1 66 -0.1 56 -0 160 -0.1 J0

19 0,0i 1 0.017 -0 104 -0.1 95 -0.1 59 -0.128 -0.112

Table Cl0: Third-order moments, m
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prp e 6 1B JO 42 54 66

1

2 -0.284 - u. l3J -0.275 - 0.J6J -0.223 -0.J02 -0411
7
J -0 281 -0 254 -0 261 _O J2J -0.213 -0.310 -0.J73

4 -0.212 -0.254 -0.247 -0.277 -0.204 -0.316 -0.J29
tr
J -0.259 *0.241 -0.2JJ -0.232 -0. i 94 -0.304 -0.279

6 -0.241 -0.231 -0.219 -0.1 95 -0 18J -0.257 -0 221

7 -0 220 -0 212 -0 20J -0.177 -0.1 68 -0 186 -0 149

B -0.200 -0. i 90 -0.1 85 -0,1 7i -0.1 46 -0.123 -0.061

0 -0.1 80 -0.1 68 -0 169 -0.172 -0.1 1 i -0.07i 0.021

10 -0. 16i -0.1 48 -0.1 55 -0.1 66 -0.068 -0.026 0.081

11 -0 144 -0.1 29 -0 14J -0.1 48 -0.01 9 0.027 0.127

1? -0.129 -0.112 -0 1J1 -0.111 O.OJJ 0 090 0169

1J -0 115 -0 097 -0 11I -0 059 0 087 0.162 0.218

14 -0. 10J -0.082 -0 099 -0.009 0141 0.221 0 274

15 -0.088 -0.067 -0.07J 0.049 0.1 91 0.252 0.J16

Ib -0.073 -0.050 -0.036 0.126 0 232 0.213 0 J29

17 -0.060 -0.0J9 0.016 0,210 0.266 0.i01 0.i25

1B -0 054 -0 041 0 083 0.273 0.296 0.322 0.Ji1

19 -0 054 -0 051 0.1 5B 0.324 0.J24 0.i1J 0.299

Table Cl1: Third-orde¡ moments, ûû2
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ptpe 6 iB 30 42 54 66

2 J.JB i J.IIJ i.J05 J.)ö I 3.921 3.926 4.184

J J.J65 3 J38 3.263 i.556 3.7s5 J 901 J 900

4 3.321 J.i66 3.220 ? Ã?1J,JJL 3.571 J.891 3.61 6

tr
J J.258 J.J78 3.176 J.508 3.420 J.BO5 ? ?trÃ

J.JJJ

6 J.1 88 J.JO6 J.1 J4 J.480 3.321 J.55J J.IJb

7 J.1 11 3.202 3.094 3 444 3.281 J.ttt 2.973

B J.050 i.094 J.058 J i95 3.249 J.006 2.879

I 2.995 J.006 3.021 J.JI b J.1 4J 2 947 2 85J

10 2.954 2.940 2.999 J.2JO J.002 2.957 2.89J

11 2.921 2 892 2.975 3.125 2.890 2.916 2.972

12 2.891 2.862 2.956 i 029 2.839 2.982 i.066

1J 2.859 2.845 2.9i8 2 962 2.865 2.969 z l laJ.IJl

14 2.829 2. Bi5 2322 2.935 2.955 2.969 3.226

15 2.81 i 2.824 2.901 2.943 i.01 9 3.012 i.J14

i6 2.BOB 2 806 2.891 2.981 3.056 i.1 03 3.421

17 2.805 2.788 2.817 J.052 J.094 3.243 3.5J0

1B
1 QnO
L.OUO 2 780 2.866 J.1 55 3.1 6J J.JB6 J 604

19 2.820 2.180 2.858 3.274 3.296 3.419 3.661

Table C12: Flatness factor of u, 12 
a.
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p ipe 6 1B 30 +2 54 66

1

2 J.680 J.607 J.5i4 4.042 i.698 4.220 4.505
a
J J.654 J 646 J.54J 4.009 J.B30 4 312 4 265

4 3.623 J 676 J.55i 3.914 3.97 4 4.JOJ 4.024
tr
..) J 5BB J.682 3.562 J.940 4.091 4 JB5 3.184

6 J.550 J.66J J.571 3 911 4.1 6J 4.142 i.548

7 3.512 3.627 J.578 J B92 4.141 J.769 ? 7?O
J..JJO

B 3.472 J.58 1 J.580 J.878 4.022 3.419 i.1 79

9 i.436 7 E-r-ZJ.JJJ J.578 J 85J 1 70q 3 329 i.09J

10 3.402 J.48i J.57J J.807 3.51 9 J.2J8 J.090

11 3.372 J 4J4 J 565 3 745 3.272 3 114 J 1i8

12 J.J4ð J J85 3.552 J 671 J,1 05 J 164 3.205

1J J.JJ6 J JJg 3.532 J.555 J.049 3.220 3.263

14 J.JJ4 J.JO6 J.506 J 376 3.115 3.289 J.J08

15 J.J41 J.29J 3.475 J.298 7 a71
J.LJ I J.J4J J.J84

16 J J5J J J]1 3.441 3 278 3.J31 J.465 J.5BJ

17 J.J69 7 7tr1J.JJ I i.409 J.29 6 3.475 3.748 4.088

1B J.J87 J.J99 3.J85 J.l ll 3.781 4.1 68 4.843

19 J.405 i.456
-z 11q
J.JIl J.909 4.4i0 4.68J 5.232

Table C13: Flatness factor of v, Tn.
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pipe 6 1B 30 +t ALUI 66

1

2 i.J11 1.279 1.185 1.597 1 .259 i.606 1 .65i

J 1 320 1 277 r.200 1 556 1.282 1.619 i.564

4 1.i25 1.?75 1.218 1.511 1.J07 1.6J7 1.476
tr
J 1.321 1.275 1.235 1 .468 I.JJO 1 625 1.392

6 1.326 1.276 1.251 1.4J1 i.i48 1.549 1.321

7 1.324 1.278 1.261 1.407 1 J56 1 427 1.268

B 1.J19 1.277 t.t0t 1.392 1.i49 1.J14 1.238

9 1.i15 1271 1.261 1 318 1.320 1.236 1.233

10 1.Ji1 1.262 1.261 1 358 1.281 1.202 I 1ÃtrI.LJJ

11 1 J07 1 252 1 264 1 327 1 249 1.209 1.295

12 1.302 1.244 1.267 1.280 1.233 1.227 1 347

1J 1 296 1.239 r .lb3 1.234 1.232 1 241 1.407

14 1.288 1.236 1.254 1.221 1.248 1.257 r 469

t3 1.278 1.237 1.238 1.215 1.214 1.286 1.525

tb 1.264 1.242 1 224 1.213 1.Ji 1 I.JJ4 1 567

1l 1.241 1.251 1.216 1.234 I.JJJ 1.405 1.596

1B 1 227 1.264 1.220 1 295 1 404 i 460 1.609

19 1.201 1.280 1.2+5 i J81 1.454 1.449 1.605

Table C14: Forth-order moments, æ
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prpe 6 1B JO +2 54 66

2 -0.379 -0.407 -0.559 - 1 .OiJ -0.851 - 1.109 -0.640

3 -0.666 -0.582 -0.621 -1 048 -0.886 - 1.1 18 -0.771

4 -0.864 -0.7 +1 -0.699 -i 064 -0.921 -1.128 -0.901

5 -0 984 -0.865 -0171 -1 079 -0 955 -1.134 - 1 .001

6 - 1.046 -0.950 -0.840 - 1.09J -0.986 - 1 .1Jl -1.052

7 -i 076 -1 006 -0.899 - 1.10J -1.014 -1.121 -1.074

B - 1.093 - 1 .0J9 -0.943 -1.108 - 1 .0i7 -1.110 - 1.090

9 -1.10J -1 056 -0 971 -1 108 - 1.05J -1 104 -1 114

i0 -1111 - 1 .061 -0 987 -1.100 - 1 .064 - 1.104 -1.152

11 -1 117 -1 057 -0 997 -1 089 -1 074 - 1.109 -1 201

12 -1.121 - 1 .049 - 1 .007 - 1.076 -1 082 -1 IJ a aE-1
- l.LJ/

13 -1.120 -1 0J9 -1.019 - 1 .064 -1 090 -1 19 -1J18

14 -1.117 -1.032 -1.0J1 - 1.055 - i.097 -1j26 - 1.J75

15 -1.120 - L0J7 -1.044 - 1.050 -1,102 -1.141 - 1.404

16 -1 121 - r .059 - 1 .059 - 1 .051 - 1.106 - 1 .155 - 1 .JB5

17 - 1 .105 -1.092 -1 .07 4 - 1 .059 - 1.1 10 -1.157 -1.J19

1B - 1.075 -1 132 -1 094 -1 075 -1 112 -1 131 -1 208

19 - 1.041 -1.176 -1.121 - 1 .095 -1 11J - 1 .058 - 1 .067

Table C15: Forth-order moments, Ft.
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prp e 6 1B JO 42 54 66

1

2 -0.Ji6 -0.J70 -0.424 - 1.045 -0.650 -1.012 -0 780

3 -0 571 -0 538 -0.523 - 1 .057 -0 7J6 -1 040 -0.906

4 -0.764 - 0. 692 -0.6i0 - 1.069 -0.824 - 1 .068 -1.022
trJ -0.9 i 0 -0.824 -0.7i6 - 1 .082 - 0.909 - 1 .092 - 1 ,099

6 - 1 .009 -0 9J0 -0.8i6 - 1.09i - 0.984 -1.107 - 1 .10J

1 -1.011 -i 010 -0.920 - 1.10J -1 045 -1 109 -1 07J

B - 1.107 -1.062 -0.917 - 1 .109 - 1.084 - 1.096 - 1.050

0 *1 127 -1 084 -1.01i -1 110 -1 095 -1 07J -1.044

10 -1 lJB -1 085 - 1 .0i6 - 1 .105 - 1 .088 - 1 .060 - 1 .067

11 -1 145 -1 07J -i 05i -1 094 - 1 .075 -i 064 -1 114

12 -1 15i - 1 .060 -i.065 - 1.082 - I .Ubb -i 086 -1.182

13 -1 159 -1 050 -1 070 - 1 .069 - 1 .068 -1j25 -1 .27 4

14 -1.167 -1 046 -1.069 - 1 .057 -1.087 -1 111 - 1 .i86

15 -1 169 -1 055 - 1 .069 - 1.050 -1.120 - 1 .2J8 - 1 .486

16 -1 i63 - 1 .079 -1.071 - 1.05i -1 165 -1.298 -1 551

17 -1.i49 -1.120 -1 095 - i.069 -1.218 - 1 .i41 - 1 .586

1B -1.125 - 1 .171 -1.123 - 1.098 -1.271 -1 J49 - 1 .575

19 - 1.095 -1.248 -i.166 -1.131 -1,J17 - 1 .305 - 1 .458

Table C16: Forth-order moments, ,:ta".
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serial No. de

(mm)

dPldi

5

0.s08

r.067

2.032

3.175

4.750

0.700

0.7t4

0.825

0.680

0.701

Table 3.1: Preston tube dimensions.
(do: outside diameter, d,:inside diameter).
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STATION

(X cm)

D

(m)

x/De U,nu*

(m/s)

U*

(m/s)

Pipe

6

L2

18

24

30

36

42

48

54

60

66

0.1016

0.107

0.116

0.r25

0.134

0.143

0.151

0.160

0.168

0.116

0.186

0.193

0.000

0.591

1.181

1.772

2.362

2.953

2.543

4.134

4.724

5.315

5.906

6.496

2r.7W

2t.L6l

19.580

18.355

17.&2

16.928

15.830

15.476

15.049

14.716

13.934

13.810

0.839

0.638

0.472

0.375

0.309

0.268

0.238

0.213

0.195

0.185

0.175

0.170

Table 3.2: Dimensions and basic velocity characteristics in the pþ and diffuser
flow.
(Sub.script p refers to ptpg values, D:.local diameter, U_u*: local center line
maximum velocity, u.: friction velocity, X: distanóe fiöîn entrance of diffuser to
the measuring station).



1,62

STATION

(X cm)

L, X 103

(m)

u,,,

(m/s)

-puu^^*/f,

Pipe

6

18

30

42

54

66

7.3

19.5

29.8

40.9

53.7

1.025

1.048

1.094

1. 116

1.T44

1.005

2.030

7.470

15.290

26.630

39.330

51.590

Table 4.1: Dimensions and some flow properties at the peak region.
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QUADRANT

1 2 3 4

ko0)

k'(J)

0.27

0.r2

0.85

0. rs

0.27

0.03

0.85

0.18

Table 5.1: values for the constants Ç(J) and k,(J) in Eqs. 5.31 and,5.32.
(obtained in pipe flow at Y/Ro:9.2, Y: radiaî äistancd measured from the wall*d \: radius of the pipe). '
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Total Number of Patterns Non- Dimensionalized

mean periods

H I-V

(accepted)

VI VI

(rejected)

Percentage

rejected.

T'

(al1

patterns)

T*

(accepted

patterns)

0

1

a
L

3

4

5

6

7

5387

1528

809

402

198

103

41

23

2970

1287

900

s39

325

169

101

46

2885

350

375

256

175

t23

75

4l

35.5

12.4

21.9

27.2

33.5

45.2

52.8

59.4

0.256

0.759

1.250

2.270

4.084

7.852

15.041

30.954

0.390

0.867

1.601

3.118

6.137

t4.334

31.878

76.280

Table 5.2:The distribution of patterns during ejections as a function of hole size.
(Y/\:9.295 in pipe flow).
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8.5(c); Stction 66.
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